IN LIVING COLOUR: David Goldblatt's colour works portray the shifting dynamics of post-apartheid society with a more seductive and ambiguous eye.
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BOOK REVIEWS: Robbing the Cradle: Reviews of "The official field guide to the Cradle of Humankind by B Hilton-Barber and L R Berger / White, Tim D; Maguire, Judy M. - Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

CELEBRATING THE NGUNI CATTLE OF THE ZULU PEOPLE: Comments by the author of 'The abundant herds' which is available in the SAHRA Library / Poland, Marguerite. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

ETHICS: From thorny issue to powerful ally / Gibbs, Caroline. Diligence Publishing,

ININVOLGING THE ARTIST: An interview with Leigh Voigt / Lickindorf, Elisabeth. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

THE OLD BUILDINGS OF THE CAPE, BY HANS FRANSEN REVIEWED / Raymond, Len. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation,

ON THE MAKING OF 'THE ABUNDANT HERDS': Comments by the author: The book is available in the SAHRA Library / Hammond-Tooke, David. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

TEACHING THE MFECANE: Review of The Mfecane Aftermath as how it can be utilised as a teaching aid / Carruthers, Jane. -- Pretoria: South African Historical Society,

Books
RATHER THAT IT NEVER HAPPENED: Dealing with mouldy volumes / Coates, Peter. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,
Bophuthatswana

Borneo
NEW DISCOVERIES IN BORNEO / Chazine, Jean-Michel; Fage, Luc-Henri. -- Foix: INORA,

Bosworth Hill

Botswana
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MITIGATION OF THE LETSIBOGO DAM : Agropastoralism in southeastern Botswana / Huffman, T N; Kinahan, J. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum,

DOMBOSHABA REGIONAL PROJET Sitve : Sharing regional experiences on conservation and management of dry stone monuments / Siphambe, Gladys Botho.

FAUNAL REMAINS IN THE TRANSITION FROM HUNTING TO HERDING IN SOUTHEASTERN BOTSWANA / Sadr, Karim; Plug, Ina. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

A GIANT STEP FOR MANKIND : Discussion on the mixed race marriage of Botswana's first president Seretse Khama and Ruth Williams / Boateng, Osei. -- London: IC Publications,

JWANENG'S LIVING PARK : Striving to create harmony between human and the environment / Paul, Sarah-Leigh. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,

LATE QUATERNARY ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND PALAEO-ENVIRONMENTAL DATA FROM SEDIMENTS AT RHINO CAVE, TSODILO HILLS, BOTSWANA / Robbins, L H; Brook, G A; Murphy, Michael L; Campbell, Alec C; Melear, N; Downey, William S. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum, 2000.

"LENTSEWA LA BADIMO": Stone of the ancestors / Lombard, Marlize; Parsons, Isabelle; Van der Ryst, Maria. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

NOTES FROM AN INTERVIEW : An innovative use of a bored stone as a sledge wheel / Badenhorst, Shaw. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

OF MISTRESSES AND CONCUBINES : Miscegenation and European 'shame' in the Bechuanaland Protectorate, 1911-1950 / Mgadla, P T. -- Pretoria: UNISA,

OLDEST DATED EVIDENCE OF CATTLE -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
Bows

Braamfontein

Brain, C K Bob
AFRICAN TAPHONOMY : A celebration of the scientific life of C K 'Bob' Brain / Pickering, Travis Rayne; Schick, Kathy; Toth, Nicholas. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

Brazil
SAVING THE PREHISTORIC PAINTINGS OF THE NORTHEASTERN TRADITION AT THE SITE OF TOCA DO VEADO (PIAUÍ, BRAZIL) / Guidon, N; Meneses Lage, M C S. -- Foix: INORA,

Brazzaville
THE TECHNIQUES OF INVENTORY AND DOCUMENTATION OF THE CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE : Seminar-workshop, Congo / Pandzou, Louis Marie; Diaboussafou, Philippe. CRATerre,

Breakwater Prison
**Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE)**
BBBEE SCORECARD: How to prepare it / Folscher, Elaine. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha
Journal article

CRACK BBBEE CODES: Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment codes now law / Goldberg, Jonathan. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha
Journal article

**Brochures**
BOSSIES ABOUT BROCHURES: How to create them / Schroeder, Lesely; Wasserfall, Russel. -- Durban: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

PAPER AND PRINTING PRACTICALITIES: Discussing the importance of selecting the correct paper and provide an insight into the printing process / Schroeder, Lesely; Wasserfall, Russel. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

**Building construction**
WHAT ABOUT A GREEN ROOF? / Abelho, Elizabeth. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patterson Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha
Journal article

**Building materials**
DESIGNING WITH CONCRETE: The history -- Pretoria: Media in Africa, alpha
Journal article

THE HISTORY OF GLASS AS A BUILDING MATERIAL -- Pretoria: Media in Africa, alpha
Journal article
REDISCOVERING THE REED: The ancient value of this versatile natural material is being revived through a local initiative / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

Bulgaria
Journal article

Burkina Faso
BURINKA GETS MORE INVOLVED IN THE PROTECTION OF ITS IMMOVABLE CULTURAL HERITAGE / Kabore, Barthelemy. CRATerre, alpha
Journal article

Burundi
IMMOVABLE CULTURAL HERITAGE PROTECTED AT LAST: Burundi / Mapfarakora, Jaques. CRATerre, alpha
Journal article

Butler, James
JAMES BUTLER, 1854-1936 / Tapping, Mark; Ward, B. -- Houghton: Genealogical Society of South Africa, alpha
Journal article

Byzantine
RESTORATION OF THE CATHEDRAL OF SS CONSTANTINE AND HELEN
Journal article

Cambodia
CLIMATE CHANGE KEY FACTOR AT ANGKOR -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article
Cape of Good Hope Nature Reserve

Cape Town


COMPUTER AIDED VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT : Computer generated sketches enabled the architects of a Cape Town building to limit the visual impact of the building -- Johannesburg: Soft Brick Media cc, 1998. Journal article


EDITORIAL : Genealogies of space and identity in Cape Town / Bank, Andrew; Minkley, Gary. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape, 1998. Journal article


FOR A GOOD CAUSE : Cape Peninsula -- Pretoria: Communication Services, 1998. Journal article


NAZI PROPAGANDA FILMS WILL BE CENTREPIECE OF CAPE TOWN'S NEW HOLOCAUST MUSEUM / Coetzer, Owen.


WATERWORKS: Feats of strength and engineering to bring water to Cape Town are remembered in the Waterworks Museum / Wemyss, Diana. -- Johannesburg: Republican Press, 1997.


Cape vernacular
INHERITED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CAPE VERNACULAR / Rojd, Hugh. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha

Cemeteries
EXPLORING AN URBAN CEMETERY / Myers, Graham.

A GRAVEYARD CONCERN: Cemeteries have become havens for criminals, overgrown and unkept, presenting a management nightmare to local authorities: Options for improving graveyards and incorporating them into the urban fabric / Kadungure, Ivan. -- Johannesburg: Soft Brick Media cc, 1997.

Central African Republic

Ceramics
MAKING MOSAICS THE ROMAN WAY / Roberts, David.  Journal article

Chad
CORRESPONDENCE ON SAHELANTHROPUS TCHADENSIS : The facts by M Brunet and MPFT with replies by A Beauvilain and Y Le Guellec, as well as F Clark Howell etc / Brunet, M; Beauvilain, Alain; Le Guellec, Y; Howell, F Clark. – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)  Journal article

FURTHER DETAILS CONCERNING FOSSILS ATTRIBUTED TO SAHELANTHROPUS TCHADENSIS (TOUMAI) / Beauvilain, Alain; Le Guellec, Y. – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)  Journal article

Charlesfort
CHARLESFORT DISCOVERED ! / DePratter, Chester B; South, Stanley; Legg, James. – Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina, 1996.  Journal article

Chile
LOW-COST HIGH-RETURN AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN ARCHAEOLOGY / Clarkson, Persis B; Johnson, Gerald; Johnoson, William; Briones, Luis; Johnson, Evan. – Paris: International Council of Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) 1999.  Journal article

China
THE CHINA PRINCIPLES / Agnew, Neville; Demas, Martha.  Journal article

CHINESE WRITING '8000 YEARS OLD' – Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,  Journal article

KASHGAR: China's western doorway / Gladney, Dru C. – Houston: Aramco Services Company,  Journal article
MILLENNIA OF MUREX : Discussion on how Chinese silk are dyed purple using the Mediterranean murex sea snail. This colour has become a symbol of power and wealth for nearly 3000 years. / Scott, Philippa. -- Houston: Aramco Services Company.

QIN'S TOMB SCANNED -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society.

China Principles

Church Street

Classification

Clocks
KEEPING TIME : Thomas Niemeyer brings precision to large tower clocks / Cremer, Alex. -- Durban: Caxton.

Coaching
COACHING : New management development tool / Brooks, Mel. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,
NEURO SEMANTIC COACHING EXPLAINED / Steyn, Sarel. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,

GUIDE TO COALBROOKDALE: Indoors or out these amazing pieces of metal art from the world's most famous foundry are a cast-iron certainty for the future / Dickinson, David.

POCKET-SIZE TREASURES: Discussion on the collecting and selling of miniatures / Wemyss, Diana. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines,


CORPORATE BLOGS FOR BETTER BUSINESS COMMUNICATION / Van der Merwe, Jenni. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,

ONE MAJOR THING: Communication / Kumuyi, William F. -- London: IC Publications,

Conferences
ICCROM AT THE UN WORLD CONFERENCE IN KOBE ON DISASTER REDUCTION / King, Joe. -- Rome: ICCROM, alpha Journal article

Conflict resolutions
WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE CCMA? : A consideration of the current system of dispute resolution and its effectiveness / Bendeman, Hanneli. Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

Conservation
CONSERVATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS alpha Journal article

EDUCATION IN THE CONSERVATION OF IMMOVABLE HERITAGE : An approach in sub-Saharan Africa / Asso mo, Lazare Eloundou; King, Joseph. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha Journal article

A FREE MEANDERING BROOK : Thoughts on conservation education / Dardes, Kathleen. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha Journal article


A LIFETIME OF LEARNING : A discussion about conservation education / Dardes, Kathleen. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha Journal article
MURAL PAINTING AND CONSERVATION IN THE AMERICAS: A symposium / Kelly, Kristin. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha Journal article

PRESERVATION IN LOS ANGELES / Gray, Christopher; Greenwood, Roberta; Boseley, Edward; Gerst, Karen; MacAdams, Lewis; Dishman, Linda. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, 1998. Journal article

PRESERVING ART IN PUBLIC PLACES: A discussion about mural painting and conservation / Levin, Jeffrey; Rainer, Leslie. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha Journal article

PROFILE: Pat Hart: A man of many parts -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha Journal article

TRANSCENDING DECAY: The restoration of an industrial community / Agnew, Neville; Levin, Jeffrey. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, 1998. Journal article

Conservation management
5TH REGIONAL COURSE: Report back from two delegates who attended the course at PMDA, Mombasa, Kenya / Kambombo, Fousy; Olorunnipa, Amos E. CRATerre, alpha Journal article

CONSERVATION PARTNERSHIPS IN THE COMMONS?: Sharing data and information, experience and knowledge, as the essence of partnerships / Moritz, Thomas Daniel. -- Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, alpha Journal article

COOPERATION IN CONSERVATION SCIENCE / Chiarì, Giacomo. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha Journal article

HERITAGE PARTNERSHIP: Exploring the unknown / Burnham, Bonnie. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute,


Constantia

Contracts
CONTRACT ARCHAEOLOGY AND DATABASES / Campbell, C; Huffman, T N. — Grahamstown: Albany Museum.

ECORRUPTION: A new type of fraud / Geyser, Yolande. -- Johannesburg: Shorten Publications,  
alpha
Journal article

Cote d'Ivoire
CHIMP 'STONE AGE' FINDS -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,  
alpha
Journal article

SLAVERY AND THE SLAVE TRADE: Cote d'Ivoire / Camara, Maimouna; Tiegbe, Sylvain. CRATerre,  
alpha
Journal article

Cultural artefacts
Journal article

Journal article

Cultural heritage
Journal article

Cultural heritage management
MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS AND CULTURAL HERITAGE / Ndoro, Webber, Jaquinta, Maria Teresa. -- Rome: ICCROM,  
alpha
Journal article

alpha
Journal article
Cultural landscapes
CHARACTERISATION: New ways of describing the historic environment are at the heart of local and regional plans for the future: An introduction / Grenville, Jane; Fairdough, Graham. -- London: English Heritage,
Journal article

Cultural resource management
DIE HISTORIESE VERLOOP EN ONTWIKKELING VAN KULTUURHULPBRONBESTUUR (KHB): The historical course and development of cultural resources management (CRM) / van Vollenhoven, Anton C. -- Pretoria: South African Society for Cultural History,
Journal article

DIE METODEK VAN KULTUURHULPBRONBESTUUR (KHB): The methodology of Cultural Resources Management (CRM) / van Vollenhoven, Anton C. -- Johannesburg: South African Society for Cultural History,
Journal article

KULTUURHULPBRONBESTUUR (KHB) AS MUSEUMFUNKSIE: Cultural resources management (CRM) as a function of museums / van Vollenhoven, Anton C. -- Pretoria: South African Society for Cultural History,
Journal article

Cutty Sark
THE CUTTY SARK / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,
Journal article

Cyprus
PROTECTIVE SHELTERS AT THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES OF MALLIA (CRETE) AND KALAVASOS-TENTA (CYPRUS) / Schmid, Martin. -- London: James & James Science Publishers Limited,
Journal article
Czech Republic
BYCI SKALA CAVE, CZECH REPUBLIC: Radiocarbon dates of rock paintings / Svoboda, Jiří A; Van der Plicht, Hans; Balak, Ivan. -- Paris: ICOMOS, alpha
Journal article

Journal article

Czechoslovakia
REALITY CZECH / McCrum, Robert; Nin, Galilea (ill) -- Cape Town: Conde Nast Independent Magazines, 1999. Journal article

Dadoo, Yusuf
YUSUF DADOO: Transnational politics, South African belonging / Raman, Parvathi. -- Pretoria: UNISA, alpha
Journal article

Darwin, Charles Robert
DARWIN AT THE CAPE / Barnard, Wilhelm S. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) alpha
Journal article

De Beers Marine
DE BEERS MARINE: M600 autonomous underwater vehicle M&G Media, 2003.
alpha
Journal article

De Villiers Family
SOME CORRESPONDENCE OF LORD DE VILLIERS / Schoeman, Karel. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha
Description and travel

THE ADMIRAL: Zheng He / Lunde, Paul. -- Houston: Aramco Services Company,

THE EXPLORER: Marco Polo / Lunde, Paul. -- Houston: Aramco Services Company,


MONSOONS, MUDE AND GOLD: The 'global economy' of the Middle Ages was created by linking the Indian Ocean trading networks with those of the Mediterranean Sea and its African and European hinterlands. / Lunde, Paul. -- Houston: Aramco Services Company,


Diego Garcia

DIEGO GARCIA: 'Time is very dear to us'. The people of the Chagos Islands who were forcibly removed from their homeland by Britain to pave the way for the huge American military base on the island of Diego Garcia, have won yet another victory in the British courts to return home. But will the Americans allow the British to respect their own legal system and let the Chagosians go home? / Carey, Sean. -- London: IC Publications,
Disabled people
AWARENESS OVERRIDES FEAR: Contrary to popular belief, people with disabilities (PWDs) can perform any type of function in the workplace, they need to be reasonably accommodated and require equal opportunities -- Johannesburg: Shorten Publications, alpha Journal article

Disaster management
BUILDING A RISK MANAGEMENT LEARNING COMMUNITY / Verger, Isabelle; Antomarchi, Catherine. -- Rome: ICCROM, alpha Journal article

TEAMWORK FOR INTEGRATED EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT (TIEM) / Dardes, Kathleen; Tandon, Aparna. -- Rome: ICCROM, alpha Journal article

Disciplinary hearings
EMPLOYEE LEGAL REPRESENTATION: Is this an automatic right? / Allardyce, Kevin. -- Johannesburg: Shorten Publications, alpha Journal article

Djibouti
DJIBOUTI: Situated on the Horn of Africa / Werner, Louis. -- Texas: Aramco Services Company, alpha Journal article

Documentation
CONSERVATION DOCUMENTATION IN DIGITAL FORM: A dialogue about the issues / Rudenstine, Angelica Zander; Whalen, Timothy P. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha Journal article

DOCUMENTING OUR PAST FOR THE FUTURE / LeBlanc, Francois; Eppich, Rand. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha

Documents

Doors
FRONT DOORS: First impressions are the most lasting, so getting the detail right on your front door means you can set the tone for the rest of your home / Griffiths, Neville.

TWELVE OF THE BEST FINGER PLATES / Brady, Maxine (cp)

Dovecotes
HOW TO MAKE A DOVECOTE: A Victorian-style dovecote / Clare, Helaine. -- London: EMAP ELAN.

Dowsing
Y THE L NOT?: Discussion on dowsing and how to do it / Van der Merwe, Gary. -- Craighall: Caxton.

Durban
DURBAN POST OFFICE / Arcoteck; Gordon Verhoef and Krause (ill) -- Cape Town: Laurie Wale CC, 1999.
MUSEUMS FIGHT TO EXIST / Gowans, Jill. Journal article

A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE: Take in the architectural alchemy of Durban's Esplanade area, where a handful of acclaimed buildings flaunt the spirit of their times. / Truen, Greg; Ruiz, Edward (ill) -- Cape Town: Conde Nast Independent Magazines, 1999. Journal article

East Africa


COMPARISON OF LOWER MOLARS ATTRIBUTED TO EARLY HOMO AND PARANTHROPUS ROBUSTUS / Thackeray, J F; Botha, R; L'Abbe, E. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) alpha Journal article

DISEASES OF PLANTATION FORESTRY TREES IN EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICA / Roux, J; Meke, G; Kanyi, B; Mwangi, L; Mbagi, A; Hunter, G C; Nakabonge, G; Heath, R N; Wingfield, M J. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) alpha Journal article

THE MYTH OF THE EAST AFRICAN 'BUSHMEN'/ Morris, Alan G. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

East London
Eastern Cape
7 WORCESTER STREET: This grand old home in Grahamstown has been given a new life as an elegant guesthouse / Theobald, Kerry. – Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

90 YEARS ON: The sinking of the SS Mendi / Victor, Stephanie. – King Williams Town: Amathole Museum, alpha
Journal article

100 YEARS OF CHEMISTRY AT RHODES UNIVERSITY / Brown, M E; Eve, D J; Kaye, P T; Rivett, D E A; Watkins, G M. – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) alpha
Journal article

A 300 YEAR-OLD LIVING FLOOR IN STRATHALAN CAVE A, MACLEAR DISTRICT, EASTERN CAPE / Opperman, H. – Grahamstown: Albany Museum, alpha
Journal article

360-MILLION-YEAR-OLD FOSSIL FISH – Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

ABERDEEN’S NEW BUILDING BOOM: This Karoo oasis’s extraordinary legacy of architectural wealth is drawing a steady stream of new settlers / Wasserfall, Russel. – Durban: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

ACROSS THE CULTURAL FRONTIER: The new history exhibition - a work in progress / Pienaar, Stephanie. – King Williams Town: Amathole Museum, alpha
Journal article

ALICE IN WONDERLAND: Discussion about the on-going redevelopment of Alicedale – Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause, alpha
Journal article
BUSY, BUSY IN PATENSIE: Brief descriptions of various country enterprises in the Gamtoos River Valley / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

CALLING BACK THE PAST / Mouse, Anon Y. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum, alpha
Journal article

CAMPUSSES OF DISTINCTION: Several photographs of historical educational buildings in Grahamstown / Welman, Madeleen. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

CAPTAIN VELDTMAN BIKITSHA / Pienaar, Stephanie. alpha
Journal article

CATHA EDULIS: A unique Eastern Cape medicinal tree / Hirst, Manton. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum, alpha
Journal article

A CELEBRATION IN CONCRETE OR A FASCIST MONUMENT? : Resembling the exuberance of a dancing woman, the winner of the architectural competition for the proposed Freedom Statue in Port Elizabeth, has been announced. Will the statue, once constructed, appropriately celebrate the life of Nelson Mandela? / Garner, Gerald; Meyer, Marina. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha
Journal article

CHEMICALS USED IN LIGHTHOUSE REPAIR -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha
Journal article

THE CHITTAGONG / Watson, Brian W. -- East London: Border Historical Society, alpha
Journal article

CHURCHILL MADIKIDA LEADS THE VISUAL ARTS IN GRAHAMSTOWN -- Cape Town: Global Art Information,
CITY OF SAINTS / Abercrombie, Sam. -- Durban: Caxton/RP Magazines,

THE COACH STOP: Once derelict, the historic inn at the edge of the Karoo on the old main road from Port Elizabeth to the interior is now a unique private home / Derry, Debbie. -- Craighall: Caxton,

COFFEE AND BOOKS IN BEDFORD / Theobald, Kerry. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

THE COLLEGIATE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS 1874-1999 / Kohler, Thelma; Scott, Charlotte; Parker, Rosalie. -- Port Elizabeth: Historical Society of Port Elizabeth, 1999.

CONSTITUTING COMMUNITY: The contested rural land claim of the Tsitsikamma ‘Fingo/Mfengu’ and Clarkson Moravian Mission in South Africa / Jannecke, Crystal. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research,

CONSTRUCTING COEGA / Abelho, Elizabeth. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,

CONSTRUCTING MISSIONS ON THE EASTERN CAPE FRONTIER IN THE WORDS OF THE REVEREND JAMES LAING, GLASGOW MISSIONARY SOCIETY, 1831 / Rowoldt, Sandra. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,

THE CONTESTED NATURE OF COLONIAL LANDSCAPES: Historical perspectives on livestock and environments in the Transkei / Tropp, Jacob. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape,

THE DORP THAT GOR DERAILED: Move a town's railway station and you might as well move the town - as Sandflats, little-known neighbour of Paterson in the Eastern Cape, knows well / Derry, Debbie. -- Craighall: Caxton,

DRESSED IN CEMENT: The homestead at Conville is an amazing architectural achievement / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,


DUNE WANDERINGS: Alexandria dunefields / Scott, Christopher. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

E M SONTONGA: Composer of Nkosi Sikelel' iAfrika / Hirst, Manton. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum,

THE EARLY HISTORY OF GINSBERG / Victor, Stephanie. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum,

EARLY IRON AGE POTTERY FROM CANASTA PLACE, EAST LONDON DISTRICT / Nogwaza, T. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum,

EARLY SCHOOL DAYS IN CRADOCK: The diary of Iris Vaughan -- Stanford: Village Life,
EASTERN CAPE MUSIC: The newly-launched Miriam Makeba Centre in Buffalo City promises to unearth and foster Eastern Cape musicians – Johannesburg: Mafube.

EASTERN CAPE SAFARI: Brief descriptions of various places in the Eastern Cape / Marais, Chris; Du Toit, Julienne. – Johannesburg: Mafube.


EDWARD REDECORATED: Edward Hotel, Port Elizabeth – Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause.


EXPLOITATION STATUS OF INFRALITTORAL ABALONE (HALIOTIS MIDAE) AND ALIKREUKEL (TURBO SARMATICUS) IN THE SOUTHERN SECTION OF THE EASTERN CAPE COAST, SOUTH AFRICA / Proudfoot, L; Kaehler, S; McGarry, D K; Uppink, P A; Aereboe, M; Morris, K M. – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf).

EXPLORING 'BEYOND BRUINJIESHOOGTE': Somerset East / Vorster, Ian. – Craighall: Caxton.

EXPLORING THE EASTERN FRONTIER: Historical journey along the Great Fish River / Vorster, Ian. – Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines.
EXTENDED PROCOLOPHONOID REPTILE SURVIVORSHIP AFTER THE END-PERMIAN EXTINCTION / Botha, Jennifer; Modesto, Sean P; Smith, Roger M H. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
Journal article

THE FACE OF SOUTH AFRICA : Photograph of the Old Klipplaat Church / Mouton, Mare. -- Stanford: Village Life,
Journal article

Journal article

'FIGHTING THEIR BATTLE O'ER AGAIN' : The springbok hunt in Graaff-Reinet, 1860-1908 / Roche, Chris. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape,
Journal article

FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND : Discussion on the history of Hamburg / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Mafube,
Journal article

FORBES GRANT PUBLIC SCHOOL / Wotshela, Anathi. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum,
Journal article

THE FORGOTTEN FRONTIER BATTLEFIELDS : Eastern Cape battlefields / Naude-Moseley, Brent. Mafube,
Journal article

Journal article

A FORGOTTEN XHOSA CHIEF : Chief Soko / Victor, Stephanie. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum,
Journal article

FREE SPIRITS IN BURGERSDORP / Theobald, Kerry. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,  
alpha  
Journal article

FROM ART TO ARCHAEOLOGY : Discussion on Dr Johan Binneman's research / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton,  
alpha  
Journal article

FROM THE WILD COAST TO PORT NATAL IN THE EARLY 17TH CENTURY / Vigne, Randolph. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,  
alpha  
Journal article

FRONTIER SOUL : The Eastern Cape is far richer in history than most people realise, and few are better at telling you about it than Alan Weyer / Theobald, Kerry. -- Craighall: Caxton,  
alpha  
Journal article

Journal article

THE GALLA SLAVES OF LOVEDALE / Victor, Stephanie. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum,  
alpha  
Journal article

GARDENS ON THE FRONTIER : Discussion of the history of Bedford / Theobald, Kerry. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,  
alpha  
Journal article

GATEWAYS TO THE BAVIAANSKLOOF / Du Toit, Julienne; Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,  
alpha  
Journal article
GIFTS OF THE GALLEONS: For nearly 500 years the southeastern coastline of South Africa has been a treasure trove of artefacts from Portuguese ships wrecked during the 16th and 17th centuries... / Holt-Biddle, David. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

A GLIMPSE OF RHODES / Sutcliffe, Tom. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

GO KENTON-ON-SEA TO KIDD'S BEACH / Derwent, Sue. -- Craighall: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

GO RHODES: Discussion on the history of the area and its attractions / Derwent, Sue. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

GQUMA, THE ROAR OF THE OCEAN / Hirst, Manton. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum,
alpha
Journal article

GRAAFF-REINET AND ANTON RUPERT / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

THE GRAAFF-REINET DOLL / Havenga, Sudre. -- Bloemfontein: National Museum,
alpha
Journal article

GRAAFF-REINET PRESERVES ITS HERITAGE / Mouton, Annalize; Whitlock, Teddy. -- Stanford: Village Life,
alpha
Journal article
GREAT STOPOVERS: Olive Schreiner Museum / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, Journal article

GREAT STOPOVERS: Stay in a Nagmaalhuisie, Cradock / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, Journal article

THE GREEKS IN PORT ELIZABETH: A brief history / Paizis, Dimitri. -- Port Elizabeth: Historical Society of Port Elizabeth, 1999. Journal article

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MR BATTISS / Richards, Nancy. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, Journal article

THE HERDS ARE RISING: An Nguni cattle embroidery project is changing lives in the Eastern Cape / Dugmore, Heather. -- Craighall: Caxton, Journal article

HERMANUS MATROOS, AKA NGXUKUMESHE: A life on the border / Ross, Robert. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape, Journal article

HISTORIC GLEN AVON: A pioneering spirit lingers at this Eastern Cape family farm, which has been astonishingly well preserved by its founder's dedicated descendants / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton, Journal article

HISTORIC GRAHAMSTOWN BUILDING RESURRECTED FROM THE ASHES: Bon Marche -- Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause, Journal article

HISTORIC HOUSE MOVES WITH THE TIMES: This gracious house now accommodates a frenetic, state-of-the-art, hi-tech newsroom / Louw, Denise Rack. -- Durban: Caxton/RP Magazines, Journal article

I HAD A FARM IN AFRICA: By farming game and carefully managing resources, the Halse family are returning their Eastern Cape farm to the pristine conditions in which their forebears found it in the middle of the 19th century / Wasserfall, Russel. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,

ICONOGRAPHY AND INTERPRETATION OF THE TIERKLOOF PAINTED STONE / Pearce, David G. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

IMAGES OF FAITH: The DRC congregation of Aberdeen have transformed their church hall into a local talking point and a symbol of devotion / Wasserfall, Russel. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,

IN THE LAND OF THE GIANT PINEAPPLE: Bathurst district / Marais, Chris. -- Craighall: Caxton,

IN TWO POSTCARDS TO MARAISBURG (NOW KNOWN AS HOFMEYR): The diary of Iris Vaughan: Part 2 -- Stanford: Village Life,

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LATER STONE AGE RESEARCH PROJECT ALONG THE SOUTH-EASTERN CAPE COAST / Binneman, Johan. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum,

JOHN THACKWRAY'S THEMULAND JOURNEY, 1827 / Vigne, Randolph. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,
JOIN THE KAROO CLICK: Graaff-Reinet is a photographer's dream, and the Photographic Society of SA is keen for you to discover it with them / Sneesby, Jill; Wilkins, Barrie. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

THE KAOLINITIC CLAY DEPOSITS ON BEACONSFIELD, NORTH OF GRAHAMSTOWN / Jacob, R E; Mitha, V R; MacPherson, D. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) alpha Journal article

KARROO CABARET: Discussion on the Karroo Hotel outside Steytlerville / Marais, Chris; Du Toit, Julienne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

KEEPING THE FAITH: Brief history of the 75 years old Trennery's Hotel / Derwent, Sue. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

KEEPING THE FRONTIER PAST ALIVE: Cradock / Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

KHOTSO: Legendary herbalist / Hirst, Manton. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum, alpha Journal article

KHOTSO / Hammond-Tooke, W D. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum, alpha Journal article

KING SABATA DALINYEBO (1928-1986) / Mvenewe, Jonghi. -- East London: Border Historical Society, alpha Journal article

KINGS OF THE WIND: Xhosa horse racing has been around for centuries but is gaining momentum with every race / Donaldson, Elizabeth. -- Johannesburg: Mafube,
THE KOUGA MUMMIFIED HUMAN REMAINS / Steyn, Maryna; Binneman, Johan; Loots, Marius. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

LANGFONTEIN MANOR, CAMDEBOO / Vorster, Ian. -- Craighall: Caxton,

THE LARGE GREY MONGOOSE: Discussion on how they are portrayed in oral narratives / Hirst, Manton. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum,

LATER STONE CERAMIC STRATIGRAPHY AND DIRECT DATES ON POTTERY: A comparison / Bollong, Charles A; Sampson, C Garth. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum,

LEIGHTON HULETT'S ST FRANCIS BAY / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines,

LESSONS ON THE FRONTIER: Aspects of Eastern Cape history / Bundy, Colin. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape,

A LIFE OF SERVICE: Discussion on the Fatima Old Age Home in Aliwal North where sisters of the Order of Holy Cross retire / Wasserfall, Russel. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

LINKING SEX, SPECIES AND A SUPERNATURAL SNAKE AT LAB X ROCK ART SITE / Mallen, Lara. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
THE LITTLE TOWN THAT ISN'T : Salem / Abercrombie, Sam. -- Durban: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

LIVING MARINE STROMATOLITES AT KEI RIVER MOUTH : Comparing the living stromatolites with fossil marine stromatolites found at various sites in Southern Africa / Smith, A M; Uken, R. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
alpha
Journal article

MAKE-OVER OF A GRAND LADY : Feather Market Centre, Port Elizabeth / Webster, Edith. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,
alpha
Journal article

MAKING HISTORY : A farmhouse dating back to the earliest days of colonial South Africa has become a wonderful and fascinating guesthouse : Assegai Lodge / Wasserfall, Russel. -- Durban: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

THE MALOTI ROUTE : Stretching from Maclear in the Eastern Cape to Clarens in the Free State via Lesotho... / Van Ryneveld, Richard. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,
alpha
Journal article

MARIAZELL MISSION : A beautiful old sandstone complex in the north-eastern Cape / Costello, John. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

MARKING TIME IN STEYTLERVILLE / Derry, Debbie. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

MASTERFUL MAKEOVERS : School to B&B, Somerset East district / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

MEANDERING SOUTH OF THE WITTEBERG : Discussion on the history of a corner of north-eastern Cape / Vorster, Ian. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
MERRIMAN’S HOUSE: This building in Grahamstown was once the home of two men who altered the course of Xhosa and South African history / Theobald, Kerry. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.


MGWALI CELEBRATES AN HISTORIC OCCASION / Hirst, Manton. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum.

MILLARD LODGE: An undiscovered gem for flyfishermen, rock art fans and outdoorsmen in the north-eastern Cape / Sutcliffe, Tom. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.

MNQUMA LOCAL MUNICIPALITY: Bridging the divide / Mnquma Local Municipality. -- Cape Town: Highbury Safika Media.


MOUNT ROBERTS: Historic farm situated near Port Elizabeth / Theobald, Kerry. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.


NARRATIVES OF THE OROMO SLAVES AT LOVEDALE / Rowoldt, Sandra C T. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa.
THE NELSON MANDELA METROPOLE AND THE ABOLITION OF THE OCEANIC SLAVE TRADE IN 1807 / Shell, Robert C -H. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,
alpa
Journal article

NELSON MANDELA MUSEUM : Umtata / Qunu / Mvezu, South Africa / De Beer, Inge. -- Cape Town: Picasso Headline,
alpa
Journal article

A NEW DISCOVERY IN NORMANSLAND, SOUTH AFRICA : Storm Shelter / Blundell, Geoffrey; Lewis-Williams, David. -- Foix: INORA,
alpa
Journal article

NEW LIFE FOR A DUSTY DORP : Alickdale -- Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause,
alpa
Journal article

NEW WINDOWS ON THE SPIRITUAL WORLD : Storm Shelter -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
alpa
Journal article

A NEWLY MARRIED XHOSA WOMAN : Description of customs in the late 1930s / Rumbu, Siyanda. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum,
alpa
Journal article

NGUNI CATTLE : Africa's treasured breed / Dugmore, Heather. -- Craighall: Caxton,
alpa
Journal article

Journal article

NIEU-BETHESDA / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,
alpa
ON THE PLEISTOCENE PALAEO-ENVIRONMENTAL EVIDENCE FROM THE AMATOLA SCREES / Sumner, Paul; De Villiers, Stephanie. – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
Journal article

ONE FAMILY’S TOWN : Discussion on the history of Middleton / Cremer, Alex. – Craighall: Caxton
Journal article

ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF BOTANY AT RHODES UNIVERSITY / Lubke, Roy; Brink, Estelle. – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
Journal article

OPENING OF THE WILDCOAST MUSEUM, PORT ST JOHNS / Hirst, Manton. – King Williams Town: Amathole Museum,
Journal article

OPSAAL, BOET : Discusses a horse trail and Eastern Cape history / Van Ryneveld, Richard. – Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,
Journal article

OUR NEWEST WORLD HERITAGE SITE : Baviaanskloof / Graham, Winnie. – Johannesburg: Mafube,
Journal article

OUTWARD BOUND : There’s a character in the Eastern Cape named Basil Mills, and he’s making learning and literature come alive in the bush / Louw, Denise Rack. – Johannesburg: Caxton,
Journal article

PAGEL HOUSE / Dugmore, Heather. – Craighall: Caxton,
Journal article

PARK OFF PIONEER STYLE : At Witmos bush camp you sleep in an ox wagon / Cremer, Alex. – Craighall: Caxton,
Journal article
PEARSON CONSERVATORY RENOVATED: St George's Park, Port Elizabeth – Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause, alpha Journal article

PHOTOGRAPH OF DORMY HOUSE – Port Elizabeth: Historical Society of Port Elizabeth, 1999. Journal article

PLASTER REPAIRS TO CHURCH: United Congregational Church, Pearson Street, Port Elizabeth / Gordon Verhoef and Krause. – Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause, alpha Journal article


PONDOLAND PARADISE: After a spell in the doldrums, once-popular Port St Johns is experiencing a vigorous revival / Emond, Marie-Lais. – Durban: Caxton, alpha Journal article

PONDOLAND PARADISE IN THE PIPELINE: Establishing a national park and biosphere reserve along the Wild Coast makes a lot of sense. So why have there been so many hiccups along the way? / Nel, Michelle. – Johannesburg: M&G Media, alpha Journal article


PORT OF NGQUA: Will be servicing the Coega industrial development zone – Johannesburg: Creamer Media, alpha Journal article
PRELIMINARY NOTES ON AN EARLY IRON AGE SITE IN THE GREAT KEI RIVER VALLEY, EASTERN CAPE / Binneman, Johan; Webley, Lita. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum, 
alpha 
Journal article

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE INVESTIGATIONS AT KULUBELE, AN EARLY IRON AGE FARMING SETTLEMENT IN THE GREAT KEI RIVER VALLEY, EASTERN CAPE / Binneman, Johan. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum, 
alpha 
Journal article

PRICKLY PEAR IN THE EASTERN CAPE SINCE THE 1950S: Perspectives from interviews / Beinart, William; Wotshela, Luvuyo. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape, 
alpha 
Journal article

PRINCE ALFRED'S GUARD: Umzintzani Memorial / Schoonraad, Ben. -- Port Elizabeth: Historical Society of Port Elizabeth, 
alpha 
Journal article

PROFESSOR PAUL MAYLAM'S ADDRESS AT THE OPENING OF THE NEW HISTORY EXHIBITION, AMATHOLE MUSEUM, 23 MARCH 2002 / Maylam, Paul. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum, 
alpha 
Journal article

QUEEN OF THE HEARTH: Oatlands / Hopkins, Pat. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, 
alpha 
Journal article

RARE EARTH ELEMENT GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE INSIZWA LOBE OF THE MOUNT AYLIFF COMPLEX, EASTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA / Marsh, J S. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) 
alpha 
Journal article

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HUMAN EXPLOITATION PRESSURE AND CONDITION OF MUSSEL POPULATIONS ALONG THE SOUTH COAST OF SOUTH AFRICA / Rius, Marc; Kaehler, Sven; McQuaid, Christopher D. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) 
alpha 
Journal article


RINGING IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM -- Durban: Caxton/RP Magazines, Journal article

RITES OF PASSAGE: Photographs / Magubane, Peter (ill) -- Johannesburg: Mafube, Journal article

A RIVER RUNS BESIDE IT: Discussion on the establishment of the Chinsta River Golfing Estate, near East London / Webster, Edith. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, Journal article

A ROAD RUNS THROUGH IT: One of the threats to the Pondo Park Project is a toll road planned for the Wild Coast / Davies, Geoffrey. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media, Journal article

THE ROBBER'S CAVE: Recreation of local history in Somerset East / Marais, Chris; Du Toit, Julienne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group.
ROBERT SOBUKWE AND GRAAFF-REINET / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton,

A ROLE FOR THE DBSA (DEVELOPMENT BANK OF SOUTHERN AFRICA): Assisting local governments to build their capacity for environmental management / Kruger, Ruan. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media,

THE RON BELLING ART GALLERY / Van Breda, Hayley.

SAVE THESE PHOTOGRAPHS: The wonderful legacy of Molteno photographer Ambrose Lomax is in danger of disappearing / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

SCIENCE AFTER A CENTURY AT RHODES UNIVERSITY / Woods, D R. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

SEAL POINT LIGHTHOUSE -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines,

SEEING SILVER IN ABERDEEN / Theobald, Kerry. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

SELECTING MEDICINAL PLANTS FOR CULTIVATION AT NQABA ON THE EASTERN CAPE WILD COAST, SOUTH AFRICA / Keirungi, J; Fabričius, C. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
THE SERO-CONVERSION OF THE PEOPLE OF THE NELSON MANDELA METROPOLE, 1985-2021 / Shell, R C H; Rama, P. -- Mafeking: North-West University, alpha Journal article

SEVEN WOMEN : A series of biographies (compiled from materials at the National Library) : Biography as archaeology : The life of Katie Findlay (1838-1898) / Schoeman, Karel. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha Journal article

SEVEN WOMEN : A series of biographies (compiled from materials at the National Library, Cape Town) : Beatrice Hastings, author / Schoeman, Karel. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha Journal article

SEVEN WOMEN : A series of biographies (compiled from materials at the National Library, Cape Town): A woman alone: The Diaries of Eliza Goold, 1863-1881 / Schoeman, Karel. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha Journal article

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE ALBANY MUSEUM 1855-2005, WITH A FOCUS ON ITS EARLY YEARS / Gore, J M. -- Grahamstown: Directorate of Museums and Heritage Resources of the Eastern Cape Province, alpha Journal article

SIDIBURY / Barnes, Samantha. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

SIDNEY TURNER, FIRST SALVOR OF THE GROSVENOR WRECK : A short precis of "Portrait of a pioneer", Daphne Child, 1980 / Huchison, Patrick alpha Journal article

THE SISTERS' HOME, HOLY ROSARY CONVENT / Harradine, Margaret. -- Port Elizabeth: Historical Society of Port Elizabeth, 1999.
Journal article

Journal article

SIXTEENTH CENTURY PEPPERCORNS / Sievers, Christine. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

Journal article

SNAKES, SPELLS, CADILLACS AND KRUGER MILLIONS : Oral accounts of the extraordinary career of Khotso Sethuntsa / Wood, Felicity. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape, alpha
Journal article

Journal article

SPIRIT OF THE KAROO : A special little Graaff-Reinet distillation could soon be taking on Mexico's finest / Marais, Chris. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article

SPORT AND POLITICS : John Vorster and the Park Rugby Club in Port Elizabeth, 1940-1942 / Wilken, C J. -- Pretoria: South African Society for Cultural History, alpha
Journal article

SQUARE DANCING AT THE HERMITAGE / Davie, Elaine. -- Durban: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author, Location</th>
<th>Publisher, Location</th>
<th>Journal article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST JOHN'S LYCH GATE, WALMER</td>
<td>Harradine, Margaret</td>
<td>Port Elizabeth: Historical Society of Port Elizabeth, 1999.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATIONARY EVOLUTION: Stationary Engine Museum, Stutterheim</td>
<td>Wasserfall, Russel</td>
<td>Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONE AGE HUMANS AT KLASIES OFTEN SQUATTED</td>
<td>Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society</td>
<td>Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONE BONES AND MEERKATS: History of Ganora Farm</td>
<td>Du Toit, Julienne</td>
<td>Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE STRATIGRAPHIC RANGE OF THE PALAEONISCOID FISH NAMAICHTHYS DIGITATA IN ROCKS OF THE KAROO SEQUENCE AND ITS PALAEOENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE</td>
<td>Bender, P A; Rubidge, B S; Gardiner, B G; Loock, J C; Bremner, A T.</td>
<td>Pretoria: Foundation for Research Development, alpha</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRUTTING ITS STRUFF: Each August tiny Stutterheim puts on its own special arts festival</td>
<td>Wasserfall, Russel</td>
<td>Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SUNSHINE COAST: Cape St Francis to Boknes: A discussion on its development</td>
<td>Derwent, Sue.</td>
<td>Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKING THE HIGH ROAD TO NEW TALENT: Lady Grey Arts Academy</td>
<td>Von Ahlefeldt, John</td>
<td>Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A TALE OF THREE MAGGIES: History of 2 black ministers namely Elijah Makiwane and Mpambani Mzimba</td>
<td>Hirst, Manton.</td>
<td>King Williams Town: Amathole Museum, alpha</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A TALK BY FEZILE CINDI: Annual general meeting, 26 June 2003: Brief discussion on functions and usefulness of museums in Eastern Cape portraying Eastern Cape history / Cindi, Fezile. – King Williams Town:

alpha
Journal article

TESTING THE ‘BURGHER RIGHT’ TO THE LAND: Khoesan, colonist and government in the Eastern Cape after Ordinance 50 of 1828 / Malherbe, V. C. – Pretoria: South African Historical Society,

alpha
Journal article

"THE CITY OF SAINTS - CITY OF CULTURE": Grahamstown / Makana Tourism. – Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines,

alpha
Journal article

'THE SNAKE WILL SWALLOW YOU': Supernatural snakes and the creation of the Khotso legend / Wood, Felicity. – Pietermaritzburg:

alpha
Journal article

THOBELANI CRAFT PROJECT / Theobald, Kerry. – Johannesburg: Caxton,

alpha
Journal article

THREATENED PLANTS OF THE ALBANY CENTRE OF FLORISTIC ENDEMISM, SOUTH AFRICA / Victor, J E; Dold, A P. – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

alpha
Journal article

THE TIERKLOOF PAINTED BURIAL STONES / Pearce, David G. – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

alpha
Journal article

TIME PAST AND TIME PRESENT: A Grahamstown art exhibition revisits a pivotal moment in local history and gives birth to a new growth spurt for the city / Rennie, Gillian. – Durban: Caxton,

alpha
Journal article

THE TOLL INN: Aliwal North district / Theobald, Kerry. – Craighall: Caxton,
A TOUCH OF VICTORIANA: Discussion on the history of Rhodes and Tiffendell / Owen, Jeff. -- Craighall: Caxton,

THE TRADE IN MEDICINAL PLANTS IN THE EASTERN CAPE PROVINCE, SOUTH AFRICA / Dold, A P; Cocks, M L. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

A TRIBUTE TO... PROFESSOR D D T JABAVU (1885-1959): Eminent scholar, anthropologist, educator and author / Cindi, Fezile. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum

TROMPETTER'S DRIFT FORT, EASTERN CAPE PROVINCE / Heaton, J R. -- Grahamstown: Cape Provincial Museums at the Albany Museum,

THE TRUE STORY BEHIND AMAJAMANI (GERMAN PRINT) / Pienaar, Stephanie. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum,

UMNTU NGUMNTU NGABANTU (A PERSON IS A PERSON BECAUSE OF OTHER PERSONS): The ethos of the pre-colonial Xhosa-speaking people as presented in fact and young adult fiction / Barben, Tanya. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,

A UNIQUE STONE TIPPED ARROWHEAD FROM ADAM'S KRANZ CAVE, EASTERN CAPE / Binneman, Johan. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum,

UNPOLISHED GEM: Description and travels through the Karoo including photographs of historical buildings / Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
URBAN RENEWAL IN MOTHERWELL: This is one of eight presidential urban nodes. / Meyer, Engela. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha Journal article

VALLEY OF CITRUS: Gamtoos River Valley / Theobald, Kerry. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

VALLEY OF ELEPHANT AND ORANGES: Discussion on the history of the Sundays River Valley including the Addo Elephant National Park / Du Toit, Julienne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

VALLEY OF VISIONS: Sundays River Valley / Theobald, Kerry. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article


WAVECREST THE DEBATE CONTINUES: The threat of dune mining still hangs over this jewel of the Wild Coast / Derwent, Sue. -- Durban: Caxton, alpha Journal article


WILD AND WONDERFUL: The undeveloped Wild Coast of Pondoland / Costello, John. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

WILD COAST: Shipwreck and captivity narratives from the Eastern Cape: Book reviews / Penn, Nigel. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape, alpha
WILD MAGIC: Beauty reigns supreme at the remote Mkambati Nature Reserve on the Wild Coast / Lock, Ron. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines.

WILL THE ZIG-ZAG LINE STIR FROM ITS SLEEPERS?: The rail line from Aliwal North through Lady Grey to Barkly East may be the greatest switchback line in the southern hemisphere, yet it lies completely dormant. / Briscoe, Don. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group.

THE WILLOW PROJECT: A new direction for an old Dutch Reformed pastorie / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton.

WITH ICE, JA: Discussion on the history of Dordrecht / Marais, Chris; Du Toit, Julienne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group.


WORKSHOP LIVING: Discussion on how an old car workshop has been converted / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.


ZAF! KWAHLWA! KWASA!: African responses to the rinderpest epizootic in the Transkeian Territories, 1897-8 / Phoofolo, Pule. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape.

Eastern Cape Department of Sport, Recreation, Arts and Culture
CRAFT COLLABORATION IN THE EASTERN CAPE / Cindi, Fezile. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum, alpha Journal article

Ecologism

Economy and finance
ALLOWABLE DEDUCTIONS FROM INCOME : Certain deductions are allowed against income only at the end of the tax year and not during the tax year. Do you know what they are? / Cooper, Rob. Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

ALLOWABLE DEDUCTIONS FROM REMUNERATION : Any amounts that can legally reduce the amount of tax to be paid are close to every taxpayer's heart... / Cooper, Rob. Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

IMPLICATIONS OF MEDICAL AID TAX CHANGES / Cooper, Rob. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

REMUNERATION COMMITTEE DILEMMAS : Causes of friction in Remcoms and possible solutions / Bussin, Mark. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

TAX CERTIFICATE CHANGES / Cooper, Rob. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

Education
FABULOUS FRONTS
Journal article
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A CITY ADORNED: Discussion on some of the great Cairo mosques</td>
<td>Feeney, John</td>
<td>Aramco Services Company, Houston</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE COMPLEXITY OF MUMMY-MAKING</td>
<td></td>
<td>South African Archaeological Society, Cape Town</td>
<td></td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAD KINGS ARE HARD TO FIND</td>
<td>Holt, Frank L.</td>
<td>Brooke Patrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, Texas</td>
<td></td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNASTIC EGYPTIAN TRADE ROUTES OF THE WESTERN DESERT</td>
<td>Smith, Andrew B.</td>
<td>South African Archaeological Society, Cape Town</td>
<td></td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGYPTIAN 'TOMB' WAS MUMMY WORKSHOP</td>
<td></td>
<td>South African Archaeological Society, Cape Town</td>
<td></td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE JOYS OF THE BATH: Discussion on the few remaining public-baths</td>
<td>Feeney, John</td>
<td>Aramco Services Company, Houston</td>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIVING WITH THE ANIMALS: The early Egyptian world</td>
<td>Hobbs, Joseph J.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSTRICH EGG COVERED IN ARABIC TEXT</td>
<td></td>
<td>South African Archaeological Society, Cape Town</td>
<td></td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABLEAU MAY BE OLDEST TEXT</td>
<td></td>
<td>South African Archaeological Society, Cape Town</td>
<td></td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Emotional intelligence
POWER OF THE HEART: Emotional intelligence will create the competitive edge in the connection economy that is currently evolving. / Choles, Aiden. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha
Journal article

Employee wellness programmes
YOUR LIFESTYLE IS A CORPORATE AFFAIR: Lifestyle enhancement programmes / Williams, Marita; Spur, Simon. -- Johannesburg: Shorten Publications, alpha
Journal article

Employment Equity Act
CHANGES TO THE EMPLOYMENT EQUITY REQUIREMENTS / Cooper, Rob. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha
Journal article

Environmental education
PILOT PROJECT TO AID MARINE BIODIVERSITY: WWF-South Africa Marine Protected Area Pilot Training programme / Jing, Jin. -- Cape Town: South African National Parks, alpha
Journal article

Environmental management
ISLANDS AND ALIENS: Taking World Natural Heritage status seriously / Barendse, Jaco. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media, alpha
Journal article

Eric Rosenthal Company Histories Collection
Eritrea
OLDEST AFRICAN SETTLED COMMUNITY? : Asmara, Eritrea -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

Ethical principles
RISING COST OF DISHONESTY AND UNETHICAL BEHAVIOUR / Squire, Des. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha
Journal article

Ethiopia
ANOTHER EARLY SKELETON IN ETHIOPIA -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

DIGGING STICKS WITH BORED STONES IN ETHIOPIA / Boers, Reinoud. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

ETHIOPIA AFRICA’S HOLY LAND / Williams, Stephen. -- London: IC Publications, alpha
Journal article

ETHIOPIA FIND FROM ‘ADAM AND EVE’ TIME -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

ETHIOPIA’S ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND PALAEO-ANTHROPOLOGICAL RICHES / Boers, Reinoud. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

ETHIOPIA WANTS ITS PRINCE BACK : Ethiopia would like Britain to return the remains of its prince, Alemayehu, who was taken away in 1868 when a British expedition looted Emperor Tewodros’ fortress town, Magdala. / Warden, Gail. -- London: IC Publications, alpha
'MISSING LINK' HUMAN SKULL FOUND IN ETHIOPIA -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha

NEW RESEARCH ON AKSUMITE ETHIOPIA / Phillipson, David W. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha

THE RETURN OF AXUM OBELISK : Ethiopia / Limenen, Getachew Senishaw. CRATerre, alpha

THE ROCK ART OF THE HORN OF AFRICA THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES / Bouakaze-Khan, Didier. -- Paris: INORA, alpha

WORLD'S OLDEST KITCHEN ? : Site found in the Awash Valley, Ethiopia -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha

Europe

CORBELLED BUILDINGS IN EUROPE : Vaulting, facing and infilling as components of corbelled construction / Juvanec, Borut. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha

CULTURAL LANDSCAPE : View from Europe / Fairclough, Graham. -- London: English Heritage, alpha

EUROPEAN KNOWLEDGE NETWORKS : Participating in international work is crucial for English Heritage - it informs our understanding of different approaches to the past, broadens our horizons and enriches our work. / Olivier, Adrian; Fairclough, Graham; Bewley, Robert. -- London: English Heritage, alpha
EUROPEAN TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS: A wide range of exciting collaborative research projects takes place with the aid of European funding such as VITRA, APPEAR and RUFUS. / Bryan, Paul; Wilson, Valerie; Williams, Jim. -- London: English Heritage, Journal article

HERITAGE AND RECONCILIATION IN SOUTH EAST EUROPE / Sell, John. -- London: English Heritage, Journal article

MANAGING THE PAST FOR THE PRESENT: Our European partners: A study of practices amongst our EU partners highlights the case for heritage reform in England. / Thurley, Simon; Coxen, Alexandra. -- London: English Heritage, Journal article

MANAGING THE PAST FOR THE PRESENT: International case studies: European legislation and international conventions are fostering new ways of protecting and managing the historic environment. / Young, Christopher; Pollack, Anita; Clark, Kate; Cole, Sue; Dawson, Mike; Williams, John; Blandford, Chris; Rodger, John; Bedu, Isabelle; Olivier, A; Owen-John, Henry; Stevenson, Mark; Cattell, John; Buckley, David. -- London: English Heritage, Journal article

MORPHOMETRIC COMPARISONS BETWEEN NEANDERTHALS AND 'ANATOMICALLY MODERN' HOMO SAPIENS FROM EUROPE AND THE NEAR EAST / Thackeray, J F; Maureille, B; Vandermeersch, B; Braga, J; Chaix, R. -- Pretoria: Transvaal Museum, Journal article

PLEISTOCENE ROCK ART IN CENTRAL EUROPE? / Bednarik, Robert G. -- Paris: ICOMOS, Journal article

TOOL FIND SUGGESTS EARLIEST EUROPEANS -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, Journal article
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A MINER'S GRAVEYARD AT KOFFIEFONTEIN / Henderson, Zoe. -- Bloemfontein: National Museum, alpha Journal article

MISKOEKVASTRAP: Bloemfontein se oudste gebou kry nuwe vloer (Bloemfontein's oldest building gets a new floor) / Botes, Marianna. -- Bloemfontein: National Museum, alpha Journal article
MK1: A painted rain-control site, Wepener district, Free State / Pearce, David. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, Journal article

MODDERPOORT (LEKHALONG LA MANTSOPO) / Sekhabisa, A. -- Bloemfontein: Provincial Heritage Resources Authority, Journal article
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‘N NAVAL HILL IN BLOEMFONTEIN? / Botes, Marianna. -- Bloemfontein: National Museum, Journal article
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‘N VERSAMELING DAGGAPYPE UIT DIE DISTRIK BETHLEHEM: Another decorated stone pipe from the Bethlehem district / Van Hoepen, Ir E C N. -- Bloemfontein: Nasionale Museum Bloemfontein, Journal article
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PRELIMINARY STONE TOOL RESIDUE ANALYSIS FROM ROSE COTTAGE CAVE / Williamson, Bonny. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum, alpha Journal article

PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF THE EXTENT AND NATURE OF THE PLEISTOCENE SEDIMENTARY DEPOSITS AT FLORISBAD, SOUTH AFRICA / Rubidge, B S; Brink, J S. -- Bloemfontein: National Museum, alpha Journal article
PRESERVING A SENSE OF PLACE: Managing tourist development while maintaining a sense of place is an ongoing challenge for the popular Free State town of Clarens / Eicker, Karen. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrnick Publications (Pty) Ltd.


PUBLIC ROCK ART SITES OF SOUTHERN AFRICA: Merrimets: Rock art of a raider nation / Ouzman, Sven. -- Bloemfontein: National Museum,

REASSESSMENT OF BOTANICAL EVIDENCE FOR PALAEOENVIRONMENTS AT FLORISBAD, SOUTH AFRICA / Scott, Louis; Rossouw, Lloyd. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

REPLY TO ELSPETH PARRY'S COMMENT ON 'A PAINTED FRAGMENT OF BUSHMAN HISTORY FROM QWA QWA NATIONAL PARK, SOUTH AFRICA': (The Digging Stick 1998 15(2) & 15(3)) / Ouzman, Sven. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

A REPORT ON THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE QWAQWA MUSEUM SITE / Dreyer, J. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum,

RESHAPING OLIWENHUIS ART MUSEUM: Discussion on how an existing underground reservoir was transformed into an art gallery / Crampton, Sharon. -- Bloemfontein: National Museum,

A RIET RIVER BURIAL FROM KOEFFIEFONTEIN, SOUTH AFRICA / Ouzman, Sven. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum,

ROCK ART DEPARTMENT ACHIEVES A WORLD FIRST!: Brief discussion on the successful rehabilitation of the fire-damaged Tandjesberg site


SANGOMA VALLEY / Sehlabo, Mamothibeli waSehlabo. -- Bloemfontein: Provincial Heritage Resources Authority.

SIR ETIENNE DE VILLIERS: Eksentrieke en 'legendariese' inwoner van Bloemfontein: Discussion on the life of Sir Etienne de Villiers / Haasbroek, J.


SOME NOTES ON BLACKS IN THE ORANGE FREE STATE DURING THE NINETEENTH CENTURY / Schoeman, Karel. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa.


SOTHO HEADGEAR -- Durban: Caxton.

TO THE HORIZON AND BEYOND : The Horizon Route, Free State / Marais, Chris. – Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,

TRAILBLAZING ON ST FORT / Du Toit, Julienne. – Durban: Caxton,

TWIN CAVES : An Early Middle Stone Age site near Clarens, Eastern Free State / Harper, Philip Thomas. – Grahamstown: Albany Museum,

TWYFELPOORT SHELTER : A Later Stone Age sequence / Backwell, Lucinda; Bhagwandas-Jogibhai, Kamal; Fenn, Geraldine; James, Chris; Laue, Ghilraen; Matier, Jennifer; Wallace, Carol. – Grahamstown: Albany Museum,

"ULUNDI-KAYA" : The dwelling of Thomas Mtobi Mapikela in Bloemfontein (Mangaung) : Its historical significance / Twala, Chitja. – Pretoria: South African Society for Cultural History,

UNCOVERING HOMOSEXUALITY IN COLONIAL SOUTH AFRICA : The case of Bishop Twells / Southey, Nicholas. – Pretoria: South African Historical Society,

UNDER THE JAMMERBERG : Who would guess at the history behind these ruins on the banks of the Caledon River near Wepener? / Christie, James. – Durban: Caxton,
Free State Heritage Council
FREE STATE HERITAGE COUNCIL OBJECTIVES / Free State Heritage Council. -- Bloemfontein: Provincial Heritage Resources Authority,
alpha
Journal article

PROVINCIAL HERITAGE RESOURCES AUTHORITIES (PHRA) : Briefinton introduction and functions / Free State Heritage Council. -- Bloemfontein: Provincial Heritage Resources Authority,
alpha
Journal article

Freshwater archaeology
WORLD'S OLDEST BOAT FOUND IN KUWAIT -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
alpha
Journal article

Furniture
THE BEAUTIFUL BALLOON-BACK CHAIR / Thorpe, Bethany. -- London: EMAP ELAN,
alpha
Journal article

THE ELEGANT WING CHAIR : Discussion of its history as well as care and repair / Thorpe, Bethany. -- London: EMAP ELAN,
alpha
Journal article

GUIDE TO CHIPPENDALE CHAIRS : Appeared 250 years ago and is still being copied / Dickinson, David.
alpha
Journal article

HOW TO REPAIR VENEER : How a veneer surface can easily be restored to its original beauty / Clare, Helaine. -- London: EMAP ELAN,
alpha
Journal article
Journal article

UNDRESSING THE DRESSER: Discussion on types of dresser as well as the care and repair of them / Thorpe, Bethany. -- London: EMAP ELAN, alpha
Journal article

WRITING TABLES: Photographs and descriptions of several antique writing tables / Dickinson, David.
alpha
Journal article

Gabon
THE CAVES OF LASTOURVILLE: Place of worship since the Stone Age: Gabon / Kourouma, Sekou Kobani. CRAterre, alpha
Journal article

GOING GOING GABON / Wain, Anthony. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media, alpha
Journal article

Gambia
THE GAMBIA AND SENECAAL: From the Kpasse Sacred Forest in Ouidah to the stone circles of Senegambia: From a course, into reality / Guisse, Abdoul Aziz. CRAterre, alpha
Journal article

JAMES ISLAND, ITS RELATED SITES, AND THE ABOLITION OF THE SLAVE TRADE / Ceessay, Baba. CRAterre, alpha
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THE STONE CIRCLES OF THE SENECAAL: World Heritage nomination of a trans-boundary property / Ceessay, Baba. CRAterre, alpha
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CREATE YOUR OWN PERIOD GARDEN: Includes designing your garden; Tudor gardens; Georgian gardens; Victorian gardens / Vernon, Jean. -- London: EMAP ELAN, alpha
Journal article

Gauteng
44 STANLEY AVENUE, JOHANNESBURG: Discussion on how after an intense clean up but with minimal further intervention in terms of refurbishment, a collection of buildings and open spaces have been transformed into a successful retail and commercial node. / Darroll, Leigh. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha
Journal article
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AN ACHEULEAN HANDAXE FROM GLADYSVALE CAVE SITE, GAUTENG, SOUTH AFRICA / Hall, Grant; Pickering, Robyn; Lacruz, Rodrigo; Hancox, John; Berger, Lee R; Schmid, Peter. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
alpha
Journal article
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Journal article
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SOUND AND VISION: Discussion on the new cross-platform collaboration between the Sontonga Quartet, composer Philip Miller and artist William Kentridge. This will be depicted in Nine Drawings for Projection at the Old Fort, Constitution Hill. / Sey, James. -- Cape Town: Bell-Robert Publishing.

SOUTH AFRICA'S RICHES / Van Breda, Hayley. -- King Williams Town: Amathole Museum.

SOWETO GREEN BY 2010? / Abelho, Elizabeth. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrick Publications (Pty) Ltd.


STABLE CARBON ISOTOPE ANALYSES OF PARAPAPIO TOOTH ENAMEL FROM STERFONTEIN AND SWARTKRANS / Thackeray, J F. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf).
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STERKFONTEIN, KROMDRAAI, SWARTKRANS AND ENVIRONS CONSIDERED FOR WORLD HERITAGE STATUS -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha

STONEWORK MILESTONE: Palace of Justice / Gordon Verhoef and Krause. -- Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause, alpha

THE STORY OF JOHANNESBURG’S PRE-GOLD PAST / Harvey, Keri. -- Johannesburg: Mafube, alpha

STREET FURNITURE FOR URBAN RENEWAL: Discussion and photographs of the urban regeneration projects in Braamfontein and at Constitution Hill -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha

A STRUGGLE OF AN INNER CITY COMMUNITY TO PROTECT ITS HISTORICAL ENVIRONMENT: The case of Clydesdale in Pretoria / Donaldson, Ronnie; Williams, Audrey. -- Mafeking: University of North-West, alpha

STRUGGLE SANCTUARY: It’s a journey into history that still defines South Africa’s here and now - welcome to Gold Reef City’s Apartheid Museum / Crowe, Sarah. -- Johannesburg: Mafube, alpha

STS 14, A MALE SUBADULT PARTIAL SKELETON OF AUSTRALOPITHECUS AFRICANUS? / Gommery, D; Thackeray, J F. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf), alpha
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Getty Conservation Institute
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"THE SLAVE ROUTE": Places of memory, a heritage of humanity / Ndomi, Christian. CRATerre,
Giraffes
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SOUTH AFRICA’S FIRST WOMAN ARCHITECT / Langham-Carter, R R.

Greece
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Haasbroek, Gerbrand
GERBRAND HAASBROEK SE BRIEF AAN SY SEUN: Gerbrand Haasbroek's letter to his son / Haasbroek, Annessa. -- Houghton: Genealogical Society of South Africa, alpha
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Historical buildings
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alpha
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alpha
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HISTORY ON THE WALL: Different types of wallpapers and how to do it successfully / Brett, Morwenna.

HOW TO LAY A SUSPENDED WOODEN FLOOR: Add character to a concrete floor by laying reclaimed wooden boards / Clare, Helaine.

INSTALL A BEAUTIFUL PARQUET FLOOR / Clare, Helaine. -- London: EMAP ELAN,

INSTALL A CAST-IRON AND TILED FIREPLACE: Reinstating a fireplace puts the heart back into a home and brings back original character / Clare, Helaine. -- London: EMAP ELAN,

INSURE AND BE SURE: Period properties require special care and repair - so make sure your insurance policy will cover for the decorative plasterwork or historic tunnels that will need re-instating should disaster strike / Mullee, Matthew.

LA GRANGE / Nissen, Eulah; Christopher, Wendy.

LET THERE BE LIGHT: Lighting in a period room / Brady, Maxine.

LIVING TRADITIONS: The cob master / Ellis, Angela. -- London: EMAP ELAN,
MAKING AN ENTRANCE: The hallway / Stevenson, Maggie.
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Journal article

OPEN UP LONG-FORGOTTEN SHUTTERS: How to free Georgian shutters / Clare, Helaine.
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OUR 10 FAVOURITE BATHS: From marble to copper and slipper to canopy - choose the perfect bath style for your period home
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THE PARGETER: The craft of creating patterns on buildings using lime putty / Brady, Maxine.
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PATCH UP PLASTER: How to repair damaged lime plaster, using compatible materials / Clare, Helaine.
alpha
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PITCHED ROOFS: Doing it the correct way / West, Geoffrey.
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A PLACE IN THE COUNTRY: Updated for a contemporary lifestyle, this country home retains strong links with its historical character / Maliepaard, Jane; Von der Schulenburg, Fritz (ill) -- Cape Town: Conde Nast Independent Magazines, 1999.
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PLUMBING BASICS / West, Geoffrey.
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SIGNS OF THE TIMES: Commemorative plaques forms part of the country's historic fabric / West, Geoffrey. -- London: EMAP ELAN, alpha Journal article

STONE ALONE: From limestone to sandstone, travertine to granite, natural stone can be an essential period element in the home / Jessel, Alistair. alpha Journal article

STYLEGUIDE DOORS: From oak batten to glazed pine, choosing a suitable door to complement the age of your home can be a complicated business - our visual guide will point you in the right direction / West, Geoffrey. -- London: EMAP ELAN, alpha Journal article

STYLEGUIDE HARD FLOORING: A visual reference -- London: EMAP ELAN, alpha Journal article

STYLEGUIDE MOULDINGS: Decorative mouldings add the finishing touch to any room: Visual reference to which would suit the period of your home -- London: EMAP ELAN, alpha Journal article

TRACE THE HISTORY OF YOUR HOME / West, Geoffrey. -- London: EMAP ELAN, alpha Journal article

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO FIREPLACES / Woods, Paula. alpha Journal article

WASHBASINS: Guide to the dos and don'ts of period basins / Kirby, Simon. alpha Journal article

WE LIVE IN A GRADE 1 LISTED BUILDING: Despite being refused a grant to save an historic treasure, Nicholas Mander and wife Karin embarked on the restoration of medieval Owlpen Manor, with the help of local craftsmen and Arts & Crafts architect Norman Jewson / Neill, Linda; Mander, Nicholas. alpha
WILDE ABOUT BEAUTY: Oscar Wilde had a dramatic impact on Victorian interiors

WINDOW LATCHES: Latches have a rich history of design behind them / Lilwall-Smith, Andrew; Paterson, Samantha.

WIRING FOR YOUR PERIOD HOME: Most wiring jobs should be left to the professionals, but a basic understanding of the electrics in your home is useful / West, Geoffrey.
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BEYOND THE MONSOON: The Malay melting pot / Bullis, Douglas.
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THE SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY: The Forest Train or the 'Coffee Pot' / Parkes, Margaret; Williams, V M. -- Knysna: Friends of the Millwood House Museum, 1990.


TALES OF A THALER: The favourite coin in use in this part of Arabia is the Maria Theresa dollar (riyal), the value of which is affected by the local demand. For the remoter parts of the interior little information is available; but it appears that the Maria Theresa dollar is current almost everywhere. / Harrigan, Peter. -- Houston: Aramco Services Company, 2003.
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HIV/AIDS
DECISION MAKING AND HIV/AIDS / Smanjak, Peter. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,

HIV/AIDS AND ABSENTEEISM RISK / Smanjak, Peter. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,

HIV/AIDS STRATEGIC SHIFT / Wade, Leon. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,
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Holub, Emil
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Human resource development
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Human resources management
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BENCHMARKING FOR INNOVATION: Part one / Khoza, Kenny. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha Journal article
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DISCOVER A VALLEY OF ADVENTURE: What better way to experience history and an unique corner of KwaZulu-Natal? / Abercrombie, Les. -- Durban: Caxton,

DISCOVERING THE STILLNESS IN YOU: Discussion on Ixopo's Buddhist Retreat Centre / Schauffer, Anne. -- Craighall: Caxton,

DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS OF ORGANIC RESIDUES ON MIDDLE STONE AGE POINTS FROM SIBUDU CAVE, KWAZULU-NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA / Lombard, Marlize. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

'DO NOT ACCEPT KAFFIR STANDARDS': Trade unions and strikes among African workers in Durban during the Second World War / Nuttall, Tim. -- Pretoria: South African Historical Society,

DOWN TO GRASSROOTS: The cultivation of iNcema grass on the wetlands of Zululand has renewed local interest in protecting the ecological and cultural heritage of the area / De Villiers, Anita. -- Durban: Caxton,

DRAKENSBERG MUSINGS: Winterton, the gateway village to the Drakensberg Meander, opens up a world of possibilities for you to explore / Derwent, Sue. -- Durban: Caxton,

THE DURBAN CITY HALL: From empire to democracy / Brown, Carol. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture,

EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Ladysmith / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines.


AN ENVIRONMENT FOR CATHOLIC WORSHIP: Three projects: The Capuchin Convent Chapel, Melville; The Italian Prisoner-of-War Church, Pietermaritzburg and; The Chapel of the Abbot Frands House of Formation, Merrivale / Robert Brusse Architect. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture.


EVIDENCE FOR HUNTING AND HAFTING AT SIBUDU CAVE DURING THE MIDDLE STONE AGE / Lombard, Marlize. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society.


A FAMILY AFFAIR: An extraordinary family legacy of talent has transformed Zulu potter Nesta Nala and her daughters into a creative dynasty, attracting international acclaim / Friedman, Hazel. -- Cape Town: Conde Nast Independent Magazines, 1999.
FAMILY VALUES: For 60 years, The Cavern has been introducing South African families to the joys of country holidays / Wasserfall, Russel.

FILM SET DESIGN: "Russian Survivor": Was set up in the Amatikulu Nature Reserve and included a large portion of Zulu heritage / Konigramer, Peter. – Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture,

FINE FURNITURE FROM THE WOODS OF THE FOREST: Furniture maker Landale Train / Gardiner, Nancy. – Craighall: Caxton,

FIRST OBSERVATIONS OF SEA-LEVEL INDICATORS RELATED TO GLACIAL MAXIMA AT SODWANA BAY, NORTHERN KWAZULU-NATAL / Green, Andrew N; Uken, Ron. – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

FLIES IN THE SUGAR BOWL: The Natal Sugar Industry Employees' Union in its heyday, 1940-1954 / Lincoln, David. – Pretoria: South African Historical Society,

FORDOUN HEALTH SPA, NOTTINGHAM ROAD / Grice, Small & Pettit. – Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture,


FRANCIS FAREWELL SQUARE MEMORIAL WALL / Huizinga, Eerhard; Bush, Lindsay; Chiang, Jack. – Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture,
GREYTOWN MUSEUM / Charles, Dave. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha

GROUTVILLE AND ALBERT LUTHULI / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha

HAGGARD'S HILLDROP HOUSE: Now a B&B, the KZN homestead that once belonged to world-famous Victorian author Sir Henry Rider Haggard is still redolent with his presence and a sense of stirring times / Grebe, Meryl. -- Craighall: Caxton, Journal article

HART OF THE COUNTRY: Hartford House / Wasserfall, Russel; Comins, Camilla. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha

HERITAGE SITE ‘OUTGROWS’ OLD NAME: Greater St Lucia Wetland Park has been renamed iSimangaliso Wetland Park -- Pretoria: South African Water Research Commission, alpha

HISTORICAL SITES: Fort Pine / Charles, Dave. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha

HISTORICAL SITES: Hime Bridge / Charles, Dave. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha


HOWICK HERITAGE: There’s more to Howick than the falls / Gardiner, Nancy. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,
HUMAN RIGHTS WALL: Includes one of the turrets of the original Durban Central Prison — Johannesburg: Soft Brick Media cc, 1997.


INTERACTIONS OF FISHES WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO COELACANTHS IN THE CANYONS AT SODWANA BAY AND THE ST LUCIA MARINE PROTECTED AREA OF SOUTH AFRICA / Heemstra, Phillip C; Fricke, Hans; Hissmann, Karen; Schauer, Jurgen; Smale, Malcolm; Sink, Kerry. — Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf), 1997.
INTERPRETATION CENTRE AT EMAKHOSINI-OPHATHE HERITAGE PARK -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, alpha
Journal article

alpha
Journal article

INTO THE BALMY VALLEY OF BYRNE : A collection of interesting characters make up the village of Byrne / Orban, Huck. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

THE INVISIBLE-MAKER : Discussion on a plant that the Zulus believe can make you invisible : Common names : Impundu and Bosaalwyn : Botanical name : Gasteria Croucheri / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

IT’S A DAMP SHAME : Photographs of Bergville Police Station and the Old Synagogue, Pretoria showing damp problems / Marais, Leonie.
alpha
Journal article

JOHN DUNN : The white Zulu chief / Brink, Elsabe. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha
Journal article

JOSEPH BYRNE’S INDOMITABLE SETTLERS : Discussion on the history of Richmond district and the Byrne settlers / Gardiner, Nancy. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

KAMBERG VALLEY : Includes exceptional rock art... / Gardiner, Nancy. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

KING’S GRANT : This tranquil retreat near Ixopo can still be seen for the Trappist mill and supply farm it once was / Larsen, David. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article
THE KWAZULU-NATAL REGIONAL ECONOMY IN RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT: A brief overview / Guest, Bill. -- Pretoria: South African Historical Society, alpha
Journal article

KWAZULU-NATAL'S ROSE GARDEN: Mary Rose and KhumbulaZulu Craft -- Johannesburg: M&G Media, alpha
Journal article

KZN'S DESIGNER BEADERS: In remote Zululand, a group of women has made a breakthrough by producing beadwork to order for top contemporary international designers / Colby, Susan. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article

LAND OF MIST AND FRUITFULNESS: Discussion on the history and historical buildings in the Hilton region / Gardiner, Nancy. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

LAND OF WATER: Discussion on the history of Greater St Lucia Wetland Park / Du Toit, Julienne. -- Johannesburg: Mafube, alpha
Journal article

THE LAST NAPOLEON: A dynasty with a name that had made nations tremble came to an abrupt end 125 years ago this month at a lonely spot in Zululand / Lock, Ron. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

LIFE IN DARGLE / Gardiner, Nancy. -- Durban: Republican Press, 1999. Journal article

LIFTOFF FOR THE ZULU KINGDOM / Gowans, Jill. Mafube, alpha
Journal article

LILANI VALLEY OF TEARS: Lilani hot springs and health hydro: Phase 1 / CNN Architects. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, alpha
'LIVING LAKES' LEARNING: Teaching about wetlands, visiting sacred forests and dancing with sangomas is all in a day's work for St Lucia's environmental educators / De Villiers, Anita. -- Craighall: Caxton.


LOOKING FOR A PLACE IN THE SHADE: Discussion on the various development pressures that are occurring on Mtunzini, KwaZulu-Natal. / Meyer, Engela. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd.

LYNTON HALL: Brief discussion on how this Victorian mansion has been converted into a boutique hotel / Derwent, Sue. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.


MARIA RATSCHITZ / Charles, Dave. -- Craighall: Caxton.

MARIA RATSCHITZ REVIVAL: A deserted Trappist mission station in the Biggarsberg has been resurrected after years of neglect and decay / Larsen, David. -- Craighall: Caxton.
MONUMENTAL INTERVENTION: Discussion on how the Queen Victoria statue will be relocated so that the King Cetshwayo statue will be placed in front of the Legislative Assembly building, Pietermaritzburg / Peters, Walter. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, Journal article

MUSEUMS AS UNIQUE CULTURAL HISTORICAL SITES: The case of the Ncome Bloed Rivier heritage site / Ndlovu, Bongani; Shabalala, Thokozani. -- Grahamstown: South African Museum Association, Journal article


THE NAVAL BRIGADE FROM HMS ACTIVE 1877-79 -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, Journal article


THE NEW BRONZE AGE: Bronze sculptures are back in fashion, and leading the SA revival of this ancient tradition are three KZN Midlands artists with a passion for the pour / Marais, Chris. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, Journal article

NEW MONUMENTS OF COMMEMORATION IN KWA-ZULU NATAL / Peters, Walter (ed) -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, Journal article
NGOME FOREST: A refuge of Zulu history / Larsen, David. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

THE NGUNI ROUTE: An initiative that shows there's more to northern KZN than its famous battlefields / Sandberg, Tania. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

NO SAFETY IN NUMBERS: Common name: Blue squill, slangkop or inguduza: Botanical name: Merwilla plumbea / Dugmore, Heather. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

NOTCHED, FLAKED AND GROUND BONE ARTEFACTS FROM MIDDLE STONE AGE AND IRON AGE LAYERS OF SIBUDU CAVE, KWAZULU-NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA / Cain, Chester R. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
alpha
Journal article

NOTTS LANDING: A creative new housing development promises to make the village of Nottingham Road the heart of the trendy KwaZulu-Natal Midlands / Du Toit, Julienne. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article

alpha
Journal article

Journal article

OF THORNS AND SPIRITS: There are not many documentary filmmakers who have a written contract with the ancestors of a community who live alongside one of the country's sacred sites...but then Moving the Spirit is not your average film. / Slabbert, Denise. -- Johannesburg: Mafube, alpha
Journal article
ON A MISSION: Discussion on some of the historical mission complexes in KwaZulu-Natal / Derwent, Sue. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

OUTSOURCING A RURAL CRAFT INDUSTRY: Wezandla and Senzokuhle Crafts / Kotze, Steven; Wahlberg, Laurence. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

PALYNOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF LATE HOLOCENE WETLAND SEDIMENTS: Mdlinzi Swamp, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa / Turner, Simon; Plater, Andy. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) alpha Journal article

PAST AND PRESENT AT BORDER CAVE: Steps are underway to open one of SA's most famous archaeological sites to tourists / Larsen, David. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article


PEOPLE, PARKS AND PARTNERSHIPS: Discussion on how luxury wilderness lodges coexist with impoverished rural communities particularly the Ndumo Wilderness Camp and Rocktail Bay Lodge / Groenewald, Yolandi. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media, alpha Journal article

THE PEOPLE WHO CAME OUT OF A REED: Every year at this time the Zulus celebrate the tradition surrounding their origin with a colourful ceremony / Mkhize, Fanile. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE 'LAST BUSHMAN SURVIVING IN NATAL' / Jolly, Pieter. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article
PIETERMARITZBURG: Capital city: The Georgetown project / Whelan, Debbie. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, alpha Journal article

PIETERMARITZBURG: Capital city: City Hall foyer, Commercial Road / Venter, Ivan. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, alpha Journal article

PIETERMARITZBURG: Capital city: The city centre / Whelan, Debbie. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, alpha Journal article


PIONEERING DARKEST AFRICA / Taylor, Cheryl. -- Durban: Republican Press, 1999. Journal article

PLACE OF THE VOW: A sandstone memorial at the Wasbank River, Glencoe district / Charles, Dave. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

PLAYING SINBAD AT LAKE SIBAYA: Discussion on the lodge which is part of the Greater St Lucia World Heritage Site / De Villiers, Anita. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

PORTHOLE TO THE PAST: Exploring KwaZulu-Natal -- Cape Town: Cape Media, alpha Journal article

POTTERS OF PERFECTION: The art of making traditional Zulu pottery is in good hands with this family / Gardiner, Nancy. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF A SURVEY OF BULAWAYO, SHAKA KASENZANGAKHONA’S CAPITAL FROM ABOUT 1820 TO 1827 / Whitelaw, Gavin. – Grahamstown: Albany Museum, alpha Journal article

PRESENTING SOUTH AFRICAN ROCK ART TO THE WORLD: Two major new public rock art site developments for 2002: Game Pass Shelter and Wildebeest Kuil rock engraving site / Laue, Ghilraen; Turkington, Tara; Smith, Benjamin. – Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURE BUILDING, PIETERMARITZBURG / Gordon Verhoef and Krause. – Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Kraue, alpha Journal article

PROVINCIALISATION OF MEASURES FOR CONTROL OF HERITAGE RESOURCES / Hall, Andrew. – Grahamstown: Albany Museum, alpha Journal article


REBUILDING CATO MANOR ESTATE: Includes history, planning and implementation, public buildings, Dorothy Nyembe Multi-purpose centre, Bellair centre, Bellair market, pre-schools, the housing challenge, Shayamoya and heritage sites – Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, alpha Journal article


RESOURCE EXPLOITATION: Animal use during the Middle Stone Age at Sibudu Cave, KwaZulu-Natal / Plug, Ina. – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) alpha Journal article


ROCK ART MANAGEMENT IN THE UKHAHLAMBA/DRAKENSBERG PARK / Van de Venter, Annie. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

ROCK ENGRAVINGS BY AGRICULTURIST COMMUNITIES IN SAVANNA AREAS OF THE THUKELA BASIN / Maggs, Tim; Ward, Val. -- Pietermaritzburg: Museum Council, alpha Journal article

ROCK PAINTING OF ROAN ANTELOPE AT GIANT'S CASTLE, KWAZULU-NATAL / Thackeray, Frands; Russell, Thembi. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

ROCKS OF AGES : Discussion of the rock art sites in the uKhahlamba-Drakensberg Park / Derwent, Sue. -- Johannesburg: Mafube, alpha Journal article


SAIA MEDAL OF DISTINCTION : Walter Peters – Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, alpha Journal article
SANDSTONE CRUCIBLES FROM MHLOPENI, KWAZULU-NATAL: Evidence of precolonial brassworking / Maggs, Tim; Miller, Duncan. -- Pietermaritzburg: Museum Council, alpha Journal article


SCORING POINTS FOR URBAN REGENERATION IN KZN: Durban Point development / Meyer, Engela. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrnick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha Journal article

THE SECRET SAN: For more than a century it's been thought that the San people of the Drakensberg were extinct. It now turns out that this far from true / Derwent, Sue. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

SEEDS AT SIBUDU: Food for thought / Scott, Christine. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

SEWULA GORGE CAMP / Larsen, David. -- Durban: Caxton, alpha Journal article


SHOWTIME: Upgrade and refurbishment of the Natal Playhouse -- Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause, Alpha
SIBUDU CAVE, KWAZULU-NATAL: Background to the excavations of Middle Stone Age and Iron Age occupations / Wadley, Lyn; Jacobs, Zenobia. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)


SIMUNYE ZULU: This is a declared Natural Heritage Site in the Mfuli River Valley and consists of a lodge coupled with a traditional Zulu village. / De Villiers, Anita. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.

SIYABONGA TOURIST CENTRE: Forms an information gateway into the Greater St Lucia Wetland Heritage Park / CNN Architects. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture.

SO, WHAT'S THE POINT?: Discussion on various sections of uShaka Marine World development / Burns, Bronwyn; Soskin, Judith; Gillespie, Monique. -- Johannesburg: Ant Publishing.

SOAP OPERA: Discussion on the history of Warsash Farm / Schauffer, Anne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.

SOPHIA GRAY CHURCHES IN KWAZULU-NATAL: Discussion mainly on St Peter's Anglican Cathedral, Pietermaritzburg and St Patrick's, Umzinto / Peters, Walter. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture.

THE SPIOENKOP OF YESTERYEAR / Theobald, Kerry. -- Durban: Caxton.
THE SPIRIT OF ISANDLWANA: Overlooking the site of one of Africa’s most memorable battles is an equally memorable lodge / Wasserfall, Russel. -- Durban: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

STOCKLANDS / Wasserfall, Russel. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article

STONE AGE LITHICS FROM NDONDONDWANE / Zwane, Themba. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum, alpha
Journal article

STRIKING A MATCH: Discussion on what must happen to a building that has become obsolete such as the Lion Match Company building, Durban / Gillespie, Monique. -- Johannesburg: Ant Publishing, alpha
Journal article

STRYDPOORT: Die oudste plaashuis in Natal: Toneel van onenigheid tussen Maritz en Potgieter / Discussion on the history of Strydpoort Farm kept with reference books
Journal article

alpha
Journal article

A SYMBOL FOR ALL: Illustrations and discussion on the erection of the Spirit of eMakhosini Monument / Derwent, Sue. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

SYMBOLIC INTERVENTIONS / Marschall, Sabine. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, alpha
Journal article
TAILORED LANDSCAPE IN KWAZULU NATAL: David Hick's bold and ingenious project: to create a formal garden inspired by Europe in an African setting / Plumptre, George; Ryneke, Ryno (ill) -- Cape Town: Conde Nast Independent Magazines, July 1998, p. 102-107.
Journal article

alpha
Journal article

THAT DARING YOUNG MAN AND HIS FLYING MACHINE / Gardiner, Nancy. -- Durban: Caxton/RP Magazines,
alpha
Journal article

THORPE LODGE -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,
alpha
Journal article

THREE YEARS OF NEW HOLLAND: Gable and hip roofs on street and farm Voortrekker houses in Natal / Keamey, Brian.
720.968 COE
Journal article Book

TO THE BATTLE MANOR BORN: History of Greenfields Manor House, Mooi River / Schauffer, Anne. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,
alpha
Journal article

TOAD TREE FOLLY: A creative fusion of architectural styles and a farmer's love of the natural environment have culminated in the development of an indigenous dream on the KNZ north coast / De Villiers, Anita. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

TRADITIONAL HEALER: With a profound knowledge of muti plants and a touch of the spiritual and psychological, Elliot Ndlovu is the traditional healer of choice for many South Africans and foreigners / Gardiner, Nancy. -- Craighall: Caxton,
Journal article

TRADITIONAL LIVING: Traditional Zulu culture / Dlamini, Humphrey. -- Craighall: Caxton,
Journal article

A TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE: Pumula Beach Hotel (originally known as Umzumbe Hotel) / Jewitt-Colby, Susan. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

A TYPOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE FINAL MIDDLE STONE AGE STONE TOOLS FROM SIBUDU CAVE, KWAZULU-NATAL / Wadley, Lyn. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

UKHAHLAMBA-DRAKENSBERG PARK: How can we preserve the values of this outstanding World Heritage site / Van der Merwe, Chris. -- Durban: Caxton, alpha Journal article

UMEMULO: Women are revered in African society - as a Zulu girl’s coming of age ceremony shows / Mkhize, Fanile. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

THE UMNGENI FOOTPRINT ROUTE: With Howick as its centre, this KZN Midlands initiative offer a wide range of historic and new activities and attractions / Sandberg, Tania. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

UNDER MILKWOOD: Discussion on the village of Mtunzini and the Raphia Palms / De Villiers, Anita. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

UNDER THE ZULU SPELL: Fugitives' Drift Lodge where visitors are told in great detail of the battles of Isandlwana and Rorke's Drift / Du Toit, Julienne; Marais, Chris. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

A UNIQUE GERMAN SETTLEMENT: Paulpietersburg / Schutte, Elna. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,

UPROOTING, REROOTING: Culture, religion and community among indentured Muslim migrants in colonial Natal, 1860-1911 / Vahed, Goolam. – Pretoria: South African Historical Society, alpha


VEGETATION CHANGES BETWEEN 61 500 AND 26 000 YEARS AGO: The evidence from seeds in Sibudu Cave, KwaZulu-Natal / Wadley, Lyn. – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf), alpha

A VILLAGE AFFAIR: Photographs of historical buildings at Nottingham Road – Craighall: Caxton, alpha

VUKANI COLLECTION MUSEUM, NONDAYI ROAD, ESHOWE, 2001 / Makhoba Volbrecht Assocs. – Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, alpha

WALK, DON'T DRIVE: Discussion about Doung Anwar Jahangeer and the establishment of his Citywalk through the centre of Durban / O'Toole, Sean. – Cape Town: Bell-Robert Publishing, alpha

WALKING THROUGH GREEN PASTURES: Discussion on a community hiking trail from Matatiele towards the foothills of the Ukhahlamba Drakensberg mountain / Chan, Ada. – Johannesburg: M&G Media, alpha


WEAVING THE PAST INTO THE FUTURE: Traditional Zulu weaving is being both preserved and modernised at Ilala Weavers / De Villiers, Anita. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, 2000.


"WHAT HAPPENED TO THE FORESTS?": Policy towards managing the timber resources in KwaZulu-Natal during the colonial period (1853-1910) / Smith, F H. -- Mmabatho: University of North-West, 1998.

WORLD HERITAGE: A win-win situation: South Africa now has three World Heritage sites, and by this time next year may have two more / Van der Merwe, Chris. -- Craighall: Caxton, 2000.

ZULU ART OR SAILORS' SCRIMSHAW?: The decorated 'Zulu' horns of the Anglo-Zulu War, 1879: Some of the most interesting artifacts to have survived the Anglo-Zulu War of 1879 are engraved cattle horns depicting scenes from that war. Of these, five are in the Natal Museum in Pietermaritzburg and these form the basis of this paper. / Fox, David. -- Johannesburg: South African National Museum of Military History, 1998.

ZULU POTTERY / Armstrong, Juliet. -- Pietermaritzburg.

ZULU SUPERPARK : The eMakhosini-Opathe Heritage Park / James, Danielle. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.

**Labour relations**

LABOUR LAW BREAKERS SUFFER MASSIVE EXPENSES : Learn about the latest developments in labour law and ways in which to protect yourself from expensive dismissals / Israelstam, Ivan. -- Johannesburg: Shorten Publications.


**Landscape architecture**


**Lao People's Democratic Republic**


**Le Fleur, Andries Abraham Stockenstrom**

Leadership skills

CHALLENGING, COLOURFUL YEAR AHEAD FOR CEOS / Hattingh, Bryan. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

COMMUNICATION TIPS FOR CEOS: Providing practical advice on internal communication / Harding, Grace. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

COMPETENCIES FOR MULTICULTURAL LEADERSHIP / Arumugam, Stanley. Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

THE DANGERS OF COERCIVE PERSUASION / Katz, Rob. Diligence Publishing, alpha Journal article

DECISIVENESS VS FLEXIBILITY: The modern leadership dilemma / Shepherd Smith, Jeremy. Diligence Publishing, alpha Journal article

DR REUEL KHOZA DISCUSSES HIS VIEWS OF LEADERSHIP WITH ALAN HOSKING: Written the book titled Let Africa Lead / Hosking, Alan. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

HIGH PREMIUM LEADERSHIP CURRENCY: Help your company's leaders deliver the total leadership experience / Cotter, Charles. Osgard Media, alpha Journal article
INNER DIALOGUE EXECUTIVE COACHING / Scheepers, Caren. Osgard Media,
alpha
Journal article

LEADER-AS-COACH PROGRAMMES : Understanding challenges and implementing solutions / Kipps, Donna. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,
alpha
Journal article

LEADERS NEED CULTURAL INTELLIGENCE : How culturally intelligent are you? / Van der Walt, Ruan; Du Plessis, Yvonne. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,
alpha
Journal article

OLD DOGS CAN LEARN NEW TUNES IF THEY WANT TO : Leading in a changing world / Coats, Keith. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,
alpha
Journal article

SEVEN COMMUNICATION TIPS AN EFFECTIVE LEADER MUST HAVE / Kumuyi, William F. -- London: IC Publications,
alpha
Journal article

SEVEN COMMUNICATION TIPS AN EFFECTIVE LEADER MUST HAVE : Part 2 / Kumuyi, William F. -- London: IC Publications,
alpha
Journal article

TEN ATTRIBUTES OF GREAT LEADERS / Hattingh, Bryan. Osgard Media,
alpha
Journal article

TRUE AND LASTING LEADERSHIP : The kind of leadership the public sector needs / Hattingh, Bryan. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,
alpha
Journal article

Lebanon
CONSERVATION TRAINING IN THE ARAB REGION : Regional context and international trends / Aslan, Zaki. -- Rome: ICCROM,
alpha
Journal article
THE MARONITES OF LEBANON / Peters, Walter. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture,
alpha
Journal article

Legal studies
ALCOHOL-RELATED MISCONDUCT : How should you handle an employee who is allegedly drunk and abusive? / Rudd, Carol. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,
alpha
Journal article

Legislation
NEW LAWS TO PROTECT KZN'S HERITAGE / Arde, Greg.
Journal article

Leipoldt, Christian Frederik Louis
LEIPOLDT EN DIPONEGORO : Discussion on Leipoldt's visit to Indonesia and his friendship with Prince Diponegoro / De Jong, C. -- Pretoria: South African Society for Cultural History,
alpha
Journal article

Lesotho
ANIMAL REMAINS FROM LIKOAENG, AN OPEN-AIR RIVER SITE, AND ITS PLACE IN THE POST-CLASSIC WILTON OF LESOTO AND EASTERN FREE STATE, SOUTH AFRICA / Plug, Ina; Mitchell, Peter; Bailey, Geoff. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
alpha
Journal article

BLANKET COVERAGE : The Basotho blanket is a significant status symbol - and an old trading store has done a lot to help keep this Sotho tradition alive / Derwent, Sue. -- Durban: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

BOKONG NATURE RESERVE, LESOTHO : Protecting Southern Africa's rooftop / Gubic, Kristina. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media,
alpha
Journal article
CAVE HOUSES IN LESOTHO AND SOUTH AFRICA / Jolly, Pieter. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

THE CITY WITHOUT A PLAN : Maseru has been developing without conventional planning. Is a city without a plan, a city without a future? / Meyer, Engela. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrck Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha Journal article

COMMUNITY TOURISM THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS -- Howick: MDTP South Africa, alpha Journal article

CONSERVATION OF ROCK ART IN LESOTHO, SOUTHERN AFRICA : A project to educate primary school children concerning the need to preserve San rock paintings / Jolly, Pieter. -- Foix: INORA, alpha Journal article

FILLING A GAP : The Early and Middle Holocene assemblages from new excavations at Sehonghong Rock Shelter, Lesotho / Mitchell, P J. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum, alpha Journal article

LATE BAROA IN LESOTHO / Jolly, Pieter. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

THE MACROFAUNAL AND MOLLUSCAN REMAINS FROM TLOUTLE, A LATER STONE AGE SITE IN LESOTHO / Plug, Ina. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum, alpha Journal article

MELIKANE AND UPPER MANGOLONG REVISITED : The possible effects on San art of symbiotic contact between South Eastern San and Southern Sotho and Nguni communities / Jolly, Pieter. -- Vlaeberg: South African Archaeological Society, 1995. alpha Journal article
QUATERNARY SLOPE DEVELOPMENT IN THE LESOTHO HIGHLANDS: Review and alternative model / Boelhouwers, Jan. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
alpha Journal article
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ROCKING LESOTHO: Lesotho is home to magnificent rock art and SA archaeologist Pieter Jolly is determined to save it for posterity / Van Ryneveld, Richard. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,
alpha Journal article

THE SAN ROCK PAINTING FROM THE "THE UPPER CAVE AT MANGOLONG", LESOTHO / Jolly, Pieter. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
alpha Journal article

SHARING SYMBOLS: A correspondence in the ritual dress of black farmers and the southeastern San / Jolly, Pieter. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
alpha Journal article

STRIPES AS SYMBOLIC WOUNDS IN ROCK PAINTINGS OF THERIANTHROPES IN LESOTHO? / Thackeray, Francis. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
alpha Journal article

THE THUATHE METEORITE FALL OF 21 JULY 2002 / Lombard, A; De Bruyn, H; Scholtz, N; Praekelt, H E; Wilson, A H; Schoch, A E. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
alpha Journal article

THE THUATHE METEORITE OF 21 JULY 2002, LESOTHO: Mapping the strewn field and initial mineralogical classification / Ambrose, David P; Reimold, W Uwe; Buchanan, Paul C. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
alpha Journal article
TOWARDS A TRANSFRONTIER CONSERVATION AREA: Strategic planning process for the Maloti Drakensberg Transfrontier Conservation Area -- Howick MDTP South Africa, alpha Journal article

TWO RELATED ROCK CONSERVATION/EDUCATION PROJECTS IN LESOTHO / Jolly, Pieter. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

UNDERSTANDING THE MSA/LSA TRANSITION: The pre-20 000 BP assemblages from new excavations at Sehonghong Rock Shelter, Lesotho / Mitchell, P J. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum, alpha Journal article

UNUSUAL PAINTINGS OF WILDEBEEST AND A ZEBRA-LIKE ANIMAL FROM NORTH-WESTERN LESOTHO / Loubser, Jannie; Brink, James S. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum, alpha Journal article


Lesotho Liberation Army

THE LESOTHO LIBERATION ARMY (LLA): Formation, mission and schisms / Pherudi, Mokete Lawrence. -- Pretoria: South African Historical Society, alpha Journal article

Lewis-Williams, David
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Libraries
THE DESTRUCTION OF THE RECORDS (CONTINUED): The fragility of knowledge and the fate of libraries in the information age – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf), Journal article

Libya
DESERTIFICATION AND CIVILIZATION / Chandler, Graham. – Houston: Aramco Services Company, Journal article

LIBYA’S FORGOTTEN DESERT KINGDOM: Wadi al-Hayat, the Valley of Life including rock art paintings / Werner, Louis. Aramco Services Company, Journal article

ROCK ART OF THE TADRART ACACUS (LIBYA): First statistical data / Guidoni, Marcella; Ponti, Rosanna. – Paris: INORA, Journal article

ROCK ENGRAVINGS AND CONTEXT IN THE WADI EL-AJAL, LIBYAN FEZZAN / Barnett, Tertia; Roberts, Mark – Foix: ICOMOS, Journal article

Life skills
SELECTING A SERVICE PROVIDER: Consider the following additional services that should be available from a wellness and stress management service provider. / Van der Merwe, Arien. – Johannesburg: Osgard Media, Journal article

Lighting
GRAHAM WYNNE’S GUIDE TO PERIOD LIGHTING / Wynne, Graham. – London: EMAP ELAN, 1999. Journal article
Limpopo

THE AFRICAN IVORY ROUTE: A giant arc of territory in Limpopo Province once favoured by elephant hunters is now home to a tourism route rich in the memory of those adventurers together with new experiences / De Villiers, Anita. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

AGE INTERPRETATION OF THE WONDERKRATER SPRING SEDIMENTS AND VEGETATION CHANGE IN THE SAVANNA BIOME, LIMPOPO PROVINCE, SOUTH AFRICA / Scott, Louis; Holmgren, Karin; Talma, A Siep; Woodborne, Stephan; Vogel, John C. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) alpha Journal article

ALL ALONG THE SOUTPANSBERG: Discussion of several heritage sites in Limpopo / Derwent, Sue. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article


ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ROCK ART SURVEY OF THE MAKGABENG PLATEAU, CENTRAL LIMPOPO BASIN / Eastwood, Edward B; Van Schalkwyk, J A; Smith, Benjamin. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF AN IRON AGE SITE ON THE FARM NOVENGILLA (562 LT), IN THE LETSITELE AREA, IN THE NORTHERN PROVINCE / Pelser, Anton J; Van Schalkwyk, J A. -- Pretoria: National Cultural History Museum, alpha Journal article

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF IRON SMELTING SITE MUT 41, IN THE NANDONI DAM DEVELOPMENT AREA, THOHOYANDOU DISTRICT, NORTHERN PROVINCE / Van Schalkwyk, J A; Pelser, Anton J; Moifatswane, S M. -- Pretoria: National Cultural History Museum,
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE INSPIRES DISCREET ARCHITECTURE: Reviews the designs for the Makapansgat Visitors' Centre / Paul, Sarah-Leigh. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd.

ART, AUTHORSHIP AND FEMALE ISSUES IN A NORTHERN SOTHO ROCK PAINTING SITE / Namono, Catherine; Eastwood, Edward B. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

ART IN THE PARK: Rural folk don't often get a chance to attend art school, but for a few around Melk River in the Waterberg things are different / Du Toit, Julienne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,


BEAUTIFUL MAGOEBSKLOOF / Ho, Ufreda. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

BILLY EAGLE AND THE LION: The story of a Canadian Indian constable who met his end near the Limpopo River almost a hundred years ago / Leach, Charles. -- Stanford: Village Life,
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HISTORIC WALK RELIVED: An epic trek through the untamed bush by an intrepid Mozambican priest 150 years ago was recently reenacted by the equally intrepid Louis Changuion / Smillie, Shaun. – Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

HOMECOMING: Born of German missionary parents in Vendaland, Traugott Fobbe grew up with a close affinity for the Venda people, only to be 'exiled' to Germany. But now he has more than renewed his ties with the people of his childhood. / Dowds, Ashley. – Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article
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KAOXA'S SHELTER: The first public rock art site in the Limpopo-Shashi Confluence Area of South Africa / Eastwood, Edward B; Ouzman, Sven; MacWhirter, Duncan. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society.


LIMPOPO MARULA FESTIVAL: The Provincial Marula Festival is an heritage event with multi-faceted interests, such as the preservation of the indigenous knowledge related to this national tree and developing the event and significance of the fruit as a draw card for tourism in the province. -- Cape Town: South African Heritage Resources Agency.


LORD OF THE ANIMALS: Kaoxa Bushcamp, in the Limpopo Valley, has the only recorded San paintings of locusts in the country / Hilton-Barber, Bridget. -- Johannesburg: Mafube.

LOST IN TIME: Thought to have been historically uninhabitable, the Waterberg is yielding signs of man's presence going back 1,5 million years / Du Toit, Julienne. -- Craighall: Caxton.

THE MAKGABENG PLATEAU ROCK ART SURVEY: Five years on / Eastwood, Edward B; Tlouamma, Jonas. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, Journal article
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SCHOEMANSDAL : Faunal remains from selected sites in an historic village / Plug, I; Scott, K; Fish, W. -- Pretoria: Transvaal Museum, 
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SHEEP IN THE ROCK PAINTINGS OF THE SOUTPANSBERG AND LIMPOPO RIVER VALLEY / Eastwood, Edward B; Fish, Warren. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum, 
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STEINAECCKER'S HORSE : Its role during the Anglo Boer War and in the establishment of the Kruger National Park / van Vollenhoven, Anton C; Pelser, Anton J. -- Pretoria: South African Society for Cultural History,
SUPPER IN NETSHIUNGANI: Discussion on life in a traditional Venda village / Raats, Jasper. — Johannesburg: Caxton,

TALES OF THE GOLDEN RHINO: A mysterious kingdom arose a thousand years ago, and was re-discovered under dramatic circumstances — Johannesburg: Mafube,

THULAMELA: An archaeological site in the Kruger National Park that marks the headquarters of people who moved across the Limpopo from Zimbabwe hundreds of years ago / Dowds, Ashley. — Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,

USING CARBON ISOTOPE DATA OF FOSSIL BOVID COMMUNITIES FOR PALAEOENVIRONMENTAL RECONSTRUCTION / Sponheimer, Matt; Lee-Thorp, Julia A. — Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

VENDA ART BOOM / Marais, Chris. — Craighall: Caxton,

VOLCANOES ON OUR DOORSTEPS: No-one thinks of South Africa as geologically volcanic today, yet our landscape is littered with volcanoes eg the open-pit copper mine at Phalaborwa excavates into the throat of a 2 billion year old volcano, likewise there are archaeological sites associated with the Pilansberg volcano. / Miller, Duncan. — Stanford: Village Life,

THE WATERBERG: A miracle brought to life — Johannesburg: WriteStuff Publishing,

WHO SHOT DHLULAMITHI?: Mystery surrounds the eventual fate of the mighty elephant that changed the life of the legendary poacher 'Bvekenya' / Smillie, Shaun. — Johannesburg: Caxton,
WINDS OF CHANGE: The township of Lulekani has pulled together to establish a cultural tourism initiative that is set to breathe life into the poverty-stricken community / Ho, Ufrieda. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.
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UNDERSTANDING THE LOGO: How to create a logo to launch your new venture / Schroeder, Lesely; Wasserfall, Russel. -- Durban: Caxton.
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PHOTOGRAPH OF 'PARK ON LONG', CAPE TOWN -- Cape Town: Laurie Wale CC, 1999.
Louis Trichardt

Madagascar
3RD TECHNICAL COURSE, MADAGASCAR: The course dealt with the strategies and techniques on preventive conservation of immovable cultural heritage in sub-Saharan Africa / Rabemanantsoa, Rinsamahefa. CRATerre,

Maintenance and repairs
10 WAYS TO WRECK YOUR PERIOD HOME: Without careful preparation and consultation, the best laid plans for a period home can waste time, squander money and perhaps do irrevocable damage to the property / West, Geoffrey. -- London: EMAP ELAN,

FITTING A PLASTER CEILING ROSE / Jackson, Albert; Day, David. -- London: EMAP ELAN,

HOW TO PATCH FLOORBOARDS: Discussion on how to restore an original wooden floor -- London: EMAP ELAN,

INSTALL A CLASSIC FOUNTAIN / Clare, Helaine.

THE KEY TO DOORS: How to locate, restore and install period doors to suit the age of your home -- London: EMAP ELAN,

RENOVATE A CHAIR / Clare, Helaine.
REPLACING A BARGEBOARD: How to replace rotten bargeboards and ensure that this functional feature adds a smart finishing touch to your home / Clare, Helaine. -- London: EMAP ELAN, 1999.

SILICON-BASED PRODUCTS: Uses and limitations / Borelli, Ernesto. -- Rome: ICCROM.
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THE JUICE OF LIFE: Baobab (Malambe) fruit juice / Rossouw, Rehana. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media.

SLAVE TRADE HERITAGE: Malawi / Zakeyo Topeka, Alfred. CRATerre.

Mali
THE AGUIBOU TALL PALACE IN BANDIAGARA: Mali / Dembele, Adama. CRATerre.

HOUSEHOLD ASSEMBLAGES, LIFECYCLES AND THE REMEMBRANCE OF THINGS PAST AMONG THE DOGON OF MALI / Lane, Paul. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society.
MANUSCRIPT PRESERVATION: Timbuktu / Motse, Alexio. -- Cape Town: Western Cape Provincial Library,

Oldest African Pottery Found in Mali -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
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THE XLENDI: Discussion on the only known shipwreck on the island of Gozo / Middleton, Ned. -- Poole: Freestyle Publications,

Managerial skills
ART OF LIVING YOUR BRAND / Hattingh, Bryan. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,

Bad Selection Benefits Nobody: Profile: Professor Peter Saville: Workplace assessment / Hosking, Alan. Osgard Media,

Balance Your Stress: When stress affects your performance it's time to do something about it / Van der Merwe, Arien. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,

Be a Maestro of Corporate Politics: Learn the skill of handling the corporate politics in your company / Mann, Ian. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,
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DECISION MAKING UNDER PRESSURE: Good decisions are what determine success / Erasmus, Leon. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha
Journal article
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LATEST DEVELOPMENT IN THE COACHING INDUSTRY / Steinberg, Marc. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

LEARNING: Formal vs informal / Siemens, George. -- Johannesburg: Shorten Publications, alpha Journal article

LEGAL REPRESENTATION AT DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS: It has generally been accepted that employers could rely on the wording of item 4(1) of Schedule 8 of the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 and/or similar wording in their disciplinary codes and procedures to deny employees the right to legal representation at internal disciplinary hearings. This might not be advisable. / Rudd, Carol. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

MAKING BETTER DECISIONS: Becoming a good decision-maker requires coaching just like becoming a good athlete / Smanjak, Peter. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

MAKING COMPLEX DECISIONS: What methodology do you use for complex decision making? / Smanjak, Peter. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha Journal article

MANAGEMENT BY FEAR / Ncongwane, Sipho. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,
MANAGEMENT OPERATING SYSTEMS / Davis, Robert J. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,

META PROGRAMMES AND MOTIVATION : Unlock employee motivation, performance and team effectiveness / Erasmus, Lardus. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,

NETWORK LIKE A POWER SKATER : Smart networking is a critical factor in business success / Lewis, Mike. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,
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THREE FACTOR THEORY OF HUMAN MOTIVATION: Discussion on a new theory of motivation / Van der Walt, Ruan. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,
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Marion Island
ADVANCES IN VERTEBRATE PEST CONTROL: Implications for the control of feral house mice on Marion Island / Jackson, T P; Van Aarde, R J. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
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Journal article
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Journal article

ENGLISH HERITAGE AND MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY: The first three years: English Heritage's responsibility for the submerged historic environment of England's Territorial Waters brings new challenges and opportunities / Oxley, Ian. -- London: English Heritage,
alpha
Journal article
MARITIME AND COASTAL HERITAGE: Introduction: New responsibilities for marine archaeology and partnerships across the marine heritage sector are broadening our understanding of the seamless coastal historic resource / Cossons, Neil. -- London: English Heritage, alpha Journal article


SHIPWRECK WORK CONTINUES ON BANKS OF ASHLEY RIVER / Harris, Lynn. -- Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina, 1996. Journal article

Maritime history

EARLY ENCOUNTERS BETWEEN CHINA AND AFRICA: Myth or moment? / Harris, Karen L. -- Pretoria: South African Society for Cultural History, alpha Journal article

HMS DRAGON / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha Journal article

Marula trees


Mauritania
MAURITANIA: Brief descriptions of new sites of ruins, rock art paintings and engravings in Tagant district and Ajoun district

JOURNAL ARTICLE

Mauritius

FORTIFICATIONS AND MILITARY HERITAGE: Mauritius / La Hausse de Lalouvière, Philippe. CRATerre,

JOURNAL ARTICLE

THE NATIONAL HERITAGE FUND ACT: Republic of Mauritius / Mahadeo, Premiall. CRATerre,

JOURNAL ARTICLE

SLAVERY IN A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE: Mauritius / Mahadeo, Premiall. CRATerre,

JOURNAL ARTICLE

Media

MEDIA VISITS: Discussion on developing relationships with media / Schroeder, Lesely; Wasserfall, Russell. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,

JOURNAL ARTICLE

Medical Aid

MEDICAL AID: Changing legislation demands new approach to medical scheme / Luyt, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,

JOURNAL ARTICLE

Medical services

HEART OF THE WORKPLACE: Discussion on how work stress is associated with double the risk of death from heart disease / Van der Merwe, Arien. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,

JOURNAL ARTICLE
**Medicinal plants**

**APHRODISIAC OFHOPE:** Botanical name: Nymphaea caerulea; Common name: Blue water lily / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

**THE BIRD-FRIENDLY BUSHTICK-BERRY:** Also known as Bietou / Botha, Charles; Botha, Julia. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha Journal article

**BUCHU FINDS NEW LEGS:** R50m investment -- Cape Town: Cape Business News, alpha Journal article

**COMFORT OF THE SICK:** Bush medicine... Botanical name: Arctopus echinatus; Common name: Sieketroos, platdoring, pokkiesdoring / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

**DAISY CLAIMS:** Feverfew is a wonder herb that provides endless flowers for the vase as well as a medicine chest on your doorstep / Lloyd, Julia. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

**DEelightfully DEANGEROUS:** Bush medicine... Botanical name: Coffea arabica; Common name: Coffee tree / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

**DOORWAY TO THE LIFE HEREAFTER:** Botanical name: Boophone disticha; Common name: Bushman poison bulb / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

**EAT, DRINK AND TWAK PRAAT:** Botanical name: Acacia Karroo; Common name: mookana (Northern Sotho), moshaka (Tswana), umnga (Xhosa), umunga (Zulu) and soetdoring (Afrikaans) / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article
EIGHT DAYS OF HEALING: Botanical name: Lobostemon fruticosus; Common names: Agdaegeneesbos, douwurbos (Afrikaans) / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

FIRE IS AN ANCIENT FRIEND: Botanical name: Spathodea campanulata; Common name: African Flame Tree, Nandi Flame / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

GOING TO GRASS: Lemon grass / Lloyd, Julia. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

THE GOOD DOCTOR: Without yarrow, organic gardening is that much harder / Lloyd, Julia. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

THE GREEN MUSE: Botanical name: Artemisia afra; Common name: African wormwood, Umhlonyane (Zulu), Wildeals (Afrikaans) / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

THE HEARTBEAT OF AFRICA: Botanical name: Ptaeroxylon obliquum; Common name: sneezewood, umthathe (Xhosa) / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

IT STARTS WITH A KISS: Botanical name: Viscum capense; Common names: lidjiestee, voelent (Afrikaans), Cape mistletoe (English) / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

KHAT: A mind and mood plant: Common name: Khat / Qat / Bushman’s Tea; Botanical name: Catha Edulis / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

PICKING PARSLEY / Lloyd, Julia. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

SAGE ADVICE / Lloyd, Julia. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

SEED OF FAITH : Botanical name: Salvadora persica ; Common name: mustard tree, toothbrush tree, pfefferkorn der Bibel (German), khoris (Damara), miswak (Arabic) / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

SWEET VIOLET / Lloyd, Julia. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

SYNERGY AND THE DAISY HERB : Botanical name: Osmitopsis asteriscoides ; Common name: Bels, belskruie (Afrikaans) / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

TREE OF THE SPIRIT : Botanical name: Ziziphus mucronata ; Common name: buffalo thorn, blinkblaar-wag-'n-bietjie (Afrikaans), um Lahlangosi, isLahla (Zulu), mokgalo (Tswana), mokgalo, moonona (N Sotho) / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

WILD ABOUT FENNEL / Lloyd, Julia. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

WITH GOOD GRACE: Discussion on the herb Common Rue / Lloyd, Julia. — Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

Mentoring
INTENTIONAL MENTORING: Organisations need to consider carefully this powerful tool for developing employees / Steinmann, Nel. — Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha
Journal article

MENTORING IN A MODERN WORLD: What qualifies a person as a good mentor? / Rumboll, Elaine. — Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha
Journal article

Mesopotamia
EARLIEST EVIDENCE OF ORGANISED WARFARE IN MESOPOTAMIA — Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

Metals
THE STORY OF CHROME: Author traces the progression of chrome from an easy-to-clean replacement for domestic silver to the chic purveyor of cutting-edge contemporary design / O'Doherty, Kevin. — London: EMAP ELAN, 1999.
Journal article

Mexico
ANCIENT CIVILISATIONS OF MEXICO / Cameron, Arlene. — Johannesburg: M&G Media, alpha
Journal article

ANCIENT FOOTPRINTS FOUND IN MEXICO — Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article
THE PAINTED CHAMBER IN THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL COMPLEX OF CUICUILCO, MEXICO CITY / Vinas, R; Perez, M; Mendoza, L; Solis, N; Medina, A; Romero, A; Cruz, I; Gonzalez, D; Herrera, D; Huerta, C; Lopez, L; Lozada, J; Del Razo, C; Carrillo, E; Martinez, G. -- Paris: INORA, alpha
Journal article

ROCK ART TODAY / Clottes, Jean. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha
Journal article

ROCK PAINTINGS OF THE TLALOC ROCK SHELTER: A ritual space dedicated to the rain god and agriculture (Ticuman, Mexico) / Martinez, Roberto; Morett, Luis; Vinas, Ramon. -- Paris: INORA, alpha
Journal article

Meyer, Walter
Journal article

Militaria
Journal article

Military history
Journal article

HMS ARK ROYAL 1939-45 -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha
Journal article
AN AFRICAN MUSICIAN REKINDLED: Approximately 66 years after his death on 8 December 1931, the music of the composer Ishmael Mompati will again be heard in Bloemfontein / Le Roux, Charl. -- Pretoria: Foundation for Education, Science and Technology, 1998.

Journal article

Mongolia
ANOTHER NEW PETROGLYPH COMPLEX IN THE ALTAI MOUNTAINS, BAYAN OLGII AIMAG, MONGOLIA: Biluut 1, 2 and 3 / Kortum, Richard; Batsaikhan, Zagd; Edelkhan, ?; Gambrell, Josh. – Paris: INORA, alpha
Journal article

BOREGTIIN GOL: A new petroglyph site in Bayan Olgi Aimag, Western Mongolia / Kortum, Richard; Tserendagva, Yadmaa. – Paris: INORA, alpha
Journal article

MONGOLIAN “STAG STONES”: The cosmology of the pastoralists, hunters and warriors of the steppes in the first millennium BC / Magail, Jerome. – Paris: INORA, alpha
Journal article

A NEW PETROGLYPHYC COMPLEX IN BAYAN OLGII AIMAG, MONGOLIA / Jacobson, Esther. – Paris: ICOMOS, alpha
Journal article

SOME IMAGES OF THE JAVKHLANT KHAIRKHAN PETROGLYPHS (MONGOLIA) / Tseveendorj, D; Tserendagva, Yadmaa; Gunchinsuren, B. – Paris: INORA, alpha
Journal article

Morocco
HERITAGE IN PERIL: A visit to Morocco May 2006 / Coulson, David.
alpha
Journal article

LATE PREHISTORICAL PAINTINGS IN THE ZEMMUR (WESTERN SAHARA) / Soler Subils, Joaquim. – Paris: ICOMOS, alpha
Journal article
NEW ROCK ART DISCOVERIES IN THE JBEL SAGHRO AND ITS SAHARAN OUTSKIRTS / Salih, Abdellah; Hamman, Mohammed. -- Paris: ICOMOS, alpha
Journal article

NEW ROCK ART DISCOVERIES IN THE MIDDLE ATLAS REGION (MOROCCO) / Salih, Abdellah; Hamman, Mohammed. -- Paris: ICOMOS, alpha
Journal article

NEW ROCK ART DISCOVERIES ON THE YAGOUR PLATEAU, HIGH ATLAS, MOROCCO / Bravin, Alessandra; Skounti, Ahmed. -- Paris: INORA, alpha
Journal article

THE ROCK ART OF THE FIGUIG MOUNTAINS, MOROCCO / Salih, Abdellah; Ben Amara, Hassan. -- Paris: ICOMOS, alpha
Journal article

ZILLIJ IN FEZ: Discussion on the Zillij pattern that occurs in many mosaic designs in Fez and with illustrations, how these designs are produced / Werner, Louis. -- Texas: Aramco Services Company, alpha
Journal article

Mostar
STARI MOST: Rebuilding more than a historic bridge in Mostar / Amaly, Maha; Blasi, Carlo; Hannah, Lawrence. -- Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, alpha
Journal article

Mount Nelson Hotel
HIGH STANDARDS IN MOUNT NELSON PROJECT: The R30-million contract involved the restructuring and restoration of three buildings from the pre-Victorian era, situated in Hof Street adjacent to the Mount Nelson Hotel, and the construction of a new building in matching period style on the site of the old Green Park Hotel -- Johannesburg: Avonwold Publishing, 1997. Journal article

Mozambique
MOZ-ING ABOUT: Mozambique -- Johannesburg: 3S Special Editions (Pty) Ltd, alpha
Journal article

SAVING WOOD FOR THE TREES: Artisans in Mozambique are turning into entrepreneurs... / Rossouw, Rehana. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media, alpha
Journal article

Mpumalanga
ALL THAT GLITTERS, PANS OUT WELL: Brief description of the 2003 South African Gold Panning Championships / Smith, Mary-Anne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

THE ART OF LIVING: Here in the Skurweberg mountains artist Francis Darvall has finally found his true home / Benson, Pat. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

ART OF TRACKING ELEPHANT: Discussion on elephants including a photograph of a rock art painting of elephants in the Kruger National Park / Ferreira, Naas. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

THE AWAKENING OF WAKKERSTROOM / Wilkins, Blake. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

BARBERTON / Hilton-Barber, Bridget. -- Cape Town: Ramsay, Son and Parker, alpha
Journal article

BARBERTON: Discussion on where to go for good food and a good time in country towns / White, Kate. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article
BETWEEN A ROCK AND A HEART PLACE: The business of turning raw verdite into artworks involves more than just craftsmanship / Cohen, Michael. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,
alpha
Journal article

"BOVA": 56 years after: Brief description of the Waterval Boven train disaster / January, Neo. -- Cape Town: South African Heritage Resources Agency,
alpha
Journal article

CONSERVATION OF A WETLAND ON THE N3 TOLL ROAD: Discussion on the natural functioning of Grootvlei Pan, between Heidelberg and Villiers / Knoll, Carol. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,
alpha
Journal article

THE DIARY OF GLADYS ISABEL BARRY (NEE VAN DER BIJL), 1900-1952 / Raath, Linda. -- Pretoria: South African Society for Cultural History,
alpha
Journal article

GO...PANORAMA ROUTE: Brief descriptions of various places in Mpumalanga / Marais, Chris. -- Craighall: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

GO SABIE: Discussion on its history and the forestry industry / Marais, Chris. -- Craighall: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

GO ... UITKYK ROAD: Welcome to the Crociver Mountain Reserve in Mpumalanga, where rich history and modern-day conservation initiatives go hand in hand / Marais, Chris; Du Toit, Julienne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

GOLD AND DAISIES: The Mpumalanga village of Barberton has immense history, character and modern-day holiday charisma / Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

I SPENT A NIGHT IN JAIL: Jailbird, Chrissiesmeer / Van der Menwe, Annette. -- Durban: Caxton,
IRON AGE SETTLEMENTS OF THE MPUMALANGA ESCARPMENT: Some answers but many questions. / Maggs, Tim. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

KAAPSCHE HOOP: The tiny town with a past and a present / De Villiers, Anita. -- Craighall: Caxton,

THE KAMOKA ROUTE: A community-based initiative designed to help you discover the rich cultural and natural heritage of the areas east and west of Marble Hall / Cohen, Michael. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,

THE KRUGER'S FAST-TALKING SALESMAN: The Kruger National Park's new director Isidore Bandile Mkhize, is on a mission to draw more black tourists into the park / Macleod, Fiona. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media,

LEGENDS OF THE VAL / Marais, Chris; Du Toit, Julienne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

THE LITHIC RINGS OF HONINGKLIP, GOERGAP, OLIEBOOMSPOOT AND WINDSORTON: A functional interpretation based on microscopy / Lombard, Marlize. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

MAFUNYANE CULTURAL VILLAGE: Founded to preserve Shangaan tradition... / Cohen, Michael. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,
MAKING SOMETHING OUT OF NOTHING: Discussion on how Ndebele women are using recycled materials to make traditional arts and crafts / Singwane, Muziwakhe. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media,
Journal article

THE MALEOSKOP ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROJECT: GROBLERSDAL DISTRICT, MPUMALANGA / Boshoff, Willem; Kruger, Danie. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
Journal article

MONUMENT TO LOVE: Letter concerning the history behind the grave of Arthur William Swanston at Chrissiesmeer Cemetery / Van der Merwe, Annette. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
Journal article

A NAME TO REMEMBER: Dawson Trout and Game Lodge pays tribute to a splendid man / De Villiers, Anita. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
Journal article

OF TROUT AND TULIPS: Discussion on the history and historical buildings of Belfast / Anker-Nilssen, Katrine. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
Journal article

'OLDEST REAL TRACE OF LIFE' IN BARBERTON -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
Journal article

PANNING IN PILGRIM'S: Discussion on the 7 years of gold rush in Pilgrim's Rest and surrounding areas / Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
Journal article

PARADISE COUNTRY: Exploring Mpumalanga / Kariem, Durelle. -- Cape Town: Cape Media,
Journal article
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher/Location</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE POTTERS OF MPUMALANGA</td>
<td>Esias Bosch / Hilton-Barber, Monica.</td>
<td>Craighall: Caxton</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A PRE-EUROPEAN BANTU CULTURE IN THE LYDENBURG DISTRICT</td>
<td>Van Hoepen, Ir E C N.</td>
<td>Bloemfontein: Nasionale Museum</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDISCOVERING DULLSTROOM</td>
<td>Paterson, Tess.</td>
<td>Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMINISCENCES OF CAPTAIN ALAN DAVID GREENHILL-GARDyne</td>
<td>Van den Bos, J W.</td>
<td>Pretoria: National Cultural History Museum</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDING FOR GOLD</td>
<td>Hopkins, Pat.</td>
<td>Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIETPAN</td>
<td>Sanderson, Lindsey.</td>
<td>Durban: Caxton</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCK ART AND HERITAGE COMMUNITY WORKSHOP AT WAKKERSTROOM</td>
<td>Steyn, Ansie.</td>
<td>Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE ROCK ART OF BONGANI MOUNTAIN LODGE AND ITS ENVIRONS</td>
<td>Hampson, Jamie; Challis, William; Blundell, Geoffrey; De Rosner, Conraad.</td>
<td>Cape Town: The South African Archaeological Society</td>
<td>Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABIE</td>
<td>Hilton-Barber, Bridget.</td>
<td>Cape Town: Ramsay, Son and Parker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Museums
ADDRESSING RISKS TO COLLECTIONS IN STORAGE / Jain, Kamal; De Ruijter, Maartijn. -- Rome: ICCROM, alpha
Journal article

COLLASIA 2010 : Professionals on the move / Simila, Katrina. -- Rome: ICCROM, alpha
Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

MUSEUM WITH A DIFFERENCE : Joubert House in Montagu contains articles of historical, educational and therapeutic value / Lawley, Peter; Lawley, Christine (ill) -- Durban: Republican Press, 1996. Journal article

THE QUEENSTOWN AND FRONTIER MUSEUM : A school is converted into a museum to continue history education / Gay, Alison; Stirton, Brent (ill) -- Durban: Republican Press, 1997. Journal article

Muslims
Journal article

ISLAM : An introduction : Facts about Islam and Muslims; masterpieces of Islamic timeline; notable Muslims and; recommended further readings -- Houston: Aramco Services Company, alpha
Journal article

A CLUTCH OF RARE OSTRICH EGGS: Two of the eggs are decorated with engravings -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society.

ERONGO MOUNTAIN NATURE CONSERVANCY / Cameron, Arlene. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media.


FOSSIL EVIDENCE FOR PERENNIAL LAKE CONDITIONS DURING THE HOLOCENE AT ETOSHA PAN, NAMIBIA / Hipondoka, M H T; Jousse, H; Kempf, J; Busche, D. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf).

HERITAGE HUNT IN NAMIBIA / Gwasira, Goodman. CRATerre.

HISTORICAL RECONSTRUCTION OF GUANO PRODUCTION ON THE NAMIBIAN ISLANDS 1843-1895 / Van Sittert, Lance; Crawford, Rob. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf).

ICONS OF NAMIBIA: Brief descriptions and photographs of various historical sites of Namibia / Marais, Chris; Du Toit, Julienne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.
Journal article

THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND PAINTING ON THE SOUTH WEST AFRICA EXPEDITION OF JAMES CHAPMAN AND THOMAS BAINES, 1861-62 / Godby, Michael. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research.
Journal article

THE KAOKOVELD / Van der Merwe, Chris. -- Durban: Caxton.
Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

NAMIBIAN ROCK ART / Coulson, David.
Journal article

PLACE OF MIRAGE: Photographic record of the Victorian-style dresses and headgear worn by Herero women -- Johannesburg: M&G Media.
Journal article

Journal article
White Lady Unbarred

National Credit Act, 2005
GET READY FOR THE NATIONAL CREDIT ACT / Babb, Sarah. Osgard Media,

National Heritage Bill
BAIE VRAE OOR KULTUUR BLY NOG ONBEANTWOORD

National Library of South Africa
A LETTER TO RHODES : From the bequest of Ds. H. C. Hopkins (note by Karel Schoeman) / Schoeman, Karel. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,

Reflections on the Role of the Board of the National Library / Makhubela, Lulama; Botha, Amanda. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,

National Monuments Council
NATIONAL MONUMENTS COUNCIL MEMBERS TAKE A 'LONG WALK' INTO JOHANNESBURG HISTORY / Victor, Rodney.

Naval History
ADIRALS -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,
THE HMS CHALLENGER EXPEDITION, 1872-1876 / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha
Journal article

PATENT SHIP LOG -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha
Journal article

The Netherlands
ANCIENT CANOE UNEARTHED -- The Hague: Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, alpha
Journal article

ART ON THE MOVE : Discussion on how two of Amsterdam's biggest museums are closed for renovations, but their collections are now even more accessible. Hundreds of works from both museums are touring the Netherlands and some even the world. / Tabak, Cecilia. -- The Hague: Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, alpha
Journal article

BRIGHTENING THE GLOOM : Photographs of fanlights in historic houses / Bouwman, Jan (ill) -- The Hague: Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, alpha
Journal article

CELEBRATING THE TREATY OF MUNSTER : The Treaty of Munster of 1648 is widely regarded as the symbol of the birth of the present-day State of the Netherlands Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, alpha
Journal article

COWS IN THE PICTURE : Black, white and blue : Discussion of the work of Dutch cattle painters through the centuries / Wesselius, Jacqueline. -- The Hague: Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, alpha
Journal article

Journal article
NATURE MANAGEMENT IN THE NETHERLANDS: From ancient woodland to new nature / Van der Spek, Jergen. -- The Hague: Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

TRACES OF A ROMAN PAST -- The Hague: Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

TRACING THE FAMILY TREE: Discussion on how to use the Dutch archives and records / Wesselius, Jacqueline. Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

UNDERSTANDING HISTORIC LANDSCAPES: Sharing knowledge across boundaries: Pioneering work in the Netherlands has identified new ways of understanding and managing the archaeological/historical landscape / Bloemers, Tom. -- London: English Heritage,

VANISHING VILLAGES: Discussion on how villages are being merged together for municipal purposes and how this is causing fear of losing their own identity / Nierop, Tom. Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

Netherlands Antilles
KLEIN CURACAO: Discussion on the diving sites in the Netherlands Antilles / Philpott, Stuart. -- Wendens Ambo: Archant Specialist,

New Mexico
CHACO CANYON REBURIAL PROGRAMME: Case study / Ford, Dabney; Demas, Martha; Agnew, Neville; Blanchette, Robert A; Maekawa, Shin; Taylor, Michael Romero; Dowdy, Katherine. -- London: James & James Science Publishers Limited,
Newlands
Journal article

Journal article

Nguni cattle
THE NGUNI HERITAGE : The indigenous cattle of Africa are synonymous with Zulu culture / Derwent, Sue. -- Durban: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

Niger
THE DABOUS GIRAFFES PROJECT, NIGER / Campbell, Alec; Coulson, David. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

NIGER : Brief descriptions of rock art engravings sites near Dabous alpha
Journal article

STONE AGE CEMETERY, ARTEFACTS IN SAHARA -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

Niger River Valley
THE RIVER : Discussion on the history of the Niger River / Werner, Louis. -- Houston: Aramco Services Company, alpha
Journal article

Nigeria
DECORATED GOURDS OF AFRICA / Wintein-Clarke, Caroline. -- Cape Town: South African Cultural History Museum,
North-West
AN ACHEULEAN FACTORY SITE WITH PREPARED CORE TECHNOLOGY NEAR TAUNG, SOUTH AFRICA / Kuman, Kathleen. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

ANOTHER SIDE OF VILLAGE LIFE / Maguire, Judy. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha Journal article

APPENDIX, THE FAUNAL REMAINS FROM MMATSHETSHELE, A LATE IRON AGE SITE IN THE RUSTENBURG DISTRICT / Badenhorst, Shaw; Plug, Ina. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF A LATE IRON AGE TSWANA SETTLEMENT ON THE FARM HOEKFONTEIN 423JQ, OD1 1 DISTRICT, NORTH WEST PROVINCE / Van Schalkwyk, J A; Pelser, Anton J; Teichert, Frank E. -- Pretoria: National Cultural History Museum, alpha Journal article

BACK TO HER ROOTS / Kossuth, Pat. -- Durban: Republican Press, 1998. Journal article

THE BAKERVILLE DIGGERS / Royal, Shirley; Royal, Patrick (ill) -- Durban: Republican Press, 1997. Journal article

BIRD OF PREY DID KILL TAUNG CHILD -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

BOSMAN AND BEYOND : Although still paying homage to Herman Charles Bosman, the North-West district of Groot Marico has moved on / Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article
DAVID TAYLOR AND MAFEKING / Pelteret, Robin. -- Houghton: Genealogical Society of South Africa, 
Journal article

DE LIEVE WONING: Discussion on its history / Coetzee, Bettie. -- Craighall: Caxton, 
Journal article

THE DEATH OF TROOPER ALEXANDER ABERLINE, F SQUADRON, NSW IMPERIAL BUSHMEN AT LICHTENBURG, 2 OCTOBER 1900 / Bottomley, John. -- Mafeking: North-West University, 
Journal article

DENTAL ENAMEL HYPOPLASIA, AGE AT DEATH, AND WEANING IN THE TAUNG CHILD / Lacruz, Rodrigo S; Rozzi, Fernando Ramirez; Bromage, Timothy G. -- Pretoria: Academy of Sciences of South Africa (ASSAf), 
Journal article

DIE ERVARING VAN DIE BOERE TYDENS DIE AANTOG NA EN DIE BELEG VAN MAFEKING (OKTOBER 1899 TOT MEI 1900): Discussion on the Boer experiences during the Siege of Mafeking / Van den Bos, J W. -- Pretoria: National Cultural History Museum, 
Journal article

DIE OORBLYFSELS VAN BUSPOORT EN BRAKLAAGTE, NOORDWES VAN ZEERUST: Discussion on the stone-walled structures and graves at Buispoort and Braklaagte / Van Hoepen, Ir E C N; Hoffman, A C. -- Bloemfontein: Nasionale Museum Bloemfontein, 
Journal article

DOORNKRAAL GUEST LODGE, NORTH-WEST PROVINCE / Kossuth, Pat. -- Craighall: Caxton, 
Journal article

EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Groot Marico / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, 
Journal article
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REVIVING VAN WYKSVLEI / Moseley, Steve. -- Craighall: Caxton,

THE RICHTERSVELD / Kloppers, Johan. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit,

RICHTERSVELD CULTURAL LANDSCAPE -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
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ROSEMOUNT: One of Kimberley's vanished houses / Hart, Robert. – Kimberley: Historical Society of Kimberley and the Northern Cape,
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THE SAMPLING OF EPHEMERAL SHELL SCATTERS IN NAMAQUALAND, SOUTH AFRICA / Orton, Jayson. – Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
alpha
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Journal article
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SONG OF THE OPEN ROAD: Burned porridge and neighbouring tribes / Fysh, Robert. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

SPATIAL PATTERNING, CULTURAL IDENTITY AND SITE INTEGRITY ON OPEN SITES: Evidence from Bloeddrift 23, a pre-colonial herder camp in the Ritchtersveld, Northern Cape Province, South Africa / Smith, Andrew B; Halkett, David; Hart, Tim; Mutti, Belinda. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

SPIRIT OF THE STONE: Discussion on the uses of Table Mountain Sandstone and the residents around Nieuwoudtville / Richards, Nancy. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

STAR TOWN SA: Sutherland and the SALT telescope / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article
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STUURMANSFONTEIN / Walton, James. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa,

SURVIVAL AND CULTURE IN THE COASTAL DESERT OF NAMAQUALAND: What people ate and where they sat to eat it / Dewar, Genevieve. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

SUTHERLAND / Boddy-Evans, Marion. -- Cape Town: Ramsay, Son and Parker,
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VISCHGAT / Fransen, Hans; Walton, James. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha
Journal article

"WARREN", "MARTIN LUTHER" AND A USE FOR BORED STONES ON THE DIAMOND FIELDS, LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY / Morris, David; Cohen, Alan. -- Kimberley: Historical Society of Kimberly and the Northern Cape, alpha
Journal article
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WHO WAS RICHARD MILES? / Morris, David. -- Kimberley: Historical Society of Kimberley and the Northern Cape,

WILD SIMPLICITY: The Tankwa Karoo National Park / Heron, Marianne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,

WILLIAM ROE: Pioneer photographer / Malherbe, Ansie; Basson, Gawie. -- Stanford: Village Life,

WILLOW GLEN / Walton, James. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa,

WINDHEUWEL / Walton, James. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa,
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BETWEEN A ROCK AND A HARD PLACE: Not all rock art, it seems, depicts the sometimes harsh experiences of the Bushmen... / Smillie, Shaun. -- Durban: Caxton,

CHRISTOPH SONNTAG’S MMALEBOGO: The missionary diary as a secular source in the reconstruction of Bagananwa history, 1892-1895 / Kriel, Lize. – Pretoria: South African Historical Society,

KRUGER: New directions / Van der Merwe, Chris. – Durban: Caxton,


MERCENARIES AND MISSIONARIES IN THE BOER SUBJUGATION OF THE BAGANANWA IN THE NORTHERN TRANSVAAL, 1894-1895 / Makhura, T J. – Pretoria: South African Historical Society,


Norway

A MIDWINTER DAY’S MARE: Discussion on the full-sized engraved reindeer at the Bola River near Lake Snasavatn, Norway / Sognnes, Kalle; Mohrsen, Jens Bjarne. -- Paris: INORA, alpha Journal article

Obituary

ALLAN CRAWFORD / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha Journal article

AMOS LANGDOWN : 1930-2006 -- Cape Town: Global Art Information, alpha Journal article

BEWARING : 'n Treffende aanmaning van wyle Hodgson Louw / Brief summary of some of the contributions of the late Hodgson Louw to conservation / Roux, Joan. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha Journal article

CAPTAIN VICTOR MARCHESI R N / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha Journal article

CARLOS J GRADIN (1918-2002) / Onetto, María. -- Foix: INORA, alpha Journal article

CONNIE WALTON / Royd, Mary. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha Journal article

DIRK VAN VELDEN VISSE: Partner and friend / Munnik, Mike. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha Journal article
alpha
Journal article

FRANK ROSSLYN BRADLOW (1913-2000) / Westra, P E. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,
alpha
Journal article

IN MEMORIAM : Mrs Dorothea Marie-Louise Fock / Morris, David. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
alpha
Journal article

IN MEMORIAM : Dr Patricia Vinnicombe / Lewis-Williams, J D. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
alpha
Journal article

IN MEMORIAM : Professor J Desmond Clark / Deacon, H J. -- Cape Town: The South African Archaeological Society,
alpha
Journal article

IN MEMORIAM : Professor E M van Zinderen Bakker / Coetzee, J A. -- Cape Town: The South African Archaeological Society,
alpha
Journal article

IN MEMORIAM : Douglas Harold Varley, 1911-2000 / Coates, Peter. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,
alpha
Journal article

IN MEMORIAM / Humphries, Peter Robert. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,
alpha
Journal article

IN MEMORIAM : Raymond Robert Inskeep / Schrire, Carmel. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
alpha
Journal article
IN MEMORIAM : Jalmar Rudner / Avery, Graham. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, 
alpha Journal article

IN MEMORIAM : Roger Francis Hugh Summers / Huffman, Thomas N. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, 
alpha Journal article

IN MEMORIAM : Patrick Lea Carter / Mitchell, Peter. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, 
alpha Journal article

JOHN MILLARD 1911-2004 : In recognition of his friendship and support to TARA / Coulson, David. 
alpha Journal article

JOSEPH LYNCH GC RN / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, 
alpha Journal article

JULIA CHRISTINE TE GROEN (1923-2000) / Kirk, Enid. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, 
alpha Journal article

MICHAEL ROBERTS (1908-1996) : A profile / Maylam, Paul. -- Pretoria: South African Historical Society, 
alpha Journal article

MISS E MARGARET SHAW / Davison, Patricia. -- Cape Town: The South African Archaeological Society, 
alpha Journal article

OBITUARIES : Dennis Radford (1942-2007) -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, 
alpha Journal article
OBITUARIES: Ter eba Togola CRATerre, alpha
Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

Journal article

OBITUARY: Dr Cornelius Nicolaas Dubelaar (1917-2005) / Stecker, Matthias. -- Paris: ICOMOS, alpha
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Journal article

Journal article
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OBITUARY: Nigel Keith Farquharson -- Simon’s Town: Simon’s Town Historical Society, alpha
Journal article
OBITUARIES: Chief Omotoso Eluyemi CRATerre, alpha Journal article

PROFESSOR JOHN T ROBINSON/Thackeray, Francis. -- Cape Town: The South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

REMINISCENCES OF THE EARLY DAYS IN THE STUDY OF SOUTH AFRICAN VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE/Oberholster, Philippina. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha Journal article

SA BORN WITKIN DIES: Isaac Witkin -- Cape Town: Global Art Information, alpha Journal article


TRIBUTE TO JOAN ROOT/Coulson, David. alpha Journal article


Old Fort
FROM FORT TO COURT -- Pretoria: Communication Services, 1997. Journal article
**Old Water Mill**
Journal article

**Oman**
OMAN / Whelan, Debbie. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture, alpha
Journal article

**Oral narratives**
FAIRY TALES AND THE FEVER BUSH: The story behind Dicoma Schinzi shows how seriously we need to take African mythology / Dugmore, Heather. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

**Oral tradition**
Journal article

**THE MASTER TRACKER**: Discussion with Louis Liebenberg how he has invented the CyberTracker system / Toffoli, Hilary Prendini. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media, alpha
Journal article

**Twitchers Bewitched**: The use of birds in traditional healing is growing: A trend that’s worrying for birdwatchers and conservationists alike / Derwent, Sue; Mander, Myles. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

**Organic Materials in Wall Paintings (OMWP) project**
ORGANIC MATERIALS IN WALL PAINTINGS: Project updates -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha
Journal article
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</tr>
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<td></td>
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</tr>
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WHEN THE WORLD NEARLY DIED: Antarctica expedition to research the End-Permian mass extinction / Smith, Roger. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
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SPLIT-FRAME MOVEMENT IN PALAEOLITHIC ART: A reply to Juan-Maria Apellaniz / Azema, Marc. -- Paris: INORA,

Palm trees
TREE OF THE ISSUE: Raphia Australis: The Kosi Palm / Mattson, Mark. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,
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Papua New Guinea
TALES OF THE UNEXPECTED: Discussion on their diving experiences at Loloata, Papua New Guinea / Tierney, Beth; Tierney, Shaun. -- Poole: Freestyle Publications,
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ELABORATE CAVE PAINTINGS STUN SCIENTISTS -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

People's Republic of China

Performance management
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT: Well aligned performance management is the bridge between strategy and execution / Bendeman, Hanneli. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,
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ROLE OF INCENTIVES IN WORKPLACE PERFORMANCE / Stolovitch, Harold D. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha
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Journal article

Photography
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PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE PERFORMANCE OF HISTORY / Edwards, Elizabeth. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research, alpha
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SO WHAT IS IN A NAME CHANGE? – Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation,
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THE COMING OF THE PORTUGUESE: Discussion on the explorations of the Portuguese for trade routes around Africa / Lunde, Paul. – Houston: Aramco Services Company,

'MIXED' ENGRAVINGS IN PORTUGAL – Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

THE MYSTERY OF ALGARVE'S CHIMNEYS: Discussion on the origins of the ornamental chimneys of Algarve, Portugal / Eigeland, Tor. – Texas: Aramco Services Company,

REGARDING METHODOLOGY IN INTERPRETING MOVEMENT IN PALAEOLITHIC REPRESENTATIONS / Apellaniz, Juan Maria. – Paris: INORA,
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CULTURAL HERITAGE IN POST-CONFLICT RECOVERY / Stanley-Price, Nicholas. – Rome: ICCROM, alpha
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UNUSUAL ROCK ART POSTAL MATERIAL / Jenkins, Elwyn. – Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha

Prague
UNVEILING PRAGUE’S GOLDEN GATE: The conservation of The Last Judgment mosaic / Pique, Francesca; Solar, Giora; Stulik, Dusan. – Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, 1998.
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Public relations
THE KEY TO WELLNESS: Discussion on how stories have a direct impact on levels of motivation and work related performance. / Banhegyi, Steve. -- Johannesburg: Shorten Publications, alpha Journal article

Railways
STEAM PUFFS: Steam played an important part in developing South Africa's railway infrastructure and was of vital importance to the agricultural sector in the early part of the century / Pethick, Geoff. -- Umhlali: Wilfred E Mole, 1998. Journal article

Rathfelder Family

Red Sea
RED SEA: Discussion on sites in Egypt, Israel, Jordan and Sudan / Tierney, Beth; Tierney, Shaun. -- Poole: Freestyle Publications, alpha Journal article

Rehabilitation

Religion
LIVING RELIGIOUS HERITAGE: Conserving the sacred / Stovel, Herb. -- Rome: International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property, alpha Journal article

Religious beliefs
SPIRITUALITY AT WORK: This pivotal postmodern paradigm is needed for business in the twenty-first century / Verrier, Derek; Smith, Dawie. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media, alpha Journal article
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THE CUTTY SARK REFITTED IN CAPE TOWN / Henning, Lofty. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

**Republic of Armenia**
THE GEGHAMAVAN-1 PAINTED SHELTER, ARAGATSOTN PROVINCE, REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA / Feruglio, Valerie; Khechoyan, Anna; Gasparian, Boris; Chataignier, Christine. -- Paris: INORA, alpha
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**Republic of Congo**
Journal article

**Research sources**
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Journal article
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RESTORATIONS AND RENOVATIONS TO AN UNDERGROUND RESERVOIR AT OLIEWENHUIS ART MUSEUM alpha
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SURGERY TO BUILDINGS / Driver-Jowitt, Jonathan. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa,
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THE PAST: Who owns it and what should we do about it?: Review of "The future of the past": The production of history in a changing South Africa conference / Waldman, Linda. -- Pretoria: South African Historical Society,

Rhodes, Cecil John
WOMEN IN CECIL JOHN RHODES' LIFE / Carlstein, Brigit. -- Kimberley: Historical Society of Kimberley and the Northern Cape,

Risk management
RISK MANAGEMENT: The latest survey research in enterprise risk management / Smanjak, Peter. -- Johannesburg: Osgard Media,

Robben Island

SETTING THE ISLAND FREE FROM BRUTAL PAST / Baleta, Adele.

Rock art
PRESERVING A WORLDWIDE HERITAGE : A discussion about rock art conservation / Agnew, Neville; Levin, Jeffrey. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha

WORLD'S LARGEST ROCK ART STUDIES LITERATURE DATABASE NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE / Marymor, Leigh. -- Foix: INORA, alpha

Rock art dating

Rock art engravings
ANIMAL-HEADED HUMANS IN EARLIEST ART -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha

ART ROCKS IN SAUDI ARABIA : Discussion on various rock art sites in Saudi Arabia and the importance of conserving them / Harrigan, Peter. -- Houston: Aramco Services Company, alpha

CUPULES : The oldest surviving rock art / Bednárk, Robert G. -- Foix: INORA, alpha
A NEW ROCK ART SITE IN WADI HAMRA, GILF EL KEBIR, EGYPT / Berger, Uta; Berger, Friedrich; Lama, Wally; Lama, Samir. -- Paris: International Council of Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) 1999.
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A PETROGLYPHIC COMPLEX IN THE UPPER TSAGAAN GOL VALLEY, MONGOLIAN ALTAY / Jacobson, E; Tseveendorj, D; Kubarev, V D. -- Foix: INORA, alpha
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Journal article

POLEMICS ABOUT DATING METHODS (CONTINUATION AND END) : Perfect archaeological sense / Huyge, Dirk. -- Foix: INORA, alpha
Journal article

PREHISTORIC ROCK ART IN SOUTH KOREA / Lee, Sang-mog; Pigeaud, Romain; De Saulieu, Geoffroy. -- Foix: INORA, alpha
Journal article

RECENT AMS RADIOCARBON ROCK ENGRAVING DATES / Whitley, David S; Simon, Joseph M. -- Foix: INORA, alpha
Journal article

REPLY TO HUYGE AND WATCHMAN : Discussion concerning dating methods used on rock engravings at El-Hosh, Egypt / Whitley, David S; Simon, Joseph M. -- Foix: INORA, alpha
Journal article

A REPLY TO WHITNEY AND SIMON : Discussion concerning the dating of the El-Hosh rock engravings / Watchman, Alan. -- Foix: INORA, alpha
Journal article

ROCK ART, CONCEPTUAL ASSOCIATIONS AND LANGUAGE / Thackeray, Frands. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article
ROCK ART RESEARCH IN BOLIVIA / Strecker, Matthias. -- Foix: INORA, alpha Journal article


ROCK ENGRAVINGS AT I-N-AZAWA (ALGERIA) : The Ti-N-Tarabin school / Scortu, Florin; Le Quellec, Jean-Loic. -- Foix: INORA, alpha Journal article

ROCKCARE : Tanum laboratory of cultural heritage / Bertilsson, Ulf. -- Foix: INORA, alpha Journal article


THE STUDY OF THE DJALGHYZ-TOBE PETROGLYPHS / Cheremisin, Dimitri V. -- Foix: INORA, alpha Journal article
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3D MODELING OF THE COSQUER CAVE BY LASER SURVEY / Thibault, Guillaume. -- Foix: INORA, alpha Journal article

ABSTRACTION IN PALEOLITHIC FIGURATIVE GRAPHIC ART / Apellaniz, Juan Maria. -- Foix: INORA, alpha Journal article
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A VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY / Willis-Brown, Barbara. -- London: English Heritage, alpha Journal article

WAR MEMORIALS: New grant scheme for grade 11 listed memorials in conservation areas. Dumville, Richard. -- London: English Heritage, alpha Journal article

WHERE DO YOU STAND?: The landscape of the labour movement: A new guide to help identify historic places of the labour movement, to be published shortly, will strengthen local and regional research as well as national thematic projects. Cherry, Martin; Mansfield, Nick. -- London: English Heritage, alpha Journal article

WORLD HERITAGE DEVELOPMENTS: Discussion on how the World Heritage Convention is broadening its list of sites and emphasizing guidelines for proper management. Young, Christopher. -- London: English Heritage, alpha Journal article


ARCHAEOLOGISTS UNCOVER AN ARTIST / Smith, Steven D. -- Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina, 1998.

BROKEN OBELISK: A conservation case study: This sculpture is dedicated to the memory of Martin Luther King Jr. / Hickey-Friedman, Laramie. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute,

CLIMATE CONTROLS FOR HISTORIC BUILDINGS: A new strategy / Maekawa, Shin; Beltran, Vincent. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute,
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EFFECTIVE PRESERVATION: From reaction to prediction / Waller, Robert; Michalski, Stefan. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha Journal article

EXCAVATIONS SUGGEST NEW HUMAN TIMELINE IN US -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

A FREE BLACK LANDMARK IN COLUMBIA: Testing at the Mann-Simons Cottage / Clement, Christopher Ohm. -- Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina, 1998. Journal article

FROM SILK ROAD TO DIGITAL DOMAIN: Managing information for a Wall Paintings Conservation Project / Wong, Loriinda. -- Los Angeles: Getty Conservation Institute, alpha Journal article
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Venter, Hester
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THE ARTS AND CRAFTS ERA: Laborie, Paarl / Cremer, Alex; Raymond, Len. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.
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Journal article


CELEBRATING A CENTURY OF POWERED FLIGHT AT YSTERPLAAT: Brooklyn Aerodrome / Teale, Chris. -- Cape Town: Historical Media.


CENTRE SPREAD: Discussion on the establishment of Epicentre in a complex of buildings that straddles Church Street and Van der Stel Street, Tulbagh / Richards, Nancy. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.

THE CERAMIC SIGNATURE OF THE CAPE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE TENNANT STREET SITE, CAPE TOWN / Klose, Jane; Malan, Antonia. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society.

CHAPMAN'S PEAK DRIVE / Lundy, Mike. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit.
CHAPMANS PEAK DRIVE: Extract of photographs from The motorist's paradise by Bob Johnstone and Derek Stuart-Findlay -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, alpha
Journal article

A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MSA STONE ARTEFACT ASSEMBLAGE FROM THE 1984 EXCAVATIONS AT KLEIN KLIPHUIS, WESTERN CAPE / Mackay, Alex. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

CHATTELS OR COLONISTS? 'Freeblack' women and their households / Malan, Antonia. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape, 1998. Journal article

CHEERFUL LITTLE CHURCHES: Discussion on some of the Cape Gothic churches designed by Carl Otto Hager / Barker, Brian Johnson. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

CHEVE: The saga still continues -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha
Journal article

CHRISTINA DIEMER AND IMHOFF’S GIFT -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

CITRUSDAL / Ferreira, Anton. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

THE CLAN STUART SHIPWRECK / Norris, Gerard. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, alpha
Journal article

CLANWILLIAM AND LOUIS LEIPOLDT / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article


COBUSEGAT: A cottage in a cave is only one of the attractions on timeless Elandsvlei Farm / Gerhardt, Ken. – Craighall: Caxton, 2008.
COMMANDER F A P WILLIAMS-FREEMAN DSO & BAR, CROIX DE GUERRE (AVEC PALM) R N / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, 
alpha
Journal article

COMMENTS ON 'THE CLAUDIUS ENIGMA’ / Wilson, Mike; Van Hove, Thea Toussaint. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, 
alpha
Journal article

COMMERCIAL EXCHANGE SHARE CERTIFICATE : Donation by Dr Frank Bradlow / Bradlow, Frank -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, 
alpha
Journal article

COMMITTED TO PAINT / Woudstra, Marienta. -- Stanford: Village Life, 
alpha
Journal article

COMMUNITY BUILDING AT LYNEDOCH, WESTERN CAPE : A recently converted and extended former dance hall provides the Lynedoch community with new school premises, a multi-functional venue and other facilities / Darroll, Leigh. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, 
alpha
Journal article

A COMPLETE MAKEOVER : Detective work was needed to determine the original features of this home : Morgenzon, Paarl / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, 
alpha
Journal article

CONCERNS OVER PROPOSED VREDENBURG DEVELOPMENT / Hart, Pat. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, 
alpha
Journal article

CONCERNS STILL REMAIN OVER PROPOSED VREDENBURG DEVELOPMENT -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, 
alpha
Journal article

CONSECRATIONS TO GOD : Life history of Susanna van Bengale who was banised by the VOC to the Cape of Good Hope as a Company slave / Upham, Mansell George. -- Bellville: Western Cape Branch of the GSSA,
CONSERVATION - NO BOUNDARY TO OUR BENEFITS / Mpandle, Russia. M&G Media, 2003.

A CONSERVATION PIECE: Discussion on the construction of a house along the lines of organic architecture (ie modern day vernacular architecture) / Byng, Hatta. -- Cape Town: Conde Nast Independent Magazines (Pty) Ltd,

CONSERVATIONS WITH WINE AT THE SIMONSBERG: Discussion include the historic wine estates Uitkyk and Morgenhof / Landman, Greg. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

CONSERVING AND INCREASING BIODIVERSITY IN THE LARGE-SCALE, INTENSIVE FARMING SYSTEMS OF THE WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA / Giliomee, J H. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)

CONSERVING "EVE'S FOOTPRINTS" -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,


CONVERSATIONS WITH WINE IN FRANSCHHOEK: Discussion on the history of Bellingham, La Motte and L'Omarins / Landman, Greg. -- Craighall: Caxton,

CONVERSATIONS WITH WINE IN NORTH PAARL / Landman, Greg. -- Craighall: Caxton,
CONVERSATIONS WITH WINE IN RIEBEEK WEST / Landman, Greg. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

CONVERSATIONS WITH WINE IN THE ROBERTSON WINE VALLEY / Landman, Greg. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

CONVERSATIONS WITH WINE IN TULBAGH / Landman, Greg. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

CONVERSATIONS WITH WINE IN WELLINGTON / Landman, Greg. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

COTAGE FROMAGE, SIMONDIUM / Kossuth, Pat. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

COTTAGE CHARM: Discussion on the restoration of a 1855 cottage, Long Street, Montagu / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

A COUNTRY COLLECTION: Galashiels Lodge, Stanford / Lloyd, Julia. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

COUNTRY COOK: Discussion on how he runs his business and home from a restored national monument in Wellington / Wemyss, Diana. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

COUNTRY GARDEN PLEASURES: Roxton, Heidelberg (Western Cape) / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article
CRANIAL INJURIES TO LATER STONE AGE CHILDREN FROM THE MODDER RIVER MOUTH, WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE, SOUTH AFRICA / Pfeiffer, Susan; van der Merwe, N J. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

CROCODILES, LEGUANS OR TURNAROUND : Discussion on the story of the Kaaimans River / Barker, Brian Johnson. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

CROSSING THE DOORN (DORING) RIVER/ Amschwand, Nigel. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha
Journal article

CRUEL JUSTICE AT THE CAPE : Incredible public tortures and executions / Emms, Mervyn. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

CULTURAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF THE WILD : The rhetoric and practice of wildlife conservation in the Cape Colony at the turn of the twentieth century / Brown, Karen. -- Pretoria: South African Historical Society, alpha
Journal article

THE CULTURAL HEART OF MONTAGU / Heydenrych, Heinie. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha
Journal article

CURTAIN UP : Grown from poverty, piety and pride, Hoekwil, a quaint rural community, is attracting more prosperous buyers in search of a quiet, doser-to-nature lifestyle / Nattrass, Jenny; Nattrass, Neil (ill) -- Durban: Republican Press, 1997. Journal article

DAM PROJECT COULD IMPROVE AQUATIC ENVIRONMENT : The aquatic environment is proving to be an important stakeholder in the proposed raising of the Clanwilliam Dam, in the Western Cape, which could bring much needed additional water resources to the area. / Holtzhausen, Lani. -- Pretoria: South African Water Research Commission, alpha
Journal article
DAN SLEIGH...SEEMENS: Discussion on Dan Sleigh's books and review of the Eilande / Azar-Luxton, Grizell. -- Cape Town: Western Cape Provincial Library, alpha
Journal article

DANGER POINT / SALATO. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

DANGER POINT / SALATO. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

DANIE CRAVEN AND STELLENBOSCH / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

DARLING AND HILDAGONDA DUCKITT / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

DARLING DARLING: Discussion on Evita se Perron and other historical sites / Landman, Greg. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article

THE DARLING DUCKITTS: Just an hour from Cape Town and yet a hundred years back in time: the farming area around Darling remains little changed since the days when South Africa’s most famous cook, Hildagonda Duckitt, lived there / Wemyss, Diana. -- Durban: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

DASSEN ISLAND: Discussion of the history of its lighthouse -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

DASSEN ISLAND -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Location/Publisher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DASSEN ISLAND : From VOC pantry to nature reserve</td>
<td>Hollard, Peter</td>
<td>Stanford: Village Life, Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAUGHTERS OF THE MOTHER OF ACTIVITY : Threads in a skein linking</td>
<td>Loos, Jackie</td>
<td>Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa, Scotland and Malawi in the 1870s and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYS AROUND THE BATTLE OF BLAAUWBERG</td>
<td>Matejek, P.</td>
<td>Cape Town: Historical Media, Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE DOORNS VALLEY : History including photographs of Clovelly</td>
<td>Wemyss, Diana</td>
<td>Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homestead and De Doorns House</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE LA CAILLE AT THE CAPE</td>
<td>Warner, Brian</td>
<td>Cape Town: Historical Media, Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE MOLEN RECYCLED : This historic old mill near Swellendam no longer</td>
<td>Cremer, Alex</td>
<td>Craighall: Caxton, Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grinds wheat but is now a cosy restaurant and art</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gallery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE NATUURHISTORICUS GEORG EVERHARD RUMPHIUS EN ZIJN BEZOEK AAN</td>
<td>Buijze, Wim</td>
<td>Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, Journal article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAFELBAAI, 1653</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE POORT VILLAGE MUSEUM, PAARL : A &quot;work in progress&quot;</td>
<td>Graves, Frances</td>
<td>Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, Journal article</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DE RUST: A place of peace / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

DE VOLSKOMBUIIS AAN DE WAGENWEG, STELLENBOSCH / Kossuth, Pat. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article

THE DEATH OF JORIS THE SLAVE: The first slave owner hanged at the Cape / Cairns, Margaret. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

Journal article

DEENSE OPPERCHIRURGYN IN TAFELBAAI GEKIELHAAL: Danish chief-surgeon keel-hauled in Table Bay / Venter, C. -- Pretoria: South African Society for Cultural History, alpha
Journal article

Journal article

DEFINITION OF "CAPE OF GOOD HOPE STATION" IN 1908 -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha
Journal article

THE DELCARME FAMILY OF SIMON'S TOWN / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha
Journal article
alpha 
Journal article

DENIS VERSCHOYLE AND POLICY PLANNING IN THE UPPER TABLE VALLEY / Attwell, Melanie. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, 
alpha 
Journal article

DENTAL MICROWEAR AND PALAEOECOLOGY OF BOVIDS FROM THE EARLY PLIOCENE OF LANGEBAANWEG, WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE, SOUTH AFRICA / Merceron, Gildas; Ungar, Peter. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) 
alpha 
Journal article

DEVELOPING NEW BUILDINGS WITH HISTORICAL FACADES: Mandela Rhodes Place, Cape Town / Abelho, Elizabeth. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, 
alpha 
Journal article

DHF LAYS OUT ITS CASE AGAINST BOSCHENDAL DEVELOPMENT IN APPEAL HEARING / Carlyle, Stewart. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, 
alpha 
Journal article

DHF TOTALLY OPPOSES IN-PRINCIPLE APPROVAL OF BOSCHENDAL DEVELOPMENT / Carlyle, Stewart. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, 
alpha 
Journal article

DHF WANTS OFFICIAL INQUIRY INTO PAARL MOUNTAIN WATER WORKS SCHEME -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, 
alpha 
Journal article

DIAS POINT CAVE / Houghton, Sean. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, 
alpha 
Journal article

DIE ALGEMENE VERKIESING VAN 1994 EN DIE "BRUIN" STEM IN DIE WES-KAAP: Discussion explaining why the ANC did not succeed in winning the majority of the "coloured" votes / Lubbe, Henriette J. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research,
DISPLAY AT CAPE POINT: Prepared and maintained by Friends of the Cape of Good Hope / McDermid, Duncan. – Cape Town: South African National Parks, alpha
Journal article

DISTINCTLY VICTORIAN: Discussion on restoring historic buildings such as Roxton / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

A DISTINGUISHED SOUTH AFRICAN AVIATOR: Kenneth Reid van der Spuy / Vosloo, Louis (cp) – Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

DOING AN AUDIT: Determining how an old building can be restored: Leeukloof, Groot Brak River area / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

DOMAINE DES ANGES: Franschhoek region -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

THE DOMESTIC CONTEXT OF FINE LINE ROCK PAINTINGS IN THE WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA / Parkington, John; Manhire, Anthony. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape, alpha
Journal article

DONALD MACFARLANE M I C E, 1853-1929 -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha
Journal article

DONKERHOEK HOMESTEAD: Farm 956, Stellenbosch / Rabe, Emmylou. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha
Journal article

DOORNBOOM ('AULD HOUSE', HEIDELBERG, CP) / Pretorius, Andre. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha
Journal article
THE DUNEFIELD MIDDEN CERAMICS: Technical analysis and placement in the Western Cape sequence / Stewart, Brian A. – Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

THE DURBANVILLE WINE ROUTE / Landman, Greg. – Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

DUTCH ARTILLERY AT THE BATTLE OF BLAAUWBERG / De Vries, Gerry. – Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article


THE DUTCH EAST INDIA COMPANY’S EARLY ADMINISTRATION OF SIMON’S BAY / Wilson, Gordon. – Simon’s Town: Simon’s Town Historical Society, alpha Journal article

THE DWARS RIVER ESCAPE ROUTE / Van Ryneveld, Richard. – Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

THE EARLIEST ENGLISH SHIPWRECK ON THE CAPE COAST / Gribble, John. – Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

EARLY CHURCHES AT GEORGE / Centlivres, Lucy. – Stanford: Village Life, alpha
EARLY WATER SUPPLIES OF THE PENINSULA MUNICIPALITIES / Timoney, Terence. -- Kalk Bay: Kalk Bay Historical Association,

EASY WALKS IN COUNTRY TOWNS: Napier / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Montagu / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,

EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Wellington / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,

EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Stellenbosch / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,

EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Stanford / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,

EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Bredasdorp / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,

EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Oudtshoorn / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton,

EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Swellendam / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton,
EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: De Rust / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton,
EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Beaufort West / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton,
EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Greyton / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton,
EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Caledon / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton,
EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Robertson / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Prince Albert / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
EASY WALKS THROUGH COUNTRY TOWNS: Worcester / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
ECHO OF FREEDOM: Come on a day trip to Robben Island and hear the first-hand stories of the most famous prison in the world / Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Mafube,

EIKENHOF : Marieke van Blommenstein’s eclectic mix of collectables and her beautiful garden make her Greyton home a wonder to gaze upon / Van Ryneveld, Richard. -- Durban: Caxton,

ELIM : An oasis in the desert -- Stanford: Village Life,

ELIM PAYS HOMAGE TO THE FREEING OF SLAVES / Mouton, Mare. -- Stanford: Village Life,


ELSIES RIVER, GLENCAIRN -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,

THE EMBROIDERED BOOKBINDINGS OF ROSIE STUART / Byrne, Dulcie. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,

ENGINEERING MEETS THE ENVIRONMENT : Discussion on the award-winning development of Thesen Islands / Eicker, Karen. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,

THE ENTRANCE KIOSK, KLEINTUIN ROAD, SEAFOURTH : Gateway to the Penguin colony viewing deck -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK (EMF) FOR URBAN RENEWAL -- Cape Town: City of Cape Town.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AT PRIVATE ESTATE ON KNYSNA CLIFF TOPS -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrick Publications (Pty) Ltd.


EVIDENCE FOR CHANGE IN MIDDLE STONE AGE HUNTING BEHAVIOUR AT BLOMBOS CAVE: Results of a macrofracture analysis / Lombard, Marliize. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society.

THE EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF KALK BAY HARBOUR / Gasson, Barrie; Stafford, Bert. -- Kalk Bay: Kalk Bay Historical Association.


EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE / Murphy, Malcolm. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha Journal article

EXPANDING ROLE OF SWARTLAND HERITAGE FOUNDATION / Kolbe, Pam. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha Journal article

EXPANSION AND RENOVATION: The balance: Discussion about the demolition, construction and renovation taking place to house the new Iziko Museums' Social History Resource Centre / Hayes, Robin. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha Journal article

EXPLODING A MYTH: The Karoo National Park is celebrating its 25th birthday / Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

EXTENSIVE REHABILITATION FROM PLANTATION TO FYNBOS AND FOREST: Pezula Private Estate / Knoll, Carol. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha Journal article

EXTRACT ON THE RECENT PROCLAMATION OF THE KIRSTENBOSCH PORTION OF VAN RIEBEECK'S HEDGE OF WILD ALMOND AS A NATIONAL MONUMENT -- Cape Town: Council of the Botanical Society, alpha Journal article

FAMILIES OF KALK BAY / Trull, Sandy (ed) -- Kalk Bay: Kalk Bay Historical Association, alpha Journal article

FAMILY RECOLLECTIONS: A memoir of Anna Read and Frank Mangold / Finnemore, Martheanne. -- Plettenberg Bay: The Van Plettenberg Historical Society, alpha
FANCOURT'S PHANTOM: The graceful Victorian mansion that gives its name to the Fancourt Hotel and Golf Estate near George is said to have a permanent resident - who dates back more than a century... / Barker, Brian Johnson. -- Durban: Caxton.

FARM FRANCE: Revitalising an old farmhouse in Banhoek / Wemyss, Diana. -- Durban: Caxton.

A FEAST OF FLOWERS: Includes photographs of historical buildings in the Mamre and Darling area / Heron, Marianne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.

FEASTING ON KASTEELBERG / Sadr, Karim. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society.

FERTILE IS THE VALLEY ON TOP OF PIQUETBERG -- Stanford: Village Life.

FINANCED WITH FEATHERS: Farm Rietfontein / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.


A FINE MIX AND MATCH: Drostdy Oudhede is an antique shop that is perfect for those wanting olf furniture, carpets, windows and doors. / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,

FIRE DAMAGE AT HISTORICAL BREE ST BUILDING -- Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause,

FIRE ON HOUW HOEK REVEALS OLD ROUTES / Mouton, Annalize; Mouton, Mare. -- Stanford: Village Life,

THE FIREMAN'S ARMS: Cape Town -- Cape Town: Historical Media,

THE FIRST AIRMAIL AT THE CAPE -- Cape Town: Historical Media,

THE FIRST CAPE SLAVE REVOLT / Webster, Roger. -- Cape Town: Historical Media,

THE FIRST CAR TO REACH CAPE POINT -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit,

THE FIRST GROSVENOR GRAND PRIX / Johnston, Bob; Stuart-Findlay, Derek. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit,
THE FIRST PUBLISHED ALLUSION TO CANGO CAVE : Heinrich Lichtenstein in 1811 / Craven, S. A. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha Journal article

FIRST TANK IN SOUTH AFRICA ARRIVES IN SIMON'S TOWN / Read, A. E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha Journal article

THE FISH HOEK TO KOMMETJIE BUS SERVICE (1902-1905) -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

THE FISH MARKET, SIMON'S TOWN -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha Journal article

FISH TRAPS : A fascinating legacy -- Cape Town: South African Heritage Resources Agency, alpha Journal article

A FISHERMAN BY DAY AND PAINTER BY NIGHT : Raymond Lawrence / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha Journal article

FIVE DAYS IN UNIONDALE : Discussion on the history and historical buildings in the area / Lloyd, Julia. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

FIXING PROBLEM PARAPETS / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

FLAG OFFICERS OF THE CAPE: Vice-Admiral M Burmester 1929-1931; Vice-Admiral H J Tweedie 1931-1933 / White, Vernon. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, 
alpha
Journal article

FLAG OFFICERS OF THE CAPE: Vice-Admiral Sir Francis Tottenham 1935-1938 / White, Vernon. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, 
alpha
Journal article

THE FOREMAN FROM HELL: Discussion on how the Van der Walts supervise Gamkaskloof for Cape Nature Conservation / Van Ryneveld, Richard. -- Craighall: Caxton, 
alpha
Journal article

FORGING A REPUTATION: Artisan honour and the Cape Town blacksmith strike of 1752 / Worden, Nigel. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research, 
alpha
Journal article

THE FORGOTTEN HIGHWAY / Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, 
alpha
Journal article

FORGOTTEN TEMPLES IN THE KAROO: Discussion of C Hromnik on various structures in the Karoo / Mouton, Mare. -- Stanford: Village Life, 
alpha
Journal article

THE FORTIFICATIONS OF SIMON'S TOWN / Korsten, T. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, 
alpha
Journal article

FORTIFICATIONS, SIMON'S TOWN / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, 
alpha
Journal article

FORTUNES LOST, FORTUNES FOUND: The Cape south coast is littered with wrecks of ships which haven't plied its treacherous waters carefully enough: Exploring places between Cape Town and Plettenberg Bay / Ewart-Smith, Cameron. -- Cape Town: Ramsay, Son and Parker, 
alpha
THE FOSSIL DIG SITE IN IZIKO WEST COAST FOSSIL PARK AND RESEARCH ON THE EXTINCT GIRAFFE SIVATHERIUM HENDEYI / Haarhoff, Pippa. – Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

FRANCIS BEAUFORT AND WILLIAM BLIGH AT SIMON'S BAY 1806 / Muir, Stephen. – Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,

FRANSCHHOEK : Not just a pretty place / Wemyss, Diana. – Craighall: Caxton,

FRANSCHHOEK : The gourmet capital / Scoble, Gillian. – Cape Town: Ramsay, Son and Parker,

FRIENDS OLD AND NEW : The Lammens sisters at the Cape, 1736 / Groenewald, Gerald. – Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,

FROM LANGA MARKET HALL AND RHODES' ESTATE TO THE GRAND PARADE AND THE FORESHORE : Contesting Van Riebeeck's Cape Town / Witz, Leslie. – Bellville: University of the Western Cape, 1998.

FROM "MERE WEEDS" AND "BOSJES" TO A CAPE FLORAL KINGDOM : The re-imaging of indigenous flora at the Cape, c.1890-1939 / Van Sittert, Lance. – Bellville: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research,

FROM MILITARY POST TO MISSION STATION : Mamre / Thompson, Molly D'Arcy. – Stanford: Village Life,
FROM ORANJEZIG TO ZOETENDALS VALLEI / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life, 
alpha 
Journal article

FROM PICTURES TO PERFORMANCE : Early learning at The Hill / Bank, Andrew. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research, 
alpha 
Journal article

FROM TENANTS TO HOMEOWNERS : In the historic Bo-Kaap in Cape Town, there's an impressive example of how municipal-owned low-cost housing has been transferred to resident ownership / Di Lollo, Adrian. -- Cape Town: String Communications, 
alpha 
Journal article

FROM THE DIARY OF REV HENRY MARTYN : Mr Martyn visits the field of battle -- Cape Town: Historical Media, 
alpha 
Journal article

FROM THE VENUS SICKNESS TO THE HOTTENTOT VENUS : Part 2 / Upham, Mansell. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, 
alpha 
Journal article

FROM TRINIDAD TO CAPE TOWN : The first black lawyer at the Cape / Saunders, Christopher. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, 
alpha 
Journal article

FROM ZWOLLE TO ZUURBRON : Rutgerus Metelerkamp (1780-1849) / Metelerkamp, David; Twentyman Jones, Leonie. -- Cape Town: Historical Society of Cape Town, 
alpha 
Journal article

Journal article

THE FUTURE OF THE FLATS : Separated by a buffer zone, two very different 'burbs on the 'Cape Flats' illustrate two very different, though innovative, approaches to development : Pinelands and Joe Slovo. / Meyer, Engela. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, 
alpha 
Journal article
THE GALLANT CAPE CORPS / Barker, Brian Johnson. -- Cape Town: Historical Media,
alpha
Journal article

A GARDEN IN EDEN : Discussion on how Melkhoutfontein has been revived through community participation and tourism / Richards, Nancy. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

THE GARDENER WHO GREW INTO A BUSINESSMAN : Joseph Diliza has made a business out of using reeds for paper - and he is cleaning up a choked river in the
process / Rossouw, Rehana. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media,
alpha
Journal article

GAUGING SITE SENSITIVITY FOR SUSTAINABLE ARCHAEO TOURISM IN THE WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE OF SOUTH AFRICA / Wurz, Sarah; Van der Merwe, J H. --
Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
alpha
Journal article

GEDAGTES TERWYL EK GRAFSKRIFTE OORLIK... : Discussion on the various tombstone inscriptions found at Maitland Cemetery / Malan, Sasa. -- Bellville: Western
Cape Branch of the GSSA,
alpha
Journal article

GEF FUNDING IS TO PROTECT THE BIODIVERSITY OF THE CAPE FLORISTIC REGION -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,
alpha
Journal article

GELDKIS AND THE WRECK OF THE HET HUISTE CRAYENSTEIN / Gribble, John. -- Cape Town: Historical Media,
alpha
Journal article

Journal article

GEOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS APPLIED TO MARITIME ARCHAEOLOGY, WITH SPECIFIC REFERENCE TO THE TABLE BAY PROJECT / Martin, Colin G
C; Werz, Bruno E J S. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum,
GEORGE THOMPSON'S RESIDENCE AND BUSINESS PREMISES IN LONG STREET, CAPE TOWN, CIRCA 1825 / Malan, Antonia. — Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa,

GETTING THROUGH AT SWELLENDAM / Streicher, Simon. — Stanford: Village Life,

GETTING TO THE BOKKOM OF VELDDRIF : The bokkom industry has played a key role in the life of this historic West Coast village / Heron, Marianne. — Johannesburg:

GIULIO'S OIL : Includes brief history of Morgenster / Richards, Nancy. — Craighall: Caxton,

GLENCAIRN QUARRY / Cartwright, M; Read, A E. — Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,

GLENCAIRN'S LOST GEOLOGY / Tyler, Roger; Clifford, John. — Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,

GLENANA WRECK / Alexander, Marianne. — Durban: Caxton/RP Magazines,

GLORIOUS MUD : Discussion on the construction of a multi-domed cob house / Cremer, Alex. — Craighall: Caxton,
GLUING A CITY TOGETHER: Public spaces act as the glue that holds a city together. In Cape Town a programme is underway to develop public spaces in its traditionally black townships, but how successful is this? / Garner, Gerald. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha Journal article

GO - DARLING: Discussion on the attractions of Darling / Wemyss, Diana. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

GO OUDTSHOORN: Discussion on the history and what to do in the Oudtshoorn region / Derwent, Sue. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

GOEDGEDACHT: A rural development centre committed to promoting peace and reconciliation in South Africa / Van Ryneveld, Richard. -- Durban: Caxton, alpha Journal article

GOING BY THE BACK ROAD: Wuppertal and Eselbank / Gerhardt, Ken. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

GOING TO THE HEART OF THINGS: Discussion on the origins and history of Nantes and Bethal Farms / Raymond, Len. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha Journal article

GOLD IN THEM THAR HILLS: The story of Millwood must be one of the most astonishing in the annals of gold mining in this country and, at the same time, one of its best-kept secrets / Davie, Elaine. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines, 1999. Journal article

GOVERNMENT INFORMATION RESOURCE CENTRE AT PARLIAMENT / Epstein, Rheina (cp) -- Cape Town: Western Cape Provincial Library, alpha Journal article

GRACE AND DISGRACE AT EARLY RATELRIVIER / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha Journal article
GRAND OLD LADY REFURBISHED: Standard Bank Building, Adderley Street, Cape Town -- Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause, alpha
Journal article

THE GRANDMAMMA OF EUROPE: A century gone: Queen Victoria
alpha
Journal article

THE GREAT GALE IN TABLE BAY, 19 JULY 1878: The wreck of the Caledonian / Mitchell, F K. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

THE GREAT MUSHROOM DEBATE: Discussion on the problems associated with a mushroom-forming fungus which was introduced to the Company's Gardens more than 300 years ago and is now slowly killing the Oaks / Hettema, Joan. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media, alpha
Journal article

GREAT STOPOVERS: Explore a mission station: Amalienstein / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article

GREAT STOPOVERS: Visit a Karoo dorp: Merweville / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article

GREEN POINT AND MOUILLE POINT LIGHTS / SALATO. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

GREEN POINT AND MOUILLE POINT LIGHTS / SALATO. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

GREEN POINT BELL TOWER RESTORED -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha
GREEN POINT LIGHTHOUSE / Collocott, James. – Cape Town: Dales Nesbit,
alpha
Journal article

GREENMARKET PLACE: Fitting in with the others – Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,
alpha
Journal article

GREENMARKET PLACE REFURBISHMENT / Abelho, Elizabeth. – Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,
alpha
Journal article

GREGOIRE BOONZAIER: Artist extraordinaire / Dickens, Derrick. – Cape Town: Historical Media,
alpha
Journal article

GREYTON: A unique Overberg village / Kemp, J T. – Pretoria: South African Society for Cultural History,
alpha
Journal article

THE GREYTON ENERGY: History including photographs of various historical buildings / Richards, Nancy. – Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,
alpha
Journal article

GROOT CONSTANTIA: History and background to the Groot Constantia Estate / Van der Merwe, Mattheus P S. – Cape Town: Historical Media,
alpha
Journal article

GUN MEN: South Africa’s many muzzle-loading cannons have a story to tell - and two fans who are busy unravelling it / Hood, Tom. – Durban: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

GUN RUN / Wemyss, Diana. – Craighall: Caxton,
alpha
THE GUNS AT KLOOF NEK -- Cape Town: Historical Media,
alpha
Journal article
GVK: 43 years down the line -- Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause,
alpha
Journal article
HAND AXES ON HAMILTON RUSSELL VINEYARDS -- Cape Town: Historical Media,
alpha
Journal article
HANG A LEFT TO ELANDS BAY: Includes a brief discussion on rock art paintings, Elands Bay Cave and the old radar station / Hull, Simon. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article
HANS FRANSEN: Tireless cultural historian / Mouton, Mare. -- Stanford: Village Life,
alpha
Journal article
HE BREATHES NEW LIFE INTO OLD WAGONS / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life,
alpha
Journal article
THE HEALING WATERS OF WARMWATERBERG / Mouton, Annalize (cp); Mouton, Mare (cp) -- Stanford: Village Life,
alpha
Journal article
THE HEARTWATER MYSTERY: Veterinary and popular ideas about tick-borne animal diseases at the Cape, c.1877-1910 / Gilfoyle, Daniel. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape,
HENDRIK CLOETE EN DIE ARGITEKTEUR VAN GROOT CONSTANTIA: Hendrik Cloete and the architecture of Groot Constantia / Van der Merwe, Thys. -- Cape Town: South African Cultural History Museum, alpha Journal article


HERDERS AND FORAGERS ON KASTEELBERG: Interim report of excavations 1999-2002 / Sadr, Karim; Smith, Andrew; Plug, Ina; Orton, Jayson; Mutti, Belinda. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article


HERMANUS HOTELS -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

HERMANUS STEYN: The reluctant 'president' / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha Journal article

THE HERSCHEL FAMILY / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha Journal article

'HET BEHOORLIJK ZEGEL': Seals at the Cape during the period of Dutch administration / Laing, Robert A. -- Pretoria: South African Society for Cultural History, alpha Journal article

HIDDEN BEAUTY: Eikenbosch Farm, Stanghoek Valley / Wasserfall, Russel. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article
HIPPOS ARE BACK IN THE KAROO / Tribe, Geoff. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha Journal article

HISTORIAN OF HIS TIMES / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha Journal article

HISTORIC CAPE BUILDING UNDERGOING REFURBISHMENT : Old Drill Hall -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha Journal article

HISTORIC CAPE FNB CLEANED -- Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause, alpha Journal article

HISTORIC DRILL HALL TO BECOME CITY’S CENTRAL LIBRARY -- Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause, alpha Journal article

THE HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY OF CAPE TOWN’S WASHERWOMEN : Preliminary findings / Jordan, Elizabeth Grzymala; Schrire, Carmel. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha Journal article

HISTORY AND FILM : A roundtable discussion of Proteus / Newton-King, Susan (ed) -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape, alpha Journal article

THE HISTORY OF KNYSNA, EVENTS BEFORE 1804 : The early settlers, early travellers and the attack by the marauders at Kaffirkop / Parkes, Margaret. -- Plettenberg Bay: The Van Plettenberg Historical Society, alpha Journal article

THE HISTORY OF THE MOUNTAINS THAT SHAPE THE CAPE / Miller, Duncan. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha Journal article
THE HODGEPodge PLACE : Discussion on how farm Poepaskaal became known as Sunnydale Farm and now as Solole Game Reserve and how Dagbreek Cottage has been converted into the Mnandis Restaurant -- Cape Town: Historical Media,
alpha 
Journal article

Journal article

HOLLOW ROCK SHELTER, A MIDDLE STONE AGE SITE IN THE CEDERBERG / Evans, Ursula. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum,
a beta Journal article

HOMAGE TO A HOMESTEAD : Empty for decades, Abrahamskraal's farmhouse is again a gracious place / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
a beta Journal article

HOME ARE THE POTTERS : This artful family's rural lifestyle is governed by ceramics / Cremer, Alex. -- Durban: Caxton,
a beta Journal article

HOME FROM SCHOOL : Recycling an old southern Cape farm school into a comfy cottage home / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,
a beta Journal article

HOP TO IT : Description of the tourist route known as the Outeniqua Country Hop / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton,
a beta Journal article

HORSES AND HOUNDS AT ZOETENDALS VALLEI / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life,
a beta Journal article

A HOSPITAL FOR CATTLE ; NOT HUMANS : Discussion on the history of Het Ziekenhuys Cave / Du Preez, Philippe. -- Stanford: Village Life,
a beta
HOSPITAL SHIPS CONNECTED WITH THE CAPE (FROM 1899 ONWARDS) / Read, A.E. – Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,

HOSPITALITY AND A DIVISION AT JAN HARMSGAT / Mouton, Annalize. – Stanford: Village Life,

HOUSE AUGUSTA DE MIST: Discussion on the restoration of this house / Cremer, Alex. – Craighall: Caxton,

HOUSE OF WOOD AND STRAW: Discussion on constructing a rural house at De Rust from wood and straw bales / Cremer, Alex. – Johannesburg: Caxton,

HOUT BAY: A world in a valley: Its history – Cape Town: Historical Media,

HOUT BAY & LLANDUDNO HERITAGE TRUST: Helping to build community pride / Graham, Ceci. – Cape Town: Historical Media,

HOUT BAY MUSEUM -- Cape Town: Historical Media,

THE HOUT BAY RIVER: Ours to protect / Oberholzer, Louise. – Cape Town: Historical Media,

HOUT BAY’S CANNONS / Cowley, Dave. – Cape Town:
HOUT BAY & SURROUNDS -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, alpha Journal article

THE HOUW HOEK PASSES / Ross, Graham L D. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

HOW THE GARDEN GREW : A brief spatial history of the Cape Town Gardens / Harris, Stewart. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha Journal article

HOY'S KOPPIE, HERMANUS / Du Toit, S J. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

HUMAN BURIALS FROM BYNESKRANSKOP, BREDASDORP DISTRICT, CAPE PROVINCE, SOUTH AFRICA / De Villiers, Hertha; Wilson, M L. -- Cape Town: South African Museum, alpha Journal article

A HUNDRED YEARS OF MEMORIES : Discussion on Cape Town City Hall / Paul, Sarah-Leigh. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha Journal article

HUNTER-GATHERER CHILD BURIALS FROM THE PAKHUIS MOUNTAINS, WESTERN CAPE : Growth, diet and burial practices in the Late Holocene / Sealy, Judith; Pfeiffer, Susan; Yates, Royden; Willmore, Kathy; Manhire, Anthony; Maggs, Tim; Lanham, John. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

'I WILL GATHER ALL NATIONS AND TONGUES' : Christian missions and racial integration in the Cape Colony in the aftermath of abolition / Watson, R L. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape, alpha Journal article
IFA'S PLAY ON BOSCHENDAL -- Cape Town: Cape Business News,
alphanum
Journal article

IN MEMORIAM : Arthur Maidens Davey (1921-99) : A bibliographical sketch / Saunders, Christopher. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,
alphanum
Journal article

IN PIONEER MOOD : The owners of Wilgewandel Holiday Farm have re-created a bit of 18th century SA / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines,
alphanum
Journal article

IN SEARCH OF RELIGIOUS AND SCIENTIFIC TRUTHS / Young, Margaret. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation,
alphanum
Journal article

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF JAN HARTOGH / Mouton, Annalize; Mouton, Mare. -- Stanford: Village Life,
alphanum
Journal article

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE KHOISAN / Mouton, Annalize; Streicher, Simon. -- Stanford: Village Life,
alphanum
Journal article

IN THE SHADOW OF TOWERKOP : Discussion on life in Ladismith / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alphanum
Journal article

AN INFANT BURIAL FROM STEENBOKFONTEIN CAVE, WEST COAST, SOUTH AFRICA : Its archaeological, nutritional and anatomical context / Jerardino, Antonieta; Sealy, Judith; Pfeiffer, Susan. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
alphanum
Journal article

INITIATION INTO THE SPIRIT WORLD : Discussion on the recently initiated white sangoma, Peter von Maltitz / Coetzee, Bettie. -- Craighall: Caxton,
alphanum
Journal article
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE: Mikhael Subotzky in conversation with Michael Godby -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research, alpha
Journal article

INTANGIBLE HERITAGE: A study of memory heritage sites in two Cape Town townships / Dondolo, Luvuyo. -- Grahamstown: South African Museum Association, alpha
Journal article

INTERNATIONAL STATUS FOR FYNBOS KINGDOM / Mouton, Mare. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha
Journal article

IS RASTAFARIAN AFRICAN?: Discussion on Knysna's Rastafarian community / Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Mafube, alpha
Journal article

THE ISLAMIC DA'WAH FROM THE AUWAL MASJID IN THE BO-KAAP TO MOSTERD BAY (STRAND), 1792-1838 / Rhoda, Ebrahim. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha
Journal article

ISLAMIC LIBRARY: Gatesville mosque complex / Crombie, Nathlera. -- Cape Town: Western Cape Provincial Library, alpha
Journal article

AN ISLAND WITH A WATER PROBLEM: Robben Island -- Pretoria: Communication Services, 1999. Journal article

IT'S NATURE AS USUAL AT THE TEST RANGE -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha
Journal article

IT WAS ONLY FOOL'S GOLD AT NAPIER!: Discussion on the mining activity at farm Hansiesrivierv / Malan, Jean. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha
Journal article
IVORY AND EARLY FARMS ALONG THE LANGEBERG / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life, Journal article

IZIKO MUSEUMS OF CAPE TOWN / Querido, Cynthia. -- Cape Town: Western Cape Provincial Library, Journal article

JAMES BARRY, COLONIAL MEDICAL INSPECTOR AT THE CAPE 1822-1825 / Hart, David. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, Journal article

JAN SMUTS AND RIEBEEK WEST / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton, Journal article

JAPANESE SHIPS AT SIMON'S TOWN / Read, A. E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, Journal article

JETTY 1 EXHIBITION : At the Victoria and Alfred Waterfront -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, Journal article

JOACHIM NIKOLAUS VON DESSIN : The father of libraries in South Africa / Monahadi, George. Journal article

JOHAN ADAM SIESE (1717-1796) : A Compagnie's dienaer at the Cape / Morgenrood, Pierre. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, Journal article

JOHANN VOSLOO : Discussion of the four wills of Johann Vosloo / Upham, Mansell George. -- Bellville: Western Cape Branch of the GSSA, Journal article
JOHN D GILCHRIST, THE ST JAMES AQUARIUM AND FALSE BAY / Brown, A C. -- Kalk Bay: Kalk Bay Historical Association, alpha
Journal article

JOHN STEIN : Kalk Bay artist / Houghton, Sean. -- Cape Town: alpha
Journal article

JOSEPH BARRY AND MALGAS / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

THE JOSEPHINE MILL -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

JOUBERT HOUSE : Montagu's oldest home has been restored... / Richards, Nancy. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

A JOURNEY THROUGH THE COLONY 200 YEARS AGO / Verster, Francois. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha
Journal article

JURGEN ANDERSEN'S ORIENTALISCHE REISE-BESCHREIBUNG : A forgotten travelogue / Den Besten, Hans. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha
Journal article

THE KAAIMAN'S HOUSES : Cape curiosities / Nattrass, Jenny; Nattrass, Neil (ill); Saunders, Kelvin (ill) -- Johannesburg: Republican Press, 1998. Journal article

KALBASKRAAL, MALMESBURY / Van Graan, Andre. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha
Journal article
KOMMETJIE PRIMARY SCHOOL – Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

KOMMETJIE'S RICH NATURAL HERITAGE / Petersen, Wally. – Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

KRONENDAL – Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

KRONENDAL: Hout Bay's finest house – Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

KUIERING IN THE OLIFANTS RIVER VALLEY / Van Ryneveld, Richard. – Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

KUNST UIT DE KAAP: Discussion on the formal reopening of the Old Town House after a long process of renovation and restoration. It houses the Michaelis Collection. – Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

L'AGULHAS LIGHTHOUSE RESTAURANT AND MUSEUM, OVERBERG / Kossuth, Pat. – Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

LA COTTE, FRANSCHHOEK: The homestead and its setting / Van Graan, Andre; Malan, Antonia. – Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha
Journal article

LA PROVENCE AND OTHER CONTRAVENTIONS OF THE HERITAGE ACT / Raymond, Len. – Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha
Journal article
LABOUR LAWS AND STEREOTYPES: Images of the Khoikhoi in the Cape in the age of abolition / Magubane, Zne. -- Pretoria: South African Historical Society, alpha
Journal article

A LABOUR OF LOVE: Discussion on the 10 years it will take to restore Weltevreden, near Stellenbosch / Wemyss, Diana. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

THE LADIES OF THE VINEYARD HOTEL / Ellis, Guy (cp) -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

LADY ANNE MONSON AND THE WONDERS OF CAPE FLORA / Vigne, Randolph. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha
Journal article

A LAKE FOR LIVING: Careful environmental design and management have turned the area around an old saline lake into a place for quality living: Lake Michelle / Meyer, Engela. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha
Journal article

Journal article

LAND RESTITUTION IN CAPE TOWN: Public displays and private meanings / Mesthrie, Uma Shashikant. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape, 1998. Journal article

LANDSCAPE EVOLUTION AND LANDSCAPE SENSITIVITY: The case of the southern Cape / Marker, Margaret E; Holmes, P. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf) alpha
Journal article

LANDSCAPE HERITAGE CONSERVED: A conservation plan for the Mount Pleasant terraces in the Western Cape is ground-breaking in terms of landscape heritage conservation. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,
LANDSCAPES OF EXILE AND HEALING: Climate and gardens on Robben Island / Deacon, Harriet. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,

LANGA: A place where the sun shines / Muller, Ceciene; Manetsi, Thabo. CRATerre,

LANGBAAN LAGOON, WETLAND WITH NO WATER / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life,

A LANGEBERG LOOP: Discussion on the history of places along the R324 / Johnson, Brian Barker. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

LANGKLOOF SERENDIP: Discussion about the church on Louvain Guest Farm and a historic case of land redistribution / Barker, Brian Johnson. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines,

LARGE CATCH AT CAPE TOWN WATERFRONT: The V&A Waterfront is inundated with new construction and there are plans for more. / Christianson, David. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,

LAST OF THE YELLOWWOODS / Pakenham, Thomas. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

LAST VOYAGE FOR BELOVED CANOES: Gansbaai canoes (small fishing boats) and how they were constructed. -- Stanford: Village Life,
Journal article

LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES: Comparative perspectives on Cape environmental history / Jacobs, Nancy J. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape, alpha
Journal article

Journal article

LEADING BY EXAMPLE: Discussion on Chris Mulder Associates Inc (CMAI) which is becoming well-known for its work that marries upmarket residential development with economically- and socially-sustainable initiatives and community upliftment / Eicker, Karen. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

LEARNING NEW LESSONS AT THE OLD SCHOOL HOUSE: Matjiesvlei Valley near Calitzdorp / Van Ryneveld, Richard. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

Journal article

LEGACY OF A LONER: Something out of nothing: Jan Schoeman, also known as Outa Lappies / Barnard, Madeleine. -- Cape Town: Global Art Information, alpha
Journal article

Journal article

THE LEOPARD AT FLORA BAY: Discussion on the leopard statue overlooking Hout Bay -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

THE LETTERSTEDT'S AT HOME: The domestic life of the builder of Josephine's Mill and other enterprises... / Malan, Antonia. -- Cape Town: Historical Society of Cape Town, alpha Journal article

LIBERTAS: Hier is die bande van dwinglandy verbreek / Discussion on the history of Libertas and its owners Kept with reference books Journal article

LIFE OF HENRY BARRINGTON / Newdigate, Jim. -- Plettenberg Bay: The Van Plettenberg Historical Society, alpha Journal article

LIGHTHOUSES: Cape Point, Cape Hangklip, Roman Rock and Slangkop / Read, Audrey. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha Journal article

LIGHTING THE WAY: Slangkop Lighthouse / Houghton, Sean. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, alpha Journal article

LIGHTS AT SALDANHA: Photographs showing the North Head lighthouse and the South Head lighthouse being constructed -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

LIGHTWEIGHT BRICK SAFEGUARDS STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY: Has been used in converting Market House, Cape Town into apartments / Garner, Gerald. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha Journal article

THE LISBOA WRECKED ON SOLDIERS REEF, PATERNOSTER -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
THE LITTLE FORGE: Discussion on the history and how the blacksmith's forge on display at the Josephine Mill was donated by the Friedman family / Meyer, Therese-Marie. -- Cape Town: Historical Society of Cape Town, alpha Journal article

LITTLE PARADISE: Melkhoutkraal Farm / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Republican Press, 1999. Journal article

THE LIVES OF COLOUR EXHIBITION: South African National Gallery, September 1999 / Becker, Natasha. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research, alpha Journal article


LIVING THE LIFE IN VILLIERSDORP: Built in 1852, Oude Huis has been renovated and is now for sale / Biden, Sean; Brits, Estelle. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

LIVING WITH HISTORY: Once badly neglected, the 200 year old Overberg homestead of Rotterdam has been lovingly restored... / Wemyss, Diana. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

LOBSTERS AND FRENCH FRIES: Discussion on Elands Bay / Du Toit, Julienne; Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

A LONDON PORCELAIN DEALER'S DAY IN THE GROENBERG: Discussion on several historical farms of the Agter Groenberg / Conn, Ian. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha Journal article
LONELY GRAVES, LONELY HEARTS: Letter discussing the history and life of Lt Clowes (Die Engelsman se Graf)/ De Villiers, M. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

LOSS OF TRADE AND REDUCED RATABLE VALUE OF SIMON'S TOWN DUE TO OCCUPATION OF LAND BY THE ROYAL NAVY / Rice, Bill. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha Journal article

LOUIE LEMMER FREE SPIRIT / Stals, Jeanette. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha Journal article

LOUISA ERASMUS, WEDUWEE VAN DEN BURG (19/11/1743 - +C1818): Die veelbewoe lewe van 'n gewone pioniersvrou soos die neerslag gevind het in die Kaapse Argiefbewaarplek / Malan, Sasa. -- Bellville: Western Cape Branch of the GSSA, alpha Journal article

THE MAGIC OF MERWEVILLE: Another gem of a village in the Karoo / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

THE MAJOR WOULD HAVE SMILED: Major's Hill Winery, fam Klipdrif / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

MAKING SENSE OF SPACE AT DUNEFIELD MIDDEN CAMPSITE, WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA / Parkington, John; Nissen, Peter; Reeler, Claire; Henshilwood, Christopher. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum, alpha Journal article

MALGAS: Discussion on the history of Malgas and photographs of some of its historical buildings / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

MALMESBURY MEDICI: Two rural artists, working in an RDP housing project, have turned the village into a living example of outsider art / Aldridge, Nick. -- Cape Town: alpha
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<td>MARK HAWTHORNE: Personality profile</td>
<td>Houghton, Sean</td>
<td>Cape Town: Dales Nesbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARK IN TIME: Fragments of china put living on a farm in the Franschhoek Valley into a whole new perspective</td>
<td>Richards, Nancy</td>
<td>Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKET HOUSE BEING REFURBISHED</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cape Town – Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MARLOTH: The man and the reserve -- Stanford: Village Life,

THE MARRIAGES OF MARGARETHA HENDRINA BECK: A Cape-Scottish-Indian link / Vigne, Randolph. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,

MARTIN'S CUP OF TEA: The history of the Bergh family of Clanwilliam is in many ways also the history of rooibos tea / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

MASTERFUL MAKEOVERS: Barn to church: building the foundations of faith on an old wood-and-iron structure / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

MASTERFUL MAKEOVERS: Farmhouse to restaurant: retaining the rustic atmosphere of an old homestead / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

MASTERFUL MAKEOVERS: Synagogue to home: taking care not to destroy the value of an historic place / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

MATJIESFONTEIN AND JAMES LOGAN / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

MCGREGOR: Another day in paradise -- Stanford: Village Life,

MEAD TO MEASURE: Discussion on how David Mead has built a replica house of Cape Dutch architecture on Good Hope Farm, in the Daljosaphat area / Burger, Sonja. -- Craighall: Caxton,
THE MEANING OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY CAPE FARMSTEAD / Brink, Yvonne. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa,

'MEDIATE BETWEEN ART AND AUDIENCE': Gavin Jantjes is the Artistic Director for Cape Africa Platform’s exhibition of contemporary African art to be held in Cape Town in September 2006. / McInnes, Jacki. -- Cape Town: Global Art Information,

MEERLUST: Eerste stap van nasiewording is hier gedoen: 'n Ongeskonde plaaswoning van 1701 / Discussion on the history of Meerlust

MEET THE PEOPLE: A new tourism experience in the Greater Mossel Bay area is uncovering hidden treasures -- Craighall: Caxton,

MEIRINGSPOORT: Exploring the flora, fauna and history of this spectacular Swartberg gorge linking the Little and Great Karoo / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines,

A MEMORABLE OCCASION FOR THREE PARENTS AND THEIR DESCENDANTS! / Newcomb, Lorna. -- Bellville: Western Cape Branch of the GSSA,

MEMORY AND THE SOUTH AFRICAN CITY: The case of Cape Town / Makeka, Mokena. -- Cape Town: Picasso Headline,

MESSAGES CAME WITH A FLASH AND A BOOM! : Discussion about various restored cannons / Du Preez, Philippe. -- Stanford: Village Life,
METHOD IN MADNESS: Discussion on how a studio has been created in a (deconsecrated) Methodist church in Woodstock / Riley, Christine. -- Cape Town: alpha Journal article

MFV KER-YAR-VOR AND MAORI BAY / Dorman, Stanley. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

THE MIAMI CONNECTION: Discussion on Paul McCabe and an unique group of artists known as the Bateau Laveau / Prendini-Toffoli, Hilary. -- Cape Town: alpha Journal article

THE MICHELL ALBUM / Schoeman, Karel. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha Journal article

MICRO MASTERPIECES: Description of Norma Muscroft's doll's houses which are on displayed at the Greyton Rose coffee shop / Van Ryneveld, Richard. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

MICROMAMMALS AND THE ENVIRONMENT OF EARLY PASTORALISTS AT SPOEG RIVER, WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE, SOUTH AFRICA / Avery, D M. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article


MIDDELVLEI: Now Hawston / Annandale, John. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

MIDDENS AND MODERNS: Shellfishing and the Middle Stone Age of the Western Cape, South Africa / Parkington, John. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
MILKING THE SYSTEM: The identification of the 'painted slave lady' at the slave lodge, Cape Town / Malan, Antonia; Schrire, Carmel. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,

MILLING ABOUT: A sight-seeing detour led the Verwoerds to an incredible new lifestyle in Uniondale / Wasserfall, Russel. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,

MILNERTON: Discussion on the history of its lighthouse -- Cape Town: Historical Media,

MINA HENRIETTA JOY MILLAR (NEE COLLIER): Obituary / Lawrence, Jeremy. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,

MISCAST: Negotiating Khoisan history and material culture: Review / Pietersen, Colette. -- Pretoria: South African Historical Society,

THE MISSING COAT-OF-ARMS OF THE CAPE COLONY / Coates, Peter Ralph. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,

MISSIONING AROUND GENADERDAL: Photographs of various historical buildings in Genadendal / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton,

MITIGATING THE ECOLOGICAL IMPACT OF RIVER WORKS: General discussion including how flood alleviation methods have used on the Lourens River / Brown, Cate; Boucher, Charlie. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,
MIXING STYLES: Brugsig: In restoring historic buildings it's not always necessary to return everything to the original state / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

MOBILITY, SEASONALITY AND SOUTHERN AFRICAN HUNTER-GATHERERS / Parkington, John. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

THE MODERN CAPE HOUSE / Munnik, Mike; Visser, Dirk. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha Journal article

MOLLY D'ARCY THOMPSON: Intrepid author, artist and traveller / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha Journal article

MOMENTS OF BEAUTY: Come and enjoy the visual beauty of the Southern Cape between Heidelberg and Stilbaai / Cremer, Alex (ill) -- Durban: Republican Press, 1996. Journal article

MON DESIR: Beautifully renovated at the new Misty Waves Hotel, Hermanus: Used as a conference centre / Du Toit, S J. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

MONSIEUR FRANCOIS DE LETTRE AT THE CAPE, 1784-1844 / Dorn, Derrick -- Cape Town: Historical Society of Cape Town, alpha Journal article

MONTAGU: Mountain moods / Fox, Justin. -- Cape Town: Ramsay, Son and Parker, alpha Journal article

MONTAGU: Beyond the Cogmans Kloof -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha Journal article
THE MONTAGU GOLD MINE AND FREDERICK DAVID PHIPPS-ARE THEY CONNECTED? / Craven, S A. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, Journal article


MORE THAN YOU IMAGINE: If you've never planned on visiting De Hoop Nature Reserve, do so now / Alexander, Marianne. -- Durban: Caxton, Journal article

MORGENHOF: From langhuis to manoir / Malan, Antonia. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, Journal article

A MOTHER'S VISION SECURED THE RABIE FUTURE AT NUY / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life, Journal article

MOTHERS OF CREATION ROUTE: This route includes more unusual places along the Garden Route / Lloyd, Julia; Van Ryneveld, Richard. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, Journal article

MOUNTAIN SUNRISE: Table Mountain National Park / Houghton, Sean. Journal article

MOWBRAY MILL MAKE-OVER: Mostert's Mill -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, Journal article

MR MARTYN VISITS THE FIELD OF BATTLE: From the diary of Rev Henry Martyn printed in 1819 / Martyn, Henry. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, Journal article
THE MTN SCIENCENTRE IN CAPE TOWN: A journey of discovery for kids of all ages / Bruton, Mike. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media, alpha Journal article

MY EXPERIENCES IN PLETtenberg Bay over the last 29 years including the birth of the historical society / McCarthy, Jeremy. -- Plettenberg Bay: The Van Plettenberg Historical Society, alpha Journal article

MY OWN MIND IS DYING WITHIN ME: Eliza Fairbairn and the reinvention of colonial middle-class domesticity in Cape Town / McKenzie, Kirsten. -- Pretoria: South African Historical Society, alpha Journal article

THE MYTH AND THE TRUTH: Letter correcting details about the manor house at De Hoop Nature Reserve / Watermeyer, Sue. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

"N FEES VIR DIE OOG: Looking in on the 1952 Jan van Riebeeck tercentenary festival fair in Cape Town / Witz, Leslie. -- Pretoria: South African Historical Society, alpha Journal article

"N ONGEWONE AAND IN SUIDER PAARL: Rosenfontein and Rosenburg / Gericke, Sylvia; Gericke, Wim. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha Journal article

"N STOFPAD, "N DONGA, "N HAASTIGE LEIER, EN MOOI OU HUISE...: Discussion on the history of places visited on a Drakenstein Heritage Foundation outing: Palmietvallei, Rooshoek and Welgedacht / Small, Liza. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha Journal article

"N VERWAARLOOSDE KERKHOF, DEUGDELIKE STAMVADERS EN "N BEREDE SPOOK: Discussion on the history of Stellenbosch church, its ancestors and a ghost / Malan, Sasa; Malan, Ockert. -- Bellville: Western Cape Branch of the GSSA, alpha Journal article
NAEVII UKAAS: The Cedarberg San in 1830 / Ross, Robert. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research, alpha Journal article

NAPIER: Brief descriptions of some of the historical buildings / Wemyss, Diana. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

NATIONAL MUTUAL FACELIFT -- Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause, alpha Journal article

NATTE VALLEIJ: 100 years ago there were more than 3000 Cape Dutch homesteads. Today barely 200 of these historic homes survive... / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

NATURAL QUALITIES: The Manor House at Bushmans Kloof in the Cedarberg celebrates the vernacular furniture and understated style of the West Coast to spectacular effect. / Morris, Liz. -- Cape Town: Conde Nast Independent Magazines, 1999. Journal article

NATURE'S GEMS: Lakes grow like children, building character from influences around them. Natural forces allow them to age with dignity, but when they're assailed by greed, ignorance and carelessness, they sicken and die before their time / Nattrass, Jenny. -- Durban: Caxton, alpha Journal article

THE NAVAL WATER TANK, CHAPEL LANE / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha Journal article

THE NEED TO KNOW MORE IN THE INTEREST OF FUTURE GENERATIONS: Worcester / Knaggs, Ronelle. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha Journal article

THE NELSON MANDELA LIBRARY, CAPE TOWN -- Cape Town: Western Cape Provincial Library, alpha Journal article
NEW GROWTH AT FOSSIL SITE / Mouton, Mare. -- Stanford: Village Life, 
alpha 
Journal article

NEW KIDS, OLD BLOCK : Woodstock, the polyglot inner city suburb on the slopes of Devil's Peak is getting a much-needed lift - in all the right places / Newmarch, Jocelyn. -- Cape Town: 
alpha 
Journal article

NEW MUSEUMS, NEW HERITAGE INITIATIVES / Tongo, Nolubabalo. -- Grahamstown: South African Museum Association, 
alpha 
Journal article

THE NEW NAPIER / Heron, Marianne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, 
alpha 
Journal article

NEW NATIONAL HEAD OFFICE AND WESTERN CAPE REGIONAL OFFICE FOR THE NATIONAL MONUMENTS COUNCIL : 111 Harrington Street, Cape Town -- Cape Town: Laurie Wale CC, 
alpha 
Journal article

NEW PAARL BROCHURE : A few of the illustrations in the brochure which is available from the Paarl Tourism Association. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, 
alpha 
Journal article

NEW RADIOCARBON DATES FOR MATJES RIVER ROCK SHELTER / Sealy, Judith; Ludwig, Ben; Henderson, Zoe. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, 
alpha 
Journal article

A NEW RHINO TO SAVE : Rare irises, wild giant celery and the cure-all cancer bush are all priceless species found in the renosterveld - a habitat dangerously close to extinction / Dickerson, Leanne. -- Craighall: Caxton, 
Journal article

NEW THINK TANK : UCT sets up intellectual property law unit / Tyrer, Laura. -- Johannesburg: Creamer Media,
NEW V&A FACILITY FOR FISHERS: V&A Processing Services move to new premises located on the fish quay of the Clock Tower Precinct at Table Bay harbour

NINETEENTH CENTURY CAPE ALMANACS AND DIRECTORIES / Botha, Frikkie. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,

THE NOBLE FAMILY / Noble, Clive. -- Plettenberg Bay: The Van Plettenberg Historical Society,

THE NOON DAY GUN

NOW AND THEN...: Living and working in houses built a century apart keeps two guys in Villiersdorp firmly in touch with the past and the present / Richards, Nancy. -- Durban: Caxton,

NUY: Where a farm was bartered for a whip / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE OCEAN BASKETS: Pre-colonial fish traps on the Cape south coast</td>
<td>Gribble, John.</td>
<td>Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha</td>
<td>Cape Town</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF BIFFIE IN THE BELFRY, AND OTHER TALES FROM PRINCE ALBERT...</td>
<td>Hart, Marg.</td>
<td>Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha</td>
<td>Paarl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF THE BEATEN TRACK: Discussion on various places between the Natal Midlands to the Western Cape including parts of the Free State and Eastern Cape</td>
<td>McCumskey, Phil.</td>
<td>Craighall: Caxton, alpha</td>
<td>Craighall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH COME ALL YE FAITHFUL: Discussion on some of Cape Town's places of worship</td>
<td>Van Dijk, Mark.</td>
<td>Cape Town: Inyati Publishing, alpha</td>
<td>Cape Town</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'OH! FOR A BLESSING ON AFRICA AND AMERICA' : The Mount Holyoke system and the Huguenot Seminary, 1874-1885</td>
<td>Duff, S E.</td>
<td>Mafeking: North-West University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN OLD CAPE FRONTIER / Walker, E A.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cape Town: Council of the Botanical Society</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLD MISSION HOUSE, ONRUST</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cape Town: Historical Media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE OLD POST CART / Parkes, Margaret; Williams, V M.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Knysna: Friends of the Millwood House Museum</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN OLD TRADITION IN THE CEDERBERG : About 'dek riet' and Kleinvlei, and Oom Piet Bolletjies and sulke goed...</td>
<td>Van Ryneveld, Richard.</td>
<td>Durban: Caxton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE OLIFANTS RIVER WINE ROUTE / Landman, Greg.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVE ESTATE : Development of the Croyden Olive Estate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE ONDER BOKKEVELD EAR ATROCITY / Penn, Nigel.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cape Town: University of the Western Cape</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ONE-HORSE CHARMER: Stanford / Van Kuik, Marianne. -- Craighall: Caxton,
Journal article

ONE MANN'S GARDEN: An artist grows his own inspiration in Riebeek Kasteel / Richards, Nancy. -- Durban: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

OPULENT DAYS AT RATELRIVIER / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life,
alpha
Journal article

ORANGE KLOOF TENTED CAMP: Table Mountain National Park / Houghton, Sean. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit,
alpha
Journal article

ORGANIC RESIDUE EVIDENCE FOR THE PROCESSING OF MARINE ANIMAL PRODUCTS IN POTTERY VESSELS FROM THE PRE-COLONIAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE OF KASTEELBERG DEAST, SOUTH AFRICA / Copley, Mark S; Hansel, Fabrício A; Sadr, Karim; Evershed, Richard P. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
alpha
Journal article

THE ORIGINS AND AFTERMATH OF THE CAPE COLONY'S 'HOTTENTOT CODE' OF 1809 / Dooling, Wayne. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape,
alpha
Journal article

THE ORIGINS OF ALTONA -- Cape Town: Historical Media,
alpha
Journal article

OUDE MOLEN AT ELGIN / Landman, Greg. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,
alpha
Journal article

OUDTSHOORN AND C J LANGENHOVEN: Chiefly remembered as the author of Die Stem, Langenhoven contributed much more than that out of his love for our country / Van Zyl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article
OUR DISAPPEARING ARCHITECTURE: Why are South Africans so reluctant to save this part of their heritage? / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.


OUT WITH THE OLD, IN WITH THE OLD: New Urbanism is an international planning movement that promotes 'the revival of our lost art of place-making.' Cape Town leads the way in South Africa / Garner, James. -- Cape Town.

OVER 'KLOOF CORNER' TO A RIVER OF BUTTER: Discussion on the origins of place names -- Stanford: Village Life.

THE OVERBERG RAILWAY LINE: Bot River Station / Kleingeld, Christo (cp) -- Cape Town: Historical Media.


OWN YOUR OWN FARM FOR A WEEKEND: Karboonatjieskraal / Wasserfall, Margaret. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.

PAARL'S CENTURY-OLD GRANITE INDUSTRY / Lombard, Marguerite. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation.
THE PALAEONTOLOGY OF THE WESTERN CAPE COASTAL FORELANS FROM 10 MILLION YEARS AGO TO THE PRESENT / Avery, Graham. -- Kalk Bay: Kalk Bay Historical Association.

PALMIET VALLEY ESTATE / Wemyss, Diana. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.

PANAIJ VAN BOEGIES: Slave - bandiet - caffer / Groenewald, Gerald. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa.


PARADISE: It's a hell of a place: Die Hel / Heron, Marianne. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines.

PARK ROAD PERFECT: Discussion on the renovation of the Park Road Place -- Cape Town: Caxton.


PATERNOSTER / Wemyss, Diana. -- Durban: Caxton.

PATRYSKLOOF FARM: Oral history from Richard Todd / Annandale, Margaret. -- Cape Town: Historical Media.
PATTERNS IN STONE: The lithic assemblage from Dunefield Midden, Western Cape, South Africa / Orton, Jayson. -- Cape Town: The South African Archaeological Society, Journal article

PAVING THE WAY: Table Mountain National Park and the Footpath Rehabilitation Project / Houghton, Sean. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, Journal article

THE PEARL OF PAARL: Roggeland Country House / Wasserfall, Russel; Whittle, Cathy. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, Journal article

PEER'S CAVE / Houghton, Sean. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, Journal article


PEOPLE OF THE PASS: Long ago there was a clergyman who set out to prove that there were no ghosts on the Montagu Pass / Barker, Brian Johnson. -- Craighall: Caxton, Journal article

THE PEOPLE'S TRAIL: Description of a 2 day trail on Table Mountain / Houghton, Sean. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, Journal article

PETER DENNETT: Keeper of the Slangkop Lighthouse / Houghton, Sean. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, Journal article

PHENOMENAL TRANSPARENCY: Cape Town International Convention Centre / Silke, Robert. -- Cape Town: Picasso Headline, Journal article
PHILADELPHIA'S YESTERDAYS TODAY / Van der Merwe, Gary. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

A PHILOSOPHICAL MEANDER THROUGH PART OF THE BREEDE RIVER VALLEY / Koch, Eleane. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha Journal article

PHOENICIANS AT THE CAPE ... THE END OF A LEGEND? / Masson, J R. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

THE PICKSTONE OVAL / Kossuth, Pat. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

PIETER-DIRK UYS AND DARLING / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

PLACES OF MEMORY AND PATHS OF CONNECTION: An urban design project in central Cape Town has been sensitive in dealing with two of the most essential components of a successful metropolis: memory and connection: St Andrew's Square / Eicker, Karen. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha Journal article

PLATTEKLOOF: An abandoned pass, an eighteenth century farm with historic homestead, and a painting of a mysterious lady / Pretorius, Andre. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha Journal article

PLETT'S STONE COTTAGE: Discussion on the first holiday home in Plettenberg Bay / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article
PLIOCENE FROGS FROM LANGEBAANWEG, WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE, SOUTH AFRICA / van Dijk, D Eduard. -- Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf)
alpha
Journal article

PORTS OF PROMISE: 150 years ago several attempts were made to provide George with a harbour / Johnson, Brian Barker. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article

POST-2010 OPPORTUNITY: Discussion on the major upgrade of the Cape Town Station Precinct / Hancock, Lynne. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha
Journal article

A PRACTICAL CONVERSION: A project that saved a dilapidated 200 year old farm outbuilding / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

PRACTICALLY BEAUTIFUL: American Shaker furniture is being recreated at a gallery in Swellendam / Van Ryneveld, Richard. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

PRE-COLONIAL SETTLEMENT AND SUBSISTENCE ALONG SANDY SHORES SOUTH OF ELANDS BAY, WEST COAST, SOUTH AFRICA / Jerardino, Antonieta. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

PRECASTING SPEEDS UP HOUSING DELIVERY: Discussion on the first phase of the N2 Gateway project / Garner, Gerald. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha
Journal article

PRESERVING BELVIDERE: Keeping this historic Garden Route village intact should be a priority / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

PRESIDENTIAL URBAN RENEWAL PROGRAMME: In the Western Cape, two urban poverty nodes for special and more focused attention were identified by President Thabo Mbeki. They were Khayelitsha and Mitchell’s Plain. -- Cape Town: City of Cape Town,

A PRINCELY PLACE: The spirit of Prince Albert so far transcends its Karoo location that special 'soul' tours are now conducted there / Wemyss, Diana. -- Durban: Caxton, 2000.


PROJECT SONGOLOLO: Updating security around the Groote Schuur Ministerial Complex / Wallem, Chris.
R1BN PLAN FOR HERMANUS DEVELOPMENT
Journal article

RADAR AND RADIO AT KOMMETJIE IN DEFENCE OF THE CAPE -- Cape Town: Historical Media,
Journal article

Journal article

A RARE EXAMPLE OF A HUMAN BURIAL WITH A STONE-PACKED GRAVE SHAFT IN THE WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE, SOUTH AFRICA / Stynder, D D; Yates, R. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
Journal article

RARE PLANTS DISCOVERED IN RATELRIVIER WETLAND / Von Witt, Caitlin. -- Stanford: Village Life,
Journal article

READING BETWEEN THE LINES : Monuments as metaphors / Gwasira, Goodman. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum,
Journal article

RECONSTRUCTING THE DAMAGED I.N.WILDT PLAN OF THE SLAVE LODGE, C.1798 / Laponder, Peter. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,
Journal article

RECOVERING THE HISTORY OF THE AFRICAN THEATRE / Seeff, Adele. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,
Journal article

RECYCLING A NAGMAALHUISIE : Kobus and Marianne Spies rescued an old place from possible ruin and turned it into a fine family home / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,
RED HILL ROAD: Extract from The Motorist's Paradise / Johnston, Bob; Stuart-Findlay, Derek. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit,  
alpha  
Journal article

RED HOT GLASS: Situated on a wine estate near Paarl Mountain is a studio that still follows the centuries old Venetian tradition of making hand-blown glass / Burger, Sonja. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,  
alpha  
Journal article

Journal article

REFLECTIONS ON A HALF A CENTURY OF VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE STUDIES AT THE CAPE / Malan, Antonia. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa,  
alpha  
Journal article

RELIGIOUS TEMPLES AND ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION POINTS IN MOORDENAAIRS KAROO PROPOSED FOR NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM / Raymond, Len. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation,  
alpha  
Journal article

RELIVING DISTRICT SIX: Discussion on its history and construction of new homes / Jordaan, Lucinda. -- Cape Town:  
alpha  
Journal article

RELIVING THE SPIRIT OF MATJIESVELI / Pretorius, Andre. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,  
alpha  
Journal article

THE REMARKABLE MISS GORDON OF KARWYDERSKRAAL / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life,  
alpha  
Journal article
THE RETREAT: A couple finds beauty and contentment in the Little Karoo / Cremer, Alex. -- Durban: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

alpha
Journal article

REV. WILLIAM SHAW CALDECOTT AND HIS WIFE MARION (NEE HILLIER) / Read, A E. -- Simon’s Town: Simon’s Town Historical Society,
alpha
Journal article

'REVELATION OF A REVOLUTION': The prophecies of Jan Parel, alias Onse Liewe Heer, a Khoisan prophet and Cape rebel / Viljoen, Russel. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research,
alpha
Journal article

REVISI...
THE RIFLE RANGE, KLAWER VALLEY / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha Journal article

THE RISE OF ROOIBOS / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article


RIVERSDALE'S NEW PIONEERS : Discussion on the restoration of Zeekoegat / Colback, Sharon. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

THE ROAD LEAST TRAVELLED : Discussion on the restoration of Staart van de Paardeberg / Wemyss, Diana. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

ROADS IN THE SOUTHERN PENINSULA / Cartwright, M; Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha Journal article

ROBBEN ISLAND : Discussion on the history of its lighthouse -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

ROBBEN ISLAND HISTORY : Part 1 / Robben Island Museum. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, alpha Journal article

THE ROBBEN ISLAND REBELLION OF 1751 : A study of convict experience at the Cape of Good Hope / Truter, Paul. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape, alpha Journal article

ROBERT GRANT (1842-1910) / Read, Audrey. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, Journal article


ROCK ART OF THE SOUTHERN CAPE / Leggatt, Hugo. -- Plettenberg Bay: The Van Plettenberg Historical Society, Journal article

ROMAN ROCK -- Cape Town: Historical Media, Journal article

RONDEBOSCH AND ROSEBANK STREET NAMES : An historical perspective / Hart, Peter. -- Cape Town: Historical Society of Cape Town, Journal article


ROUTE 62 : This Cape alternative to the busy Garden Route or the endless N1 is brimful of attractions that revive the pleasures of vintage road travel / Wasserfall, Russel. -- Craighall: Caxton, Journal article

alpha 
Journal article 

SANDBAG BUILDING / Ferreira, Anton. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, 
alpha 
Journal article 

SANG: The horn of the national art museum's dilemma post-1994 South Africa / Martin, Marilyn. -- Grahamstown: South African Museum Association, 
alpha 
Journal article 

SARA'S SUICIDE: History and the representational limit / Lalu, Premesh. -- Bellville: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research, 
alpha 
Journal article 

SARAH, SARAH: More on Sarah Bartmann and her equally tragic namesake / Master, Sharad. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, 
alpha 
Journal article 

SAVE YOUR RAND BUILD WITH SAND: Discussion on how to build a house using sandbags instead of bricks / Norris, Philippa. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, 
alpha 
Journal article 

SAVING A HOMESTEAD: Discussion with Heritage SA, on how a historical building could be restored to its original state: Aan-de-Slangrivier / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, 
alpha 
Journal article 

SAY A PRAYER FOR PATERNOSTER: It's not too late to save the soul of this authentic Cape fishing village / De Villiers, Anita. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines, 
alpha 
Journal article 

SCAVENGING AND PROCESSING OF WHALE MEAT AND BLUBBER BY LATER STONE AGE PEOPLE OF THE GEELBEK DUNES, WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE, SOUTH AFRICA / Kandel, Andrew W; Conard, Nicholas J. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,
SCRATCHING BELOW THE SURFACE IN THE SWARTLAND: Visiting farms around Philadelphia / Milne, Andrew. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha
Journal article

SCULPTING THE LANDSCAPE: Bronze sculptor Dylan Lewis / Wemyss, Diana. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

SCULPTURE INSPIRATION: An enclosed urban square is given a new and symbolic lease on life with public sculptures: Jetty Square -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrnick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha
Journal article

SEA FLOOR DISTURBANCE OFF THE WEST COAST: Discussion on today's sea floor as well as natural disturbance vs mining disturbance / Goosen, Andre. -- Johannesburg: M&G Media, alpha
Journal article

SEA WORMS FOUND ON MOUNTAIN -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha
Journal article

THE SEARCH FOR ERNST DU TOIT / Du Toit, J F S. -- Bellville: Western Cape Branch of the GSSA, alpha
Journal article

Journal article

SEEING THE CEDARBERG: Alpinism and inventions of the Agterberg in the white urban middle class imagination c.1890-c.1950 / Van Sittert, Lance. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape, alpha
Journal article
SEEING THE LIGHT: With its superb location and three cottages for hire, the lighthouse at Cape Columbine is both a fascinating and relaxing place to stay. / Landman, Greg. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpa Journal article

THE SELBORNE GRAVING DOCK, EAST DOCKYARD, SIMON'S TOWN / Rice, Bill. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpa Journal article

SELECTED NOTES ON BRENTON FAMILY TREE / Dommisse, Boet. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpa Journal article

SENIOR SCOUT ADVENTURE "FOLLOWS THE SAN" / Smith, Andrew. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpa Journal article

SEVEN WOMEN: A series of biographies (compiled from materials at the National Library, Cape Town): 'Ik stond in die middeldeur': Die outobiografie van Maria Hamman (1832-1877) / Schoeman, Karel. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpa Journal article

SEVEN WOMEN: A series of biographies (Compiled from materials at the national Library, Cape Town): 'Madame Helena, the marvel of the world': Laura Horos in Cape Town, 1900-1901 / Schoeman, Karel. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpa Journal article


SEVEN WOMEN: A series of biographies (compiled from materials at the National Library, Cape Town): A human experience: the diary of Nooy Bonzaier / Schoeman, Karel. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpa Journal article
SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURY GLASS BOTTLES EXCAVATED FROM FORT DE GOEDE HOOP, CAPE TOWN / Abrahams, Gabeba. -- Cape Town: South African Cultural History Museum, alpha
Journal article

THE SHAMAN AND HIS APPRENTICE: Karoo farm destiny of a Griqua psychic shepherd and his grail of ancient plant cures / Dugmore, Heather. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

SHAW'S MOUNTAIN PASS: Discussion of the origins of its name — Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

THE SHIP CAVE PAINTING: As seen by a sailor / Legatt, Hugo. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha
Journal article

SHIPWRECK MUSEUM 30 / Mouton, Mare. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha
Journal article

SHIPWRECKS AND FISHERMEN AT PATERNOSTER / Hollard, Peter. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha
Journal article

SHOEMAKERS: Lubbe & Son Shoe Museum, Stellenbosch / Brokensha, Kerri. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha
Journal article

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY OF SAMUEL EUSEBIUS HUDSON / Hudson, Edward. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha
Journal article

A SHORT HISTORY OF MURATIE / Scheffler, Helena. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha
THE SHOW GOES ON AT THE ARTS THEATRE -- Stanford: Village Life,
alpha
Journal article

SIKHULULEKILE! : Naming ceremony of the new Robben Island Museum ferry -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit,
alpha
Journal article

SILVERMINE FLOOD CONTROL SCHEME WINS CIVIL ENGINEERING AWARD / Obree, Mark -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,
alpha
Journal article

SILVERMINE NATURE RESERVE LAUNCHES BOARDWALK FOR DISABLED / Cape Peninsula National Park -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,
alpha
Journal article

SIMON'S TOWN : Long ago and far away (1928-1931) / Fisher, E F S. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,
alpha
Journal article

SIMON'S TOWN : It's revitalisation 1960-1990 / Wise, Norman. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,
alpha
Journal article

THE SIMON'S TOWN AGREEMENTS / Korsten, T. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,
alpha
Journal article

SIMONSVLEI : The story of a farm and its people, 1691-1999 / Cairns, Margaret. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa,
alpha
Journal article

SIMONSVLEI (STELLENGIFT) INVENTORIES / Malan, Antonia. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa,
THE SIMPLE CHARM OF JACOBSBAAI / Pienaar, Ohna. – Stanford: Village Life,
alpha
Journal article

SIMPLY SIMON’S TOWN / Landman, Greg. – Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

SINKING FEELING AT ROBBEN ISLAND: Discussion on the recent problems of mismanagement / Peach, Mark. – Cape Town: Cape Business News,
alpha
Journal article

SIR DAVID BAIRD’S TRAFALGAR VASE / Van Blommestein, Mary. – Cape Town: Historical Media,
alpha
Journal article

SIR DE VILLIERS GRAAFF AND VILLIERSDORP / Van Zijl, Johan. – Craighall: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

SIR HENRY FREDERICK NORBURY (1839-1925) / Read, A E. – Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society,
alpha
Journal article

SIR JAHLEEL BRENTON: A distinguished naval career: Part 2 / Dommisse, Boet. – Simon’s Town: Simon’s Town Historical Society,
alpha
Journal article

SIR JAHLEEL BRENTON: Naval Commissioner, Simon’s Town: Part 3 / Dommisse, Boet. – Simon’s Town: Simon’s Town Historical Society,
alpha
Journal article

Journal article

SLANGKOP / Houghton, Sean. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, alpha Journal article

SLANGKOPPUNT / SALATO. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

SLANGKOPPUNT: The tallest lighthouse on the SA coast / SALATO. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

SLAVE LODGE TO BECOME A MAJOR TOURISM MAGNET: Preliminary report on year 2000 excavations / Abrahams-Willis, Gabeba. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha Journal article

SLAVE SHIPS AND THEIR LEGACY / Gribble, John. -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

SMALL SPACES: Discussion on the renovation of 4 small places including listed buildings / Cullinan, Gill; Harris, Mary Jane; Kodelitsch, Coba; Wemyss, Diana. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

SMOKE SIGNALS: NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE ART OF GARTH ERASMUS / McInnes, Jacki. -- Cape Town: Global Art Information, alpha Journal article
SNIPPETS ABOUT OUR FOREFATHERS / Raad, Glenda. -- Cape Town: Western Cape Branch of the GSSA, Journal article

SOME NEW PERCEPTIONS OF LIFE IN THE CAPE 200 YEARS AGO / Hart, Marg. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, Journal article

'SOME SORT OF MANIA': Otto Hartung Spohr and the making of the Bleek Collection / Weintroub, Jill. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research, Journal article

SOME THOUGHTS CONCERNING THE POSITIONING OF EARLY CAPE HOMESTEADS / Loynes, Keith. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, Journal article

SOMEBEFORE OVER THE RAINBOW: Discussion on Elim / Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Mafube, Journal article

THE SONQUA AND KHOIKHOI OF THE CAPE PENINSULA / Smith, Andrew B. -- Kalk Bay: Kalk Bay Historical Association, Journal article

THE SOPHIA: The mystery of a slow boat to Australia / Walker, Michael. -- Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, Journal article

SOPHY GRAY AND HER CHURCHES / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Craighall: Caxton, Journal article

SOUTH AFRICA’S MR COKE STILL SMILES AT 100 / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life, Journal article
SPIER OF THE CAPE: Spier Estate could be the yardstick against which development in local tourism should be measured / Wasserfall, Russel. – Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, Journal article

SPIRITED EVOLUTIONIST ROBERT BROOM AND STELENBOSCH REVISITED ON A ZOOLOGICAL CENTENARY / Tobias, Philip V. – Pretoria: Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf), Journal article

THE SPLENDID HOUT BAY MANOR HOTEL – Cape Town: Historical Media, Journal article

THE SPRINGBOK COLLECTION BOOKMARK / Byrne, Dulcie. – Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, Journal article

ST JAMES / Higgo, Ralph. – Cape Town: Journal article

ST JOSEPH'S CHAPEL: Also known as the Rubbi Chapel – Cape Town: Historical Media, Journal article

ST PETERS – Cape Town: Dales Nesbit, Journal article


STANFORD HOSPITALITY BRIGHTENS A GREY DAY / Kolbe, Pam. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation.

THE STANFORD SMILE / Lloyd, Julia. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.

STILL PEDALLING: M C Ellis Cycles, Beaufort West / Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.

STOEP VS VERANDA / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton.

STONE AGE HAND AXES FOUND ON CAPE SEABED -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society.

STORMSVLEI: An historic village worth saving / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton.

THE STORY OF SIMON'S TOWN'S WATER SUPPLY UP TO 1900 / Read, A E. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha

THE STORY OF THE RAILWAY LINE FROM MUIZENBERG TO SIMON'S TOWN / Rhind, David. -- Kalk Bay: Kalk Bay Historical Association, alpha


STRANDVELD MUSEUM / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha


THE STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE : Discussion on the Karoo / Knaggs, Ronelle. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha

STYLISH STANFORD / Woulidge, Sam. -- Cape Town: Inyati Publishing, alpha


SUPPORTING THE MARITIME INDUSTRY: Discussion on the 'grass roots' sponsorship of maritime studies classes at Simon's Town High School and now the establishment of the South African Maritime Training Academy (SAMTRA) -- Cape Town: Cape Business News, Journal article

SURF'S UP AT LAND'S END: Victoria Bay on the Garden Route is a gem of a beachside village, and Land's End, the last house in the front row, is as close as a surfer can get to Point Break Heaven... / Marais, Chris. -- Durban: Caxton, Journal article

A SWELL PLACE: Discussion on the history and some of the historical buildings of Swellendam / Zintl, Sean. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, Journal article

SWELLENDAM DROSTDY / Howard, Leslie. -- Stanford: Village Life, Journal article

SWELLENDAM SERENITY: A cute cottage rescued from ruin / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, Journal article

'SWIFT-PEOPLE': Therianthropes and bird symbolism in hunter-gatherer rock-paintings, Western and Eastern Cape Provinces, South Africa / Hollmann, Jeremy C. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, Journal article

SYMON VAN DER STEL: Father of the country? / Te Water Naude, Biffie. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, Journal article
TAAL AS IDENTITEIT: Die 'Duitse' Afrikaanssprekende gemeenskap Philippi / Discussion on how the German speaking community of Philippi have adopted Afrikaans but still have a strong Lutheran culture / Rabe, Lizette. -- Pretoria: South African Society for Cultural History.

TAKE THE TRAM: Photographs of trams at Adderley Street, Camps Bay Drive and Clifton region / Johnston, Bob; Stuart-Findlay, Derek; Dales Nesbit, alpha

TAKING STEWARDSHIP TO THE PEOPLE: A bold - and critical - programme to get private landowners involved in conservation is underway in the Cape / Van Niekerk, Amanda. -- Craighall: Caxton.

TALE OF A TREE: Discussion on some of the famous Milkwood trees in South Africa / Kossuth, Pat. -- Cape Town: Historical Media.

TALES OF URBAN RESTITUTION, BLACK RIVER, RONDEBOSCH / Dhuphelia-Mesthrie, Uma. -- Cape Town: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research.


TAPHONOMY OF A LAIR NEAR THE PEERS (OR SKILDEGAT) CAVE IN FISH HOEK, WESTERN CAPE PROVINCE, SOUTH AFRICA / Kerbis Peterhans, Julian C; Singer, Ronald. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society.
TAX INCENTIVES HELPING TO REJUVENATE CAPE TOWN -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,
alpha
Journal article

TESSELAAR'S TANGLED LIFE : Discussion on the history of Teslaarsdal / Mouton, Annalize. -- Stanford: Village Life,
alpha
Journal article

THANKS TO CAPENSIS FOR INFORMATION ON THE ELSKE AND TABBERT FAMILIES / Atkinson, Richard W. -- Bellville: Western Cape Branch of the GSSA,
alpha
Journal article

THESEN TRANSFORMED / Eicker, Karen. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Pattrick Publications (Pty) Ltd,
alpha
Journal article

THEY MAKE SURE IT IS TRUE NORTH : Discussion on the Hermanus Magnetic Observatory (HMO) -- Stanford: Village Life,
alpha
Journal article

THINKING STRINGS : A project in Clanwilliam is helping to untangle and reunite the threads of the past, the present and the future / Richards, Nancy. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

THREE 17TH CENTURY STRONGBOXES IN CAPE COLLECTIONS / Olivier, Magda. -- Cape Town: South African Cultural History Museum,
alpha
Journal article

THREE FROZEN MOMENTS IN THE PAST : An analysis of the Simonsvlei household inventories / Malan, Antonia. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa,
alpha
Journal article

TIME AND SPACE FOR EVERYTHING : Artist Gerrit Burger has re-established his roots at Lambert's Bay / Richards, Nancy. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article
TIMELESS VALLEY: Discussion on the history of Baardskeerdersbos / Kossuth, Pat. -- Johannesburg: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

TMNP LAUNCHES "KIDS IN PARKS" -- Cape Town: South African National Parks, alpha Journal article

TOKAI / CECILIA TREE FELLING IN THE SPOTLIGHT -- Cape Town: South African National Parks, alpha Journal article

TOP CLASS: In and around Mossel Bay is a host of attractions, including the stupendous new Pinnacle Point Beach and Golf Resort / Van Rynoel, Richard. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha Journal article

TORTOISE TREASURE: Discussion on tortoises in the Western Cape especially the geometric tortoise / Duvenhage, Engela. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

TOWN AND COUNTRY: A problem for modern cities is the huge need to safeguard surrounding rural areas / Hood, Tom. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines, alpha Journal article

TOWN WITH A MISSION: Mamre / Richards, Nancy. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

TRADE UNION LIBRARY: Labour Research Union / Vananda, Busiwe. -- Cape Town: Western Cape Provincial Library, alpha Journal article

TRADING THE CAPE FOR THE KAROO: Matoppo Inn, Beaufort West / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha
TRADITIONAL MEETS MODERN: 18th-century ship arrives in Cape Town with state-of-art equipment below waterline: Gotheborg / Creamer, Martin. – Johannesburg: Creamer Media, alpha
Journal article

THE TRAIN TO MATJIESFONTEIN: Discussion on the history and historical buildings of Matjiesfontein / Coburn, Michelle. – Cape Town: Inyati Publishing, alpha
Journal article

THE TRAMWAY ROAD REMOVALS, 1959-61 / Mesthrie, Uma Shashikant. – Bellville: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical Research, alpha
Journal article

TRANSFORMATION AT IZIKO: !Qe: The power of rock art / Kaufmann, Carol. – Grahamstown: South African Museum Association, alpha
Journal article

THE TRANSIT OF VENUS / Van Blommestein, Peter. – Simon’s Town: Simon’s Town Historical Society, alpha
Journal article

TRAWLER REX COMMEMORATIVE ENVELOPE -- Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha
Journal article

TREASURE OF THE OVERBERG: Discussion on how farm Jan Harmsgat is being used in the tourist industry / Zintl, Sean. – Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

TREASURES FROM TRASH: Discussion on how important historical documents were rescued from being discarded and pulped. / Coates, Peter Ralph. – Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha
Journal article
THE TREATY TREE – Cape Town: Historical Media, alpha Journal article

A TRIBUTE TO THE GUGULETHU SEVEN -- Cape Town: String Communications, alpha Journal article

TRICKY BUSINESS : When Lambert's Bay's world-famous Cape Gannet colony suddenly disappeared, the townsfolk knew they had to find a way to lure the economically vital birds back... / Ferreira, Anton. – Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

TRUSTEES UNWILLING TO CARRY OUT HIS WISHES : Letter giving background history on Van Rheede van Oudtshoom Vault, Gardens / Falck, Michiel. – Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

THE TULBAGH DROSTDY : 200 years of splendour and disasters / Hofmeyr, George S. – Stanford: Village Life, alpha Journal article

TURNING CAPE TOWN INTO ONE GIANT PARK : The Cape peninsula is the site of unique and forward-looking experiment marrying conservation with highly populated and densely urbanised areas / Zintl, Sean. M&G Media, 2003. alpha Journal article

TURNING THE KEY TO A VISION'S VISTAS : Discussion of the history of an old Cape farm known as De Grendel / Richards, Nancy. – Johannesburg: Caxton, alpha Journal article

TWAK PRAAT : Recent visit to a tobacco farm in the Cedarberg / Van Ryneveld, Richard. – Craighall: Caxton, alpha Journal article

THE TWINNING OF MAPUTO AND CAPE TOWN : The early Mozambican slave trade to the Slave Lodge / Shell, Robert C-H. – Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,
TWO APPRECIATIONS OF VIEWING LOCAL CAPE DUTCH SPLENDOUR: Brief summaries of visit by Drakenstein Heritage Foundation to Simonsvlei, Joostenberg / Kolbe, Pam; Knaggs, Ronelle. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation,

TWO HOURS WITH MIKE: An historical walk around Kalk Bay / Norris, Gerard. -- Cape Town:

TWO SEVENTEENTH CENTURY COFFIN BURIALS AT THE CAPE / Fourshe, Kiersten. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum,

TWO VICTIMS OF THE WRECK OF THE "BRITISH PEER" / Wilson, M L; Van Rijssen, W J J. -- Grahamstown: Albany Museum,


UNDISCOVERED WEST COAST PLACES: Aurora / Rautenbach, Gerrit. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

UNDISCOVERED WEST COAST PLACES: Laaiplek / Marais, Chris. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

UNIVERSAL CHURCH OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD, CAPE TOWN / Williams, Bill. -- Durban: KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Architecture,
UNPACKING THE GREY COLLECTION: Brief discussion on extracts found in letters from Sir Thomas Masede to Sir John Herschel especially from 20 July 1864 describing the erection of Sir George Grey statue outside the National Library of South Africa -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha Journal article

AN UNUSUAL ROCK PAINTING OF A SHIP FOUND IN THE ATTAKWASKLOOF / Leggatt, Hugo; Rust, Renee. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

UPDATE AND DEVELOPMENTS ON OTHER CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha Journal article

UPGRADE AT SAB NEWLANDS BREWERY / Gordon Verhoef and Krause. -- Cape Town: Gordon Verhoef & Krause, alpha Journal article

UPPER TABLE VALLEY: A survey 1979 / Verschoyle, Denis. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha Journal article

AN URBAN SQUARE: Joe Gqabi Station, Philippi, Cape Town / Klitzner, Tarna. -- Johannesburg: Brooke Patrick Publications (Pty) Ltd, alpha Journal article

USING BEHAVIOURAL POSTURES AND MORPHOLOGY TO IDENTIFY HUNTER-GATHERER ROCK PAINTINGS OF THERIANTHROPES IN THE WESTERN AND EASTERN CAPE PROVINCES, SOUTH AFRICA / Hollmann, Jeremy C. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society, alpha Journal article

UWC-ROBBEN ISLAND MAYIBUYE ARCHIVES / Epstein, Rheina (cp) -- Cape Town: Western Cape Provincial Library, alpha Journal article

V & A MARINA RESIDENTIAL -- Cape Town: Laurie Wale CC, 1999. Journal article
THE VALLEY OF THE DUIVENHOKS / De Villiers, Anita. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,
alpha
Journal article

VALLEY OF THE PEARL : Paarl / Burger, Sonja. -- Craighall: Caxton,
alpha
Journal article

Journal article

THE VAN REENEN FAMILY : Arrival in Knysna and association with Plettenberg Bay / Van Reenen, Willo. -- Plettenberg Bay: The Van Plettenberg Historical Society,
alpha
Journal article

VAN WYKSDORP : This little Karoo town is battling for survival / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,
alpha
Journal article

VANWYKSDORP : A forgotten corner of the Cape -- Stanford: Village Life,
alpha
Journal article

THE VASCO DA GAMA MUSEUM, SHELLY POINT -- Cape Town: Historical Media,
alpha
Journal article

VERGELEGEN : Environmental excellence in the making / Tooth, Don; Spicer, Michael. -- Johannesburg: Anglo American Corporation,
alpha
Journal article

VERNACKING WITH DIRK / Marx, Joanna. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa,
alpha
Journal article
THE VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE OF SWELLENDAM AND ITS SURROUNDINGS / Barnard, Eureka. -- Cape Town: Vernacular Architecture Society of South Africa, alpha
Journal article

VERTELLINGE OOR PNIEL : Discussion on the history and historical buildings in Pniel / Sieguthn, Stephe. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha
Journal article

VESTED INTERESTS AT CANGO CAVE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY / Craven, Stephen Adrian. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa, alpha
Journal article

VICE-ADMIRAL SIR JAHLEEL BRENTON (BORN 1770) / Dommisse, Boet. -- Simon's Town: Simon's Town Historical Society, alpha
Journal article

VIEWING BUILDINGS... : Brief summaries of buildings visited by the Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, namely Vredenhof Farm, St Peter's Roche and Rheboksloof House / Koch, Eleane. -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation, alpha
Journal article

VIEWS OF ROBBEN ISLAND : This is a new photographic exhibition at the Robben Island Gateway -- Cape Town: Caxton Publishing Group, alpha
Journal article

VILLAGE OVER THE RAINBOW : Spend a weekend in the Western Cape Moravian mission village of Elim... / Marais, Chris. -- Craighall: Caxton, alpha
Journal article

VILLAGE SCHOOL CELEBRATES ITS 170 YEARS : Now known as the Education Museum / Howes, Sigi. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha
Journal article

A VILLAGE VIGNERON / Mouton, Mare. -- Stanford: Village Life, alpha
Journal article
VILLAGES WITH HEART / Fransen, Hans. -- Stanford: Village Life,  
aJournal article

VINCENT CLOETE: Kalk Bay personality: Fisherman / Houghton, Sean. -- Cape Town:  
aJournal article

A VISIT TO GREYTON -- Stanford: Village Life,  
aJournal article

VIVE LE VALLEY: Franschhoek Valley is one of the tourism success stories of South Africa. It attracts thousands of foreign visitors each year and is a perfect out-of-season getaway for locals / Wasserfall, Russel; Whittle, Cathy. -- Durban: Caxton,  
aJournal article

VOC PRACTICE (POLICY?) IN THE MANUMISSION OF COMPANY SLAVES AT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE / Upham, Mansell George. -- Bellville: Western Cape Branch of the GSSA,  
aJournal article

THE VOLCANO THAT NEVER ERUPTED: Discussion on the geological formation of Skurwekopje -- Stanford: Village Life,  
aJournal article

THE VREDEHOEK TIN MINE, CAPE TOWN / Spargo, Peter. -- Cape Town: Friends of the National Library of South Africa,  
aJournal article

VROEE STRAFMETODES EN OPENBARE TEREGSTELLINGS IN DIE KAAPKOLONIE EN VRYSTAAT (EARLY FORMS OF PUNISHMENT AND PUBLIC EXECUTIONS IN THE CAPE COLONY AND FREE STATE) / Coetzee, Gerda. -- Bloemfontein: National Museum,  
aJournal article

WAGON WHEELS, SCHOOLS AND ART AT GREAT BRAK / Murray, John. -- Stanford: Village Life,
A WALK WITH EVE AT LANGEBAAN / Roberts, David. -- Cape Town: Historical Media,

WANDERING THROUGH WOLVENGAT : Also known as Viljoenshof / Cremer, Alex. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

WATER, CIVIL ENGINEERS, AND CAPE TOWN'S "UNICITY" RESTRUCTURING OF 1913 / Wall, Kevin. -- Cape Town: Historical Society of Cape Town,

THE WATERWHEEL MAN : Will van der Schaaf has become a unique kind of specialist in this day and age / Cremer, Alex. -- Craighall: Caxton,

WAY DOWN SOUTH : Cape Agulhas region / Van Riel, Fransje. -- Johannesburg: Caxton Publishing Group,

A WEIGHT OVER HISTORIC CAVE : Discussion on proposed development over Drupkelder -- Stanford: Village Life,

THE WELGELEGEN GRAVEYARD, MOWBRAY / Cairns, Margaret. -- Houghton: Genealogical Society of South Africa,

WELLINGTON AND ANDREW MURRAY : A Boland town and its world-renowned theologian / Van Zijl, Johan. -- Johannesburg: Caxton,

THE WEST COAST FOSSIL PARK : Langebaanweg / Wemyss, Diana. -- Craighall: Caxton/RP Magazines,
THE WEST COAST FOSSIL PARK: Development of a national monument site / Haarhoff, Pippa. -- Cape Town: South African Archaeological Society,


WESTERN CAPE HERITAGE SCENE IN TURMOIL: Discussion on how the above has affected the Drakenstein Heritage Foundation particularly concerning Paarl farm study report, water treatment plant on Paarl Mountain, Boer War monuments and other buildings in Paarl -- Paarl: Drakenstein Heritage Foundation,

WESTERN CAPE NATURE CONSERVATION BOARD ANNUAL REPORT 2003 / Western Cape Nature Conservation Board. -- Cape Town: Western Cape Nature Conservation Board.

WHAT PRICE PROGRESS?: Proposed dune development is threatening the natural and man-made character of this Cape coastal community / Cremer, Alex. -- Durban: Republican Press, 1998.
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